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Nepal nearing full
digital TV switchover
KATHMANDU – Nepal has
switched off analogue TV services in the cities of Kathmandu,
Lalitpur, Birgunj, Biratnagar and
Pokhar. According to Nepal’s
Ministry of Communications,
analogue services have become
“outdated and the quality of
the service is deteriorating over
time”. All analogue TV services
are expected to cease in Nepal
by April next year.

Myanmar welcomes
new digital TV channels
NAYPYIDAW – Myanmarese
media company Mizzima Media
has been chosen as one of five
new free-to-air (FTA) digital TV
channels to operate in Myanmar.
The new channels will be offering
a mix of news, entertainment and
infotainment content.

Native vs
Downloadable DRM:
The Long-Term
Implications of
Short-Term Choices
Find out more
on page 38
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Broadcasting
industry at IP
crossroads
BY SHAWN LIEW

SINGAPORE – Transitioning to
IP can be a journey with hidden
challenges … and it appears that
the broadcast industry is now at the
crossroads.
As Dr Amal Punchihewa, director, technology and innovation,
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
(ABU), pointed out to APB, many
broadcasters globally are “already
in various stages of the IP transformation”.
Conversely, one can say
that many are simply undecided on whether broadcast IP is
the correct long-term approach. APB, in
The general attitude among collaboration
broadcasters in Asia appears to with systems
be one of caution, conceded integrator Ideal
Systems and show organiser UBM SES,
Dr Amal.
is setting up Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab
However, he believes that at Broadcast-Asia2017 at booth 6A3-01.
the long-term prognosis remains
optimistic. “The broadcast TV industry’s call for interoperability across the
next-generation production supply chain has been answered by vendors
worldwide. Because of this, broadcasters can confidently pursue their
transitions to IP with minimal disruption.”
And by the end of this year, nearly 75% of members of the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) are likely to begin offering products that
are compliant with the SMPTE ST 2110 standard, noted Dr Amal, citing
a recent AIMS survey.
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Now TV, PCCW Global and Ideal Systems delivered a live 360° VR 4K/UHD
broadcast of the 2017 Cathay Pacific/HSBC Hong Kong Sevens in April this year.

VR heightens immersive
experience of live sports
HONG KONG – Since 1976, the
Hong Kong Sevens has captivated
rugby fans around the world.
This year’s tournament, however,
surpassed what viewers have traditionally been used to.
Working with systems integrator Ideal Systems and Now TV, the
official broadcaster of the event,
PCCW Global delivered a live
360° virtual reality (VR), 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) broadcast of the 2017
Cathay Pacific/HSBC Hong Kong
Sevens.
The collaboration involved

Ideal Systems delivering the content acquisition using a number of
pitch-side Nokia OZO 360° cameras. These cameras provided a 4K/
UHD IP signal, which was delivered
over HKT fibre to Nokia servers in
the control room, to facilitate live
stitching from each of the cameras’
eight 2K lenses to create multiple
stitched 3D 4K/UHD streams.
These 360° audio and video
streams were switched and passed
through to the Harmonic Electra VS
encoders for delivery to the PCCW
88

Why broadcasters
need to think
content-centric?
Discover more on page 50
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Golden opportunity
to test IP workflow at
BroadcastAsia2017
Decisions that fundamentally change the way we
work or live are seldom taken hastily, and justifiably so. For broadcasters, technology transitions
can be a daunting proposition, particularly when it
involves the uprooting of established and trusted
workflows and systems.
The ongoing transition to IP is a classic case
in point. Over the past year or so, broadcasters
around the world have heard impassioned arguments on why replacing SDI with IP is the only
logical approach to survive and thrive.
Some have heeded the call, and are already
working on full-IP infrastructures. Others have begun to integrate IP-based solutions into their SDI
workflows, and then there are those who remain
undecided over IP.
Can IP truly replace, and surpass SDI, which
has served us well for decades? What is the cost of
having to replace legacy SDI equipment? Can we
be assured that IP solutions offered by different
vendors can work well together?
The formation of the Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS), a non-profit trade alliance that
promotes open standards and interoperability,
and comprising some of the biggest broadcast
vendors in the world, has gone some way to assuage some of these concerns.
When the SMPTE ST 2110 standard is ratified
later this year, it is likely to further strengthen the
IP interoperability proposition.
And demonstrating interoperability between
different manufacturers will be a key goal of the
Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab at BroadcastAsia2017.
Set up by APB, in collaboration with systems
integrator Ideal Systems and show organiser UBM
SES, the IP Lab is also supported by some of the
most prominent broadcast equipment vendors in
the world (turn to pages 18-20 to read more). We
are also offering broadcast and media companies
from around Asia-Pacific a hands-on experience

of working on an all-IP ecosystem, featuring a live
broadcast studio, content editing and distribution
to OTT platforms, all in real time.
This is not to suggest that you should immediately implement an all-IP system in your
broadcast facility. Clearly, SDI still has a role to
play in the IP transition, which in all probability
will be a lengthy process.
Hybrid SDI/IP deployments are likely to be
the norm as broadcasters continue to plan their
transition to IP. What APB and our partners are
trying to achieve with the Broadcast IP Inter-Op
Lab is to highlight to broadcasters in Asia what
currently works in IP and provide a platform to
share experiences.
In an increasingly digitised world where viewing patterns continue to be re-shaped with every
new Netflix or Amazon Prime Video offering, IP
can potentially be a key enabler in the increasingly
convoluted race to win eyeballs.
Unless broadcasters start now to learn more
about IP and what it can potentially bring to their
respective operations, they run the risk of missing out on the benefits that IP can bring in the
long term.
For those of you who have yet to confirm your
participation for the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab at
BroadcastAsia2017, we urge you to quickly book a
time slot to secure a hands-on session at the IP Lab.
There are only 16 slots a day. Log on to www.
apb-news.com and check availability.
Embrace IP … go with the flow.
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HELO

ROI-SDI

Computer I/O for Broadcast IP

KUMO® 6464

Routing to the Max

Stream and Record...
at the Touch of a Button

Trim the Fat
ROI Scaling for Baseband Video

KONA IP offers the simplest path
for your transition into Broadcast
IP pipelines, with SMPTE 2022-6
and newly added 2022-7 support
for redundant signal reliability, with
more coming soon including
JPEG 2000 workflows.

The new KUMO 6464 is the most
dense router in the KUMO family
with 64 x 64 channels of 3G-SDI
routing in a 4RU frame. Perfect
for complex HD/SD workflows,
or configurable as a 16 x 16
4K/UltraHD router, KUMO 6464
is easily configurable over any
browser everywhere with
its built in web server for
ultimate simplicity.

HELO is a mobile stand-alone
recorder and streaming device with
all the inputs you need for capture
and a wealth of ports
for recording to USB, SD, and
network storage.

The ROI® family of Region of Interest
scalers has earned an enviable
position in the market as the
highest quality, most cost effective
answer for computer desktop to
baseband scaling in the business.
ROI-SDI now offers the same
power and flexibility for baseband
workflows, with simple extraction
and scaling from 3G-SDI to
3G-SDI and HDMI. Keep what
you need, lose what you don’t.

KONA® IP

|

Find out more at www.aja.com

Deliver your stream directly to a
web Content Distribution Network
(CDN) while simultaneously
recording high quality,
compact size H.264 files.
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Two years later: OTT means
‘Opportunity to Transform’
`In our most

BY CHRISTOPHER SLAUGHTER

It has only been two years since CASBAA
ran our ﬁrst OTT Sentiment Survey, a relatively modest questionnaire circulated
among our membership to gauge attitudes towards digital business models.
But in that time, we have seen a very
signiﬁcant shift — what was once viewed
with suspicion and resistance is being
embraced and welcomed.
We have acknowledged that when
it comes to online delivery of video, the
TV industry as a whole has adopted and
slightly misapplied a telecom industry
term. When the designation “over-thetop”, or OTT, was ﬁrst coined by our telco
friends, it was fairly pejorative, and meant “any content
(video or otherwise) that runs
over the top of our network,”
with the implication “… that
we did not create and do not
directly monetise”.
S i m i l a r l y, w h e n t h e
multi-channel TV industry
glommed onto the term,
the deﬁnition shifted slightly to mean
“video that is delivered to consumers
without going through the set-top box”.
As such, our industry also viewed OTT as
a rather negative acronym, as it referred
to companies operating outside our
monetisation footprint — they didn’t
play by the same rules, they did not follow the same business model, they were
disintermediators, cowboys and, in some
very obvious cases, even pirates.
All that led to a less-than-enthusiastic
approach towards OTT by the industry
here in the region in 2015; there was
experimentation, to be sure, but much of
that was limited, and principally driven

Traditional pay-TV operators are seemingly embracing
OTT. Singapore’s StarHub, for example, launched StarHub
Go in 2015, an online streaming service that does not
require consumers to have an existing pay-TV subscription.
Also available on the standalone service is HBO Go, a TV
Everywhere service.

`Even with the overall embrace of
OTT services by traditional pay-TV
companies, there are still issues
to resolve before consumers can
expect to have their online cake
and eat it too.a

recent 2017
survey, fully 97.5%
of respondents
say digital video
initiatives are either
very important
or significant for
their businesses
— what was once
simply important
has become
essential.a
out of North America and Europe. All
very well and good for them, the common wisdom went, but in Asia, we have
got wildly different market conditions,
as well as continued growth of our linear
television business.
Fast forward just two years, and not
only have major global players rolled out
in Asia, but home-grown regional players
have launched in multiple markets, and
previously single-market operators have
expanded their digital services outside
their home borders. These developments
have been watched keenly by companies
up and down the traditional pay-TV
value chain — especially in markets like
India, where the state of broadband
infrastructure deployment was previously
considered insufﬁcient to support robust
online plays.
With roughly the same number of
responses to our survey year-on-year, we
have seen CASBAA members’ endorsement of OTT grow signiﬁcantly. In our
most recent 2017 survey, fully 97.5% of
respondents say digital video initiatives
are either very important or signiﬁcant
for their businesses — what was once
simply important has become essential.
And with importance comes expectations; in each iteration of our survey,
respondents have had varied predictions about what percentage of their
revenues a notional OTT service would
deliver within three years of launch. In
2015, the biggest number of respondents
(33%) expected that within three years,
OTT would provide some 5%-10% of
revenues.
In 2016, the view had shifted, and
11%-15% of overall revenues got the
most votes (25%). But now, in 2017,
almost 27% of respondents say an OTT
service would account for more than 20%
of their revenues three years after launch,
the highest percentage we polled for.
Even more signiﬁcantly, that number has
more than quadrupled — in 2015 only
6.4% of respondents were that bullish
about OTT, now the largest number of

Almost 27% of respondents of a recent CASBAA survey say an OTT service would account for
more than 20% of their revenues three years after launch.

respondents agree.
But even with the overall embrace
of OTT services by traditional pay-TV
companies, there are still issues to resolve
before consumers can expect to have
their online cake and eat it too. From a
menu of various factors inhibiting development of OTT services ranging from
legacy systems to regulatory restrictions,
our respondents singled out content
rights availability and pricing for content
rights as the key stumbling blocks.
And although concerns about viable
business cases remain, broadband deployment is less of an issue, presumably
based on the success of OTT services in

various broadband-challenged markets
in the region.
There are many more insights about
the changing views of the traditional
pay-TV industry towards online video
contained in the full CASBAA OTT
Sentiment Report 2017, which will be
distributed among our members during
the second quarter. And with the pace of
change in the industry only continuing
to accelerate, it is pretty clear that we
might want to run the next iteration of
our survey sooner, rather than later.
Christopher Slaughter is CEO of CASBAA.
He is also an APB Panellist.
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IP transition continues with
more industry collaboration
LAS VEGAS – The IP journey
started with the SMPTE ST 2022
standard and, particularly, ST 20226 allowed SDI signals to be transported over IP networks, declared
Peter Weitzel, honorary secretary
and treasurer, SMPTE, UK Section.
Speaking to APB at the 2017
NAB Show, Weitzel chronicled
how that was followed by the
introduction of ST 2022-7, which
combines video streams over IP.
“There is a need to have industry
players agreeing on standards in
order to accelerate the IP transition,” he said.
Together with AIMS, AMWA,
AES, EBU, IABM, MNA and VSF,
SMPTE organised an IP Showcase
at this year’s NAB Show, which
presented visitors with a “holistic
view” of industry alignment, action
and transformation, with respect
to production, contribution and
primary distribution workflows
over IP.
Perhaps more pertinently, the
IP Showcase also served as a sneak
preview for the SMPTE ST 2110
standard, which, when fully ratiﬁed,
offers a common set of protocols

Scott Barella,
board member
and deputy
chair, technical
WG, Alliance
for IP Media
Solutions
(AIMS): Even
if you are
still working
with SDI
workﬂows, it
is time to take
advantage
of the latest
advances in IP
technology.

for IP interoperability.
Even if you are still working with
SDI workﬂows, it is time to take
advantage of the latest advances in
IP technology, urged Scott Barella,
board member and deputy chair,
technical WG, Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS).
He added: “AIMS’ participation
in the IP Showcase is part of its ongoing effort to establish a uniform
approach to all-IP workﬂows based
on industry standards and recommendations that are already well
established or are well under way.”
Both Barella and Weitzel ac-

knowledged that this is a transition
that will not happen overnight. The
likelihood, said Barella, is that media operators will adopt a hybrid
approach of implementing IPbased solutions into SDI workﬂows.
However, that should not be
presented as a barrier for broadcasters to start thinking of embracing IP, Weitzel concluded, saying:
“While the time taken to roll out
IP infrastructures may be longer
than expected, we encourage
broadcasters to jump into the [IP]
future, which is where the industry
is heading.”

VR provides ‘a touch-line seat’
1



Global media delivery network.
Six streams were routed from
the stadium for live distribution
by Now TV to consumers’ mobile
devices, PCs and VR headsets,
including Samsung Gear VR, HTC
Vive, Zeiss VR One Plus and Google
Cardboard via YouTube 360.
Mike van den Bergh, chief
marketing ofﬁcer, PCCW Global,
said: “This world’s ﬁrst delivery of
a complete source-to-screen solution for immersive 360° VR viewing
was one of the most exciting projects our team has been involved
in, because while it truly showcased
our innovation and media delivery capabilities, it also tested our
abilities fully, leveraging as it did
both our extensive experience in
delivering mega sports events, and
our ability to successfully put such
a complex solution together in a
very short space of time [less than
six weeks from project initiation].”
According to PCCW Global
and Ideal Systems, the challenges
of real-time live VR streaming
compared to traditional TV revolve around the complexity of
dealing with data rates, which
are “signiﬁcantly larger and more
demanding” on the delivery networks — with close to 6Gbps of

uncompressed video coming from
each Nokia OZO Live Server.
The question many broadcasters will ask, perhaps, is this: Will
sports fans truly embrace VR?
“Emphatically, yes!,” declared
Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal
Systems, South-east Asia. He told
APB: “Offer any sports fan a touchline seat at their favourite game,
and they will jump at the chance.
“That’s what VR is — it’s a
touch-line seat where you are not
looking at the action; you are in the
action, surrounded by the sound
of the fans.”
Mc Kiernan is also keen to make
the distinction between the Hong
Kong Sevens project with a more
common interpretation of the “immersive nature of VR” — which is
360° video viewed in a VR headset.
He explained: “What we did
with PCCW Global and Now TV for
the live 360° VR coverage of the
2017 Cathay Paciﬁc/HSBC Rugby
Sevens is something else.
“We added 3D into 360, and
adding spatial sound dramatically
enhances the experience — that’s
why we use the Nokia OZO camera,
that’s the differentiator.
“360° is not VR.
“What we did in Hong Kong
is VR and 4K/UHD, and it was
amazing.”

2017 a ‘defining year’ for broadcast IP
1
Providing a common set of
protocols for IP interoperability,
SMPTE ST 2110 is expected to be
fully ratiﬁed this year, and will play
a key role in making 2017 a “deﬁning year” for broadcast IP, suggested Matthew Goldman, president of
SMPTE, and SVP Technology, TV &
Media, Ericcson.
Describing the broadcast industry as being “very enthusiastic” about the migration to all-IP
infrastructures, he highlighted the
success of the IP Showcase at the
recent 2017 NAB Show. More than
40 broadcast vendors participated
in an interoperability demonstration SMPTE set up with AIMS and
other partners to highlight how
media operators can leverage the
beneﬁts offered by SMPTE ST 2110.
Despite this progress, there is
perhaps a very practical, and necessary, acknowledgement that SDI
has not run its course. Goldman
said: “Due to various commercial
and economic reasons, and the
core nature and mission-critical
application of broadcast infrastructure, there will be widely varying
migration time frames — with
some SDI plants remaining for
many years.
“Once the ﬂexibility and scalability of all-IP infrastructures
become more commonplace,
these factors may accelerate the
migration.”

The imminent acceptance of
SMPTE ST 2110 means that in any
new broadcast facility, IP will be
deployed alongside SDI to “ﬁll in
the gaps”, according to Stan Moote,
CTO of IABM.
Dismissing the idea that SDI is
already obsolete, he added: “People
doing very simple, non-scalable
facilities or add-ons are ﬁne to go
on with SDI.
“South Korea going with
12Gbps SDI for 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
made good sense, and I think others will follow this path too.”
However, it is time for broadcasters to learn as much as possible
about IP and the beneﬁts it brings,
because the IP train has already
left the station, Moote analogised.
The transition to IP also calls for
conscientious planning, as he explained: “Once you have decided to
embrace IP, there are so many paths
available for new operations, new
channels, more productions, and
so on. You need to focus on your
switch from Capex to Opex, and
how best to run your operation.
“You must also take note that
there is still a lot of SD activity
happening; although mainly for
playout, SD productions will move
to IP.”
Many facilities today, Moote
observed, have their infrastructures
designed for 100% live productions, when in reality, little is actually used for this purpose, beyond
pass-through and local ad inser-

tion. Therefore, mapping out an IP
strategy starts with understanding
three issues.
First, Moote asked, how much
live production is really happening, and do you really need to set
up the whole broadcast plant for
live? “Also, don’t just go with IP for
the sake of IP today,” he continued.
“Understand the beneﬁts that ﬁt
into your business plans, then decide on your direction.”
Perhaps, the most pressing challenge involves the human element.
“Start to move your CFO’s mindset
over to the computer world — you
can’t be keeping equipment for 1015 years anymore,” Moote declared.
IP-based infrastructures can
potentially allow more ﬂexibility
in how media signals are transmitted, which in turn offers greater
optimisation. In fact, some broadcasters in Asia already operate in
IP-based facilities, although most
broadcasters will take a similar approach as they did, or are doing, in
transitioning from SD to HD, said
ABU’s Dr Amal.
“We have seen digital islands
in production facilities extended to
fully digital workﬂows,” he elaborated. “Most of the SD acquisition
and production facilities were used
until the end of its useful life.
“The IP transition could follow a
similar approach, where new facilities can be built using IP-enabled
devices, and where existing devices and standards such as SMPTE

The line-up of sponsors of the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab.

2022-6, enable SDI signals to be
transported over IP using the RTP
protocol.”
And in a bid to further alleviate
any lingering concerns surrounding interoperability, the ABU, IABM
and SMPTE have unanimously thrown their support behind
the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab at
BroadcastAsia2017.
Set up by APB, in collaboration with systems integrator Ideal
Systems and show organiser UBM
SES, the IP Lab is showcasing what
is working in IP today while highlighting interoperability between
different manufacturers.
The IP Inter-Op Lab also offers
participants a hands-on experience
of working on an all-IP ecosystem,
featuring a live broadcast studio,
content editing and distribution
to over-the-top (OTT) platforms,
all in real time.
Calvin Koh, assistant director
(communication events), UBM SES,
said: “The Broadcast IP Inter-Op
Lab at BroadcastAsia2017 presents
a rare opportunity for industry
decision-makers, facing the challenging task of transitioning to IP,
to get some practical experience
with interoperability between different systems.

“Participants can look forward
to producing a short video clip
and transmitting it live over IP at
the on-site studio. We hope this
will provide valuable insights and
answers that will help them in their
acquisition planning.”
Andrew Yeo, publisher of APB,
said: “The clarion call to embrace
IP is growing louder and indeed
making IP an integral part of our
workﬂow is the way forward. This is
why APB’s ConneXxion Forum 2016
dwelt on Empowering Broadcasters to Embrace IP and the keynote
speaker was Mock Pak Lum, CTO
of StarHub.
“ To persuade more Asian
broadcasters to embrace IP, APB
decided to forego this year’s ConneXxion Forum and instead mooted the idea of an IP Inter-Op Lab at
BroadcastAsia2017, offering broadcasters and production houses
visiting the show an opportunity to
work on an IP production system …
and participate in a panel discussion on May 23 at 12.30pm at the
IP Theatre, next to the lab.”
And as Goh Kim Soon, senior VP,
Broadcast Engineering, Mediacorp,
commented at last year’s forum: “IP
is inevitable ... The IP revolution in
broadcast has already started.”

See
Everything.
SAM’s integrated, external and IP
multiviewers bring new functionality to
multi-channel monitoring. From simple
quad split to 4K enterprise monitoring
solutions, SAM has a multiviewer to fit every
application.

Broadcast
Asia
#6M2-01

Don’t miss a thing, check out
www.s-a-m.com/multiviewers

With integrated
control and
monitoring for the
ultimate in monitoring
by exception

MV-8 Series IP
Multiviewers

MV-8 Series
Router Integrated
Multiviewers

MV-8 Series
Standalone
Multiviewers

MV-8 DT
Desktop
Expansion

MV-Flex
Modular
Multiviewers
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Keeping the Asian diaspora in
Europe connected to home
Launched in August 2016, boobles.tv
is a service of bubbles media,
which specialises in TV products for
international target groups. Specifically, boobles.tv offers
Asian expatriates located across Europe entertainment and
news content from their home countries. APB prompts Arnold
Kulbatzki, founding partner and CEO of bubbles Media, who
has more than 20 years’ professional experience as a manager
in the media and telecommunications sector, for more details.
boobles.tv is a relatively new
service launched in August last
year, and is offered on both
satellite and OTT. Can you tell
us more about boobles.tv: what
is your key strategy and how do
you marry it across both your
satellite and OTT platforms?
Arnold Kulbatzki: Our goal is to
help expats located across Europe
stay in touch with home through
top-quality entertainment and
news from their home country. For
decades, diaspora populations in
Europe have been able to access
programming from their native
countries in numerous ways. But,
these language-based channel
bouquet services usually were not
professionally managed or attractively packaged. Also, they were
frequently associated with piracy.
With bobbles.tv we aim to enable people from across Asia, Latin
America and Africa who’ve chosen
to live and work in Europe — a
population estimated at around 15
million — to be able to enjoy the
best content from home in a really
convenient and cost-effective way.
Choice and usability were key
too. bobbles.tv is available in
Europe via the Astra satellite at
19.2 degrees East and it can also
be enjoyed via over-the-top (OTT)
for online viewing, via connected
TV or a range of mobile devices.
Subscribing is easy and affordable — depending on the chosen
package, bobbles.tv monthly prices
start from just €6.95 (US$7.47)
online and €14.95 on satellite.
Convenience for our customers
is really important to us: in regard
to universal reach we paired the
bobbles.tv OTT streaming service
with direct-to-home (DTH) satellite. Certainly in Europe, if you
want to truly engage with people
located right across the region,
pan-European satellite is really the
only way to go.
We realised that combining
OTT with DTH would yield the
best of both worlds and enable

In terms of technology, which
are the ones that interest you
most right now, and do you plan
to utilise these technologies to
allow bobbles.tv to reach out to
more audiences?
Kulbatzki: We are already pretty
advanced in terms of reach. So what
is new? In April, we launched our
new HEVC/H.265 set-top box for
satellite reception and our new OTT
box for streaming on the TV set.
Chromecast is a standard feature.
We are keeping a close eye on the
smart TV market but usage doesn’t
look that promising so far. In this
niche market, we will wait and see.

launch, Indian packages.
We instinctively knew that people who relocate to another country don’t want to lose touch with
home, or to lose their links to its
culture. This view was validated by
people in my own circle of friends
who wished they could easily watch
their favourite shows and movies
in their mother tongue. The logic
follows that Europeans located
elsewhere in the world would be
similarly attracted to an economic
and easy-to-use TV offering.
Believe me, going global is always intriguing, and assuming we
could make the commercial model
work, it would be great for us to explore this in the future. But right now
we have plenty of work to do with
our current roadmap of launches
for audiences based in Europe.

You are now primarily serving
the Asian diaspora in Europe. Is
the European diaspora in Asia a
potential target for the company
as well, and do you also have any
specific plans to enter into Asia?
Kulbatzki: We’ve been overwhelmed by the positive feedback
from subscribers enthusiastic about
our Chinese, Indonesian, Vietnamese and, following our most recent

In today’s digital world, where
consumers have so many choices, the way content is being consumed is evolving, and arguably
beginning to move away from
traditional linear platforms. How
do you see this trend developing
in the next two to three years,
and what do you think will be
the key to capture and retain
eyeballs?

us to build our business based on
reach right across the continent,
including areas where there is no
or limited broadband.

boobles.tv distributes channels from around the globe, delivering popular
programming to Indian, Chinese, Indonesian and Vietnamese expat communities
in Europe.

❝I don’t see us entering an all-on-demand
world, or the much debated concept of TV-asan-app. Rather, I think consumers’ new elevated
expectations will lead content and service
providers to be smarter, and leverage the best
aspects of linear, as well as on-demand.❞
— Arnold Kulbatzki,
Founding Partner and CEO, bubbles Media
Kulbatzki: My professional career
in the TV business has always been
driven by taking the customer’s
point of view, asking: What kind of
services get people excited? How
can you deliver a level of quality
and convenience that people are
willing to pay for, and importantly,
what is the pricing ‘sweet spot’?
Meanwhile, you’re right, the
pay-TV industry has changed dramatically. The success of Netflix,
for instance, has been a gamechanger. People have begun to
use and understand words such
as ‘streaming’ and to adopt the
vocabulary of new kinds of TV
services, including OTT.
In parallel, companies like
Amazon have raised consumers’
standards for service and speed
from all retailers. Everyone now expects their entertainment provider
to deliver greater service variety,
quality and convenience, including
easy-to-manage subscription or
customer engagement processes.
I think this trend will continue
and develop further into the emergence of more creatively packaged
cross-platform products and promotional offerings. I don’t see us
entering an all-on-demand world,

or the much debated concept of
TV-as-an-app. Rather, I think consumers’ new elevated expectations
will lead content and service providers to be smarter, and leverage
the best aspects of linear as well as
on-demand.
Data from users and business
operations will be more powerfully
generated, harvested and leveraged for better decision making.
New intuitive technologies will
revolutionise content curation and
recommendation. Realising that
they need to compete ever harder
for the viewer’s attention, content
owners and service providers will
put in the necessary work to deliver
offers that really mean something
to viewers as individuals.
What’s great is that everyone
will benefit. Consumers will get
more of what they want — and
more easily discoverable — and
less of what they don’t want.
Meanwhile, content owners and
service providers will be better able
to manage all their resources and
focus on areas that will yield the
most long-term business benefits.
Happy, loyal viewers and
healthy businesses go hand in
hand.
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A snapshot of
where we are &
where we are
heading
These are interesting and exciting
times for the broadcast industry, with
major changes occurring in the name
of progress, cost saving and efficiency.
This article seeks to give a snapshot of
where we are and where we believe the
industry is heading.
Without doubt, the broadcast video/
audio market is now very focused on
the capabilities and advantages being
offered by the IT industry. Today, it is
possible to purchase production kit
such as cameras, vision mixers, replay
servers and audio consoles capable of
connecting directly into an IP infrastructure, allowing traditional SDI infrastructures to be kept to a minimum
or, in some cases, replaced entirely.
Indeed, now that we can see some
of the early adopters’ success stories
and full production chains from camera to transmission working in IP, the
uncertainty about the technology and
standards is dissipating. However,
while a lot of broadcast professionals
are getting excited about the benefits
IP can offer, we are not at the final
destination yet where we can realise
the full benefits of IP; and there are still
large sections of the broadcast production community that will not see these
benefits for some time.
They are considering producing
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) material using quad-link 3G-SDI, or single-link
12G-SDI and in the short term, there
are many who will remain with the
familiar SDI production chain as this
meets their business drivers.
Hybrid solutions will also continue
to play an important role during this
transition. Full-IP adoption will be
driven by cost and the business agility
that it offers, as well as a continued
clarification of standards.
Due to its lower bandwidth, audio
is already well ahead of video in the
IP domain — it can be successfully
deployed through 1Gb ports rather
than 10Gb, and this has speeded the
adoption of IP-based audio production. Use of IP-based audio production
is now commonplace in the radio community, using standards such as Dante,
Ravenna and AES-67.
Outside of the ongoing IP discussion, there is also considerable momentum behind high dynamic range
(HDR), which has clear and visible

Mark Davies,
Director of
Products &
Technology,
TSL Products

benefits; however, it is not as far down
the standards clarification road as IP at
this stage. This is not just a matter for
technology companies either, as TV
set manufacturers also have a vested
interest in standardising the delivery
formats. Then there are the marketing
activities needed to convince their customers of the benefits of HDR — thus
there are more stakeholders at play.
We also believe that operations will
continue to look to technologies such
as automation and advanced control
systems in order to improve efficiencies and do more with less. From our
perspective, this is where advanced
control systems such as TSL Products’
TallyMan can help, adding reliable
control to value chains within the
broadcast infrastructure.
As the reliance on control automation becomes more widespread,
operations that are seen as complex
today — such as repurposing an entire studio set-up from a game show
production to a talk show — will be
accomplished using the single push
of a button on a virtual control panel.
As broadcasters deal with these
myriad changes and challenges, they
need three key things: good, impartial advice from manufacturers and
systems integrators in order to make
the right decisions, both for the short
term and the long term; manufacturers
who understand the value in creating ongoing partnerships with their
customers, not just ‘box shifters’ who
are only interested in the next sale;
and manufacturers who understand
that their products may only be a part
of the workflow, and who are willing
to collaborate with each other to help
broadcasters achieve a future-proof,
streamlined and efficient workflow.
With these elements in place, the
industry is indeed in an interesting and
exciting place. T
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What’s on Screen
The search is on at KIX

Q

SINGAPORE – This May, KIX is airing Hunted,
a reality show that follows nine teams of two
in a manhunt as they attempt the task of
disappearing in today’s digital world.
Viewers can join the Hunted team of
investigators as they combine tracking
methods with traditional tactics of “pursue
and catch the fugitives”.
KIX is also bringing viewers on a threepart Hangover journey from Las Vegas to
Bangkok.
Directed by Todd Phillips, the Hangover trilogy stars Zach Galiﬁanakis, Bradley
Cooper and Ed Helms as the groomsmen
for Doug Billings, played by Justin Bartha,
who went missing after his bachelor party
in Lag Vegas. Without memory of the previous night’s event, catch the trio in search
for the groom before the wedding can take
place.

Q

Directed by Todd Phillips, the Hangover trilogy
stars Zach Galiﬁanakis, Bradley Cooper and Ed
Helms.

Finding redemption in Small Crimes

SINGAPORE – In Netﬂix Original Film Small Crimes, Nikolaj Coster-Waldu plays Joe
Denton, a disgraced former cop who returns home for redemption after serving time
for the attempted murder of a district attorney.
An embarrassment to his parents and abandoned by his ex-wife, Denton ﬁnds himself
trapped in the mess he left behind — in the cross ﬁre between a crooked sheriff, the
vengeful district attorney, and a maﬁa kingpin who knows too much.

Nikolaj Coster-Waldu stars in the Netﬂix Original Film Small Crimes.

Q

Cartoon Network drives engagement
with content and apps

HONG KONG – Cartoon Network is presenting a new programming slate for 2017-18,
including six new series and seven returning series.
Ben 10 is returning with a new series, as Ben Tennyson continues to traverse the country
during summer vacation with his cousin Gwen and Grandpa Max.
To deliver content experiences that would drive engagement across all screens, Cartoon
Network has also developed the Ben 10: Up to Speed gaming app, which would put the
players in Ben’s role as they
join the character’s adventure in saving the world by
stopping evildoers, from
giant robots to menacing
magic users.
Another new series
available on Cartoon Network is Apple and Onion, a
friendship comedy created
by Geroge Gendi. Viewers
can join lovable buddies
Apple and Onion, as they
embark on an adventure
Created by George Gendi, Apple and Onion tells the tale of the
of life in the “big city of
lovable buddies making friend on their adventure of life in the “big
city of sophisticated food”.
sophisticated food”.

CINEMATIC MULTICAM
REMOTE CONTROL OF MULTIPLE AMIRAS FOR LIVE TV

ARRI AMIRA MULTICAM MODE. TRULY CINEMATIC.
Visit the ARRI booth at
BroadcastAsia2017 : 4M2-01

www.arri.com/amira

For more information please contact:

ARRI ASIA Limited

41st Floor, One Kowloon,
1 Wang Yuen Street, Kowloon Bay,
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Tel. +852 2571 6288 / +65 9695 9970
Fax. +852 2875 9181
info@arriasia.hk
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Blending IP
networks next
step to extending
workflows
to the field
The uptake of IP-based infrastructure and workflows in the broadcast
industry has been one of, if not, the
hottest topic over the past few years.
Right now, its ascent is gaining more
momentum than ever as the standards
for IP encapsulation reach a more
common consensus, particularly with
SMPTE ST 2110 and 2022-7, which
have been supported by the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS).
However, while many areas in the
broadcast chain have become ubiquitous, there still remain others where IP
implementation is less coherent, both
from an economical and technical
perspective.
At Dejero, we have seen the acceptance of IP in newsgathering, sports
broadcasting, and live event coverage
grow tremendously in all regions of the
world — particularly in Asia, where the
flexibility and reliability of our patented
network blending technology makes it
a straight-forward choice when considering the SNG truck alternative.
Facilitating an IP workflow has
been at the core of our technology
since our inception almost a decade
ago, and has allowed our customers
to leverage all available IP connections
— whether cellular, Wi-Fi, portable
satellite, or a blended combination of
these networks. What broadcasters are
ultimately looking for is reliable delivery of high-quality content from remote
locations and the management of field
equipment and routing of that content
in a simple and cost-effective manner.
It is safe to say that bonded cellular
technology has very much matured in
our industry and can only get better as
infrastructure improves. Because of
this, we can better leverage this technology in more ways than just content
acquisition.
But we are not limited to just
cellular infrastructure. Using network
blending technology, we can create a
virtual network that dynamically and
intelligently manages the routing of
packets across multiple IP connections
to minimise the impact of fluctuating
bandwidth, packet loss, and varying
latency within individual IP connections. The blended network provides

Mark Moore,
Vice-President
International
Sales, Dejero

the necessary bandwidth to transfer
real-time video and data with increased
speed and even greater reliability.
It means that broadcasters can extend their workflows to the field and
use systems and tools as if they were
back at base. Today, our customers
can connect a laptop in the field and
reliably share and transfer large files
or securely connect to the station’s
network via a VPN client.
They can access news and MAM
systems or directly access a NAS or
archive system to retrieve and submit
footage. They can also view assignments, edit, collaborate and share data
across multiple platforms, all using
network blending technology.
The real attraction to IP in broadcast is that it enables us to do more with
less. Although its uptake in areas such
as live production has been gradual,
the uptake for cameras, switches, and
infrastructure has been relatively slower than that of IP network connectivity. This is because of interoperability
issues, cost and complex SLAs that
service the IT technology. If you do
the math over time, investment in IP
infrastructure is beginning to make
sense and will bring with it more revenue opportunities.
In the meantime, we are delivering
on our IP promise today so that our
customers achieve more workflow
flexibility in the field, as well as a better
cost model for the delivery of content
across multiple platforms.
If you would like to learn more, we
will be taking part in the Broadcast IP
Inter-Op Lab at BroadcastAsia this year.
The goal is to show what is working in
IP today and highlight interoperability between different manufacturers.
The IP Inter-Op Lab will include a live
broadcast studio, content editing and
distribution to over-the-top (OTT)
platforms, all in real-time IP. T
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Unleash your
imagination at
BroadcastAsia2017
SINGAPORE – Themed
‘Imagination Unbound’,
BroadcastAsia2017 is returning to the Suntec Singapore
International Convention and Exhibiton Centre from May 2325. As the latest technologies continue to expand the broadcast
ecosystem and bring forth exciting new possibilities to create
and consume content, especially within Asia-Paciﬁc, some of
the world’s leading broadcast equipment manufacturers are
highlighting a range of products and solutions designed to
support the region’s digital transformation, and beyond.
For the
ﬁrst time,
BroadcastAsia
is presented
as a three-day
event, and is
re-locating
from the
Marina
Bay Sands
Convention
Centre to
the Suntec
Singapore
International
Convention
and Exhibition
Centre.

Imagine Communications highlighting
software-centric, IP-connected solutions
As live production continues to embrace IP
nue, Landmark is an open, modular platform
connectivity, Imagine Communications is
designed to ensure that media companies
demonstrating hybrid SDI-IP solutions for
can build precisely tailored solutions for sales,
production architectures.
scheduling and analytics, both for linear and
These, says the company, highlight how
non-linear content delivery.
broadcasters can move into new architecImagine Communications’ multi-screen
tures without putting current investments
delivery capabilities are also on show
at risk, while still maximising performance
through its line-up of transcoding and outadvantages. These include ultra-low latency
put devices, which can be deployed in the
encoding for IP-based production in 4K/
machine room, data centre or in the cloud.
Ultra HD (UHD) and high dynamic range
Underlining the drive for quality, as well as
(HDR) image quality.
high efﬁciency, these devices are demonAt booth 4L2-01, Imagine Communistrated with the latest implementation of the
cations is also highlighting content manHEVC/H.265 codec.
agement, branding and
playout for both HD and
4K/UHD in the cloud, as
well as in on-premises
solutions. Broadcasters
in Asia-Paciﬁc can see,
for the first time, the
new user interface and
advanced automation
for the company’s Versio
playout system, as well as
the new Landmark sales
and scheduling solution.
Built to help manage,
connect, deliver and op- Imagine Communications' Version playout system now comes with a new
timise advertising reve- user interface and advanced automation.
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BFE offering KSC CORE
Axon’s BroadcastAsia2017 line-up includes support for 4K/Ultra HD and IP.

Axon committing to 4K/UHD with SynView
Celebrating 30 years in the broadcast industry, Axon Digital Design is
afﬁrming its commitment in delivering solutions that would support
the industry’s move to 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), as well as help broadcasters
to transit from SDI to IP.
The ﬁrst solution Axon is presenting is the SynView multi-viewer
system, which is capable of managing both 4K/UHD and IP video
formats. Designed to support a
wide range of applications from
small to large monitoring walls,
SynView can also be deployed as
high source count monitor walls, or
for outside broadcasting (OB) van

preview monitoring and shading.
Available in two models, each in
two versions — SDI I/O and Ethernet I/O — operators can deploy a
mix of both versions to build a hybrid multiviewer system. Equipped
with eight HD outputs and two 4K/
UHD outputs, SynView also features
multiple connector panels to allow
for different I/O conﬁgurations.
In addition, the company is
highlighting the Synapse NIO440
card, which is an eight-channel
bi-directional Ethernet/SDI bridge
from 3G/HD-SDI to uncompressed

Ethernet video transport and decentralised routing. Operators
can employ NIO440 to establish a
point-to-point video/audio/data
connection using ﬁbre-optic cables
or SMPTE camera cables to provide
point to multi-point routing and
distribution using IT switches.
The card is currently compatible with both AVB/TSN and SMPTE
2022 standards. Other standards
such as VSF TR-03 and TR-04, as
well as SMPTE 2059, will also be
supported via future software upgrades, says Axon.
Find out more at booth
4L2-05.

Broadcast systems integrator
BFE is showcasing KSC CORE, a
“highly adaptive” software solution that provides end-to-end
control for all devices in the
broadcast chain.
According to BFE, KSC CORE
is used by most broadcasters
in German-speaking countries,
and is continuing to expand in
Asia-Paciﬁc since its launch at
BroadcastAsia2016.
Recent additions to KSC
CORE’s partner
network in Asia
include Japan’s
DIGIcas, South

Korea’s Dong Hwa and Thailand’s
Broadcast Audio Service.
At booth 4H3-08, where BFE
is exhibiting as part of the German Pavilion, visitors can experience the full range of features of
KSC CORE in a live presentation.
These include conﬁgurable GUIs
(graphical user interfaces), realtime monitoring, video-over-IP
capabilities, device scanner and
advanced signal format management, to name but a few.

German systems
integrator BFE
is highlighting
its KSC CORE
software control
solution at
BroadcastAsia2017.

ChyronHego displaying Camio Universe

ChyronHego’s Prime graphics ecosystem.

Launched only a year ago, Camio Universe is transforming news operations
as broadcasters continue to migrate to
all-software environments and standard
off-the-shelf IT technologies, including
virtualised server environments, says
ChyronHego.
At the show, the company is showcasing a full Camio Universe end-to-end
production workﬂow running on VPX,
ChyronHego’s new virtual server platform.
VPX is a ground-based virtual server
platform that can host end-to-end live

production workﬂows. Calling it a “gamechanger”, ChyronHego says running of
live production workﬂows in a virtualised
server environment is no longer a vision
for the future because of VPX.
Also on display at booth 4J2-01 is
ChyronHego’s updated Prime graphics
ecosystem. Prime 2.5 is a resolutionagnostic, software-based solution that
leverages advanced 64-bit GPU- and
CPU-based technologies for “maximum
power” in rendering graphics and effects.
Visitors can also check out Neon, an

all-in-one trackless virtual set solution for
creating “highly compelling” virtual sets.
Using video from multiple ﬁxed camera
signals on a green screen, Neon creates
virtual camera motions such as virtual roll,
pan, travelling and crane movements — all
in a virtual set environment.
For sports productions, ChryonHego is
offering the Paint telestration and analysis
solution, as well as a new generation of the
company’s virtual placement products for
placing visually compelling virtual graphics within live broadcasts.

Interra Systems focusing on simplifying video streaming workflows
Interra Systems is presenting its
Baton quality control (QC) solution, which supports a combination of automated and manual
QC checks for ﬁle-based workflows. The hybrid QC solution
features a new Baton Media Player, which is capable of displaying
a list of manual QC checks enabled in the test plan, and allows
users to add necessary error, as
well as mark each manual task
as reviewed.
An enhanced version, Baton+,
is also demonstrated alongside
Baton. Baton+ features additional

data analysis functionality, which
enables users to track trends and
anomalies in the media content,
optimising decision-making and
QC operations.
The company is also highlighting the Orion-OTT, a software-based over-the-top (OTT)
solution for monitoring of adaptive bitrate (ABR) content for
multi-screen content delivery.
Leveraging A/V analysis technologies, Orion-OTT enables
content delivery network (CDN)
providers to monitor online video
delivery for “quality and compli-

ance”, says Interra Systems.
Also on display is the Orion
content monitoring and video
analysis system, which features
REST APIs for exporting closed
captions, EBP and IGMP data in
XML format, as well as system
control and conﬁguration.
Completing Interra Systems’
demonstration at booth 4U2-04
is the Vega media analysis solution. Designed for standards
compliance, debug and interoperability of encoded streams,
Vega also includes support for
Windows 10 with HEVC/H.265

Interra Systems’ Orion-OTT is a software-based OTT solution designed for monitoring
of ABR content for multi-screen content delivery.

HM reference code, ABR streams,
HEVC/H.265 interlaced streams, VP9

streams, PCAP stream, Dolby AC-4
audio and AVS Plus video.

The future of media is engagement
Net Insight at BroadcastAsia
With Net Insight’s glass-to-glass portfolio, orchestrate your
operations from camera, to content owner, to consumer
netinsight.net
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SCISYS showcasing the ‘secret
sauce’ for visual radio workflows
In collaboration with Broadcast Bionics,
SCISYS is highlighting the next generation
of visual radio workﬂows. Calling it their
“secret sauce” for visual radio workﬂows,
social media integration and studio controls
to develop systems, the companies describe
how this approach allows the addition of
visual radio workﬂows into existing radio
workﬂows.
The solution highlights all of the necessary elements needed for producing visual
radio. These include live video feeds from
cameras, and separate video playout from
asset ﬁles, graphics and stills, which are all
synchronised with the existing radio playout.
Furthermore, social media integration
plays a big part in all of this.
SCISYS is also focusing on the integration

EditShare offering
storage options for
small to mid-sized
productions

Alongside the EFS 200, Editshare’s EFS 300 aims
to provide more storage options for smaller
productions.

To better address the requirements of smaller
productions, EditShare is presenting the
single-node EFS storage system models —
the XStream EFS 200 and 300.
According to the company, the EFS 200
and 300 are “great options” for thousands
of smaller companies, where a multi-node
cluster is “simply an overkill” for their needs.
These new products from EditShare are
based on the XStream EFS platform, and
provide dynamic performance and fault
tolerance, streamline administrative tasks, as
well as a plug-and-play upgrade path.
The XStream EFS platform is designed
to support workgroups requiring highbandwidth, high-volume media ingest,
transcoding, online collaborative editing
and multi-platform distribution of HD, 2K,
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and beyond.
Whether a one-node or multi-node
system, every XStream EFS model can easily
be expanded to increase capacity and bandwidth. For ease-of-use and administration,
all XStream EFS systems present a single
namespace, regardless of the system size.
Unlike many SAN (storage area network) storage solutions, the performance of
XStream EFS does not decrease as storage
use increases. Its continual “optimal performance and outstanding reliability” are
backed by RAID 6 technology, says EditShare.
The EFS 200 and 300 are on display at
booth 6H4-01.

of cloud-based systems into broadcast workﬂows. The dira!
Scotty app is a mobile content-creation solution designed
for journalists out in the ﬁeld to speed up the process from
preparing a story to playing out a package, including audio,
pictures and videos. They can prepare the story using the dira!
Scotty app or a Web client, and deliver it to the TV station
while inserting a teaser for distribution on other platforms,
for instance, on a Twitter feed.
SCISYS is at booth 6C2-10.

17
Meet Scotty,
a mobile
contentcreation
solution
designed for
journalists in
the ﬁeld to
speed up the
process from
preparing a
story to playing
out a package,
including
audio, pictures
and videos.
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Partners bring IP
interoperability to
BroadcastAsia2017
SINGAPORE – In collaboration with systems
integrator Ideal Systems and show organiser
UBM SES, APB will be setting up the Broadcast
IP Inter-Op Lab@BroadcastAsia2017, which will
offer visitors a hands-on experience in working on an all-IP ecosystem. The
lab will also highlight interoperability across the broadcast IP ecosystem,
supported by some of the most world’s leading broadcast equipment
manufacturers. Here’s what some of them have to say about the Broadcast
IP Inter-Op Lab, and the transition to IP, particularly in Asia-Paciﬁc …
Joe Khodeir, SVP, Asia-Paciﬁc, Imagine Communications

`IP connectivity is
crucial to the softwaredeﬁned architectures
of the media industry’s
future. But systems
engineers will always want to choose the
individual elements of their infrastructure
that best meet their commercial,
operational, technical and quality
requirements.
So open interconnectivity is vital,
allowing engineers to select equipment
from multiple vendors, conﬁdent that
the whole system will work seamlessly.

Imagine Communications has always
recognised this basic fact, which is why
we were proud to be one of the initiators
of AIMS, which has developed a roadmap
based on published standards from
SMPTE, VSF, AES and others.
The Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab will
see a practical demonstration of what is
deliverable today, and will feature multiple
vendors collaborating on live studio
production, editing and post, as well as
over-the-top (OTT) distribution — this is a
very important intiative for the future of
our industry.a

Mark Moore, VP, Sales – International, Dejero
indeed, wherever we are. For the media
`IP has been a hot
and entertainment industry, it means
topic in the industry for a
that we can connect cameras and audio
couple of years now, with
over blended cellular, Wi-Fi and portable
only pockets of uptake
satellite connections to provide live
within the food chain. As
content to ever-demanding viewers from
with all new technologies, IP has no value
virtually anywhere.
unless it allows us to work better, faster or
For this to be effective, we need to be
most cost-effectively.
able
to integrate systems from multiple
One of the greatest beneﬁts IP brings is
vendors across entire workﬂows. At
allowing the broadcast industry to tap into
Dejero, we have always advocated open
the infrastructure that’s already built for
standards, and the Broadcast IP Inter-Op
the computer industry — in particular the
Lab is a great demonstration of what’s
Internet. We now expect access to highpossible across an all-IP ecosystem.a
speed communications whenever and

Mo Goyal, Director, Product
Marketing, Evertz
`In 2014, Evertz deployed ESPN DC-2 as
the world’s ﬁrst large-scale IP production
facility, and that has allowed us to deliver
our software-deﬁned video networking
(SDVN) solution in more than 80 global installations since.
Therefore, as one of the early proponents for IP, we felt
it was important for us to be a participant of the IP InterOp Lab. We want to alleviate concerns within the industry
about interoperability with the various formats.
We published SMPTE RDD 37 (ASPEN) last year
to provide an open format to carry independent
uncompressed video, audio and metadata essences using
MPEG-2 transport streams over IP. We’ve carried that
effort in the work that’s being done with other vendors
for SMPTE 2110 — the IP Inter-Op Lab will showcase that
collaborative effort.
We also see the transition to IP in Asia following the
same trends in the other regions — it will be driven by
business factors and cost. For some facilities, a hybrid SDI/
IP deployment will be a reality, whereas for others, they
will go with a full IP-based one.a
Richard Jones, Regional Sales
Director – ASEAN, Grass Valley
`Within Asia, Grass Valley has already
seen the adoption of IP both in playout
facilities and production facilities. As in
many areas around the world, Asia will
experience a transitional phase in which broadcasters will
need to install IP solutions while maintaining certain SDI
workﬂow elements.
Camera, router, server, signal processing, production
switcher, multi-viewer: this is the workﬂow chain that
enables live production and is the engine that drives
broadcast — Grass Valley refers to this critical solution set
as ‘Glass-to-Glass’.
Nowhere else in video is time synchronicity as critical.
Processing video pixels and audio samples requires
accurate timing of hundreds, sometimes thousands, of
signals. Providing interoperable IP technology across
many, if not all, elements of a broadcast workﬂow ensures
tight integration that leads to efﬁciency and solid on-air
performance. All of these solutions can work together as a
cohesive unit with ensured connectivity via IP.
The Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab at BroadcastAsia2017
will again demonstrate to the broadcast industry that IP
can be interoperable between vendors when common
standards are applied, such as those supported by
AIMS.a
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Charles Sevior, CTO, Data Lake Scale Out Solutions, Dell EMC (APJ Region)

❝Dell EMC is participating in
the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab to
help our customers understand
the benefits of adopting a fully
digital, IP-centric infrastructure
at the core of their operations. This hands-on
working system is different from other IP InterOp efforts at recent trade shows, which focused
on specific standards such as SMPTE ST-2110.
Ed Chapman,
Vice-President,
Business
Development
and Alliances,
Arista
❝Social media, consumer
originated content, virtual reality
and new distribution channels
demand a more agile workflow.
Bespoke production pipelines are
evolving to include these new
paradigms while adopting new
compression techniques and highdefinition workflows. Production
facilities embracing IP-based
workflows are able to centralise
production, and at the same time
distribute contribution locations.
Asia is uniquely positioned to
benefit from the transition to IP,
which unifies connectivity for both
the Internet-connected world and
for content creation, real-time
broadcasting and distribution.
Arista is aligning with industry
leaders and customers involved
in the real deployment and
evolution of IP networking
technology and infrastructure
in media and entertainment.
We help companies build highperformance infrastructure that
meets today’s demands — while
providing the right functionality
and performance for the evolution
into next-gen media workflows.❞

We hope that by offering end-users with
hands-on access to a full working and practical
implementation, this helps to simplify and
demystify the transition from traditional fixed
purpose broadcast equipment to softwaredefined solutions built on flexible IT equipment.
We realise that the transition to all-IP
operations will take many years, and SDI-based
equipment is still a good fit for many parts

of the production chain. This is all about a
financially prudent evolution to a seamless
working environment — removing the fixed
function islands and legacy equipment
based on tape storage. This helps Asian
media companies to compete with Internet
giants and cloud-native startups for eyeballs
in the highly competitive and lucrative
entertainment industry.❞

THAT FEELING
YOU GET WHEN
YOU COLLABORATE
SUCCESSFULLY
G&D AT
BROADCAST ASIA
STAND
4R2-05

AT G&D, WE DON’T JUST BUILD THE
BEST KVM SYSTEMS. BY WORKING
CLOSELY TOGETHER, WE’LL BUILD THE
BEST SYSTEM FOR YOU.
To us, it’s not enough to have an unmatched
reputation for reliability, usability and
performance.
Or to be an ISO 9001 certified company with the
most comprehensive product range in the industry.
Or even to be continually developing innovations
such as our compression algorithm that delivers
the highest video quality whilst ensuring latencyfree operation.

Our overriding aim is to put together a KVM system
tailor-made to your needs.
This involves exceptional levels of consultation from
the outset – and exhaustive attention to detail
during and after construction.
Investing in a G&D system will provide your
business with tangible advantages now and into
the future.
Let’s make that first connection.
Contact us today.

www.gdsys.de
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Dharmesh Malhotra, Managing Director,
Cisco Global Service Provider, ASEAN
media companies start to realise
`The transition
the beneﬁts.
to IP is not easy
Cisco already offers an
for broadcasters
extensive range of IP solutions for
and media
broadcasters and media companies
companies, especially on the
looking to implement their own
distribution side, where the rapid
media data centres and transform
rise of over-the-top (OTT) services,
their business model for the digital
combined with advances in ﬁbre
era. Participating in the Broadcast
deployments, have expanded
IP Inter-Op Lab is Cisco’s way
the options consumers have in
of extending this expertise to
accessing content. As a result,
broadcasters and media companies broadcasters and media companies
by ensuring the latest technologies
are constantly looking at new
and solutions are easily accessible
cloud-based and virtualisation
to help them navigate their
technology developments to keep
transition to IP.
up with their customers. New
The only practical and
solutions such as software-deﬁned
economical way for broadcasters
networks and SaaS (software as
and media companies to deal with
a service) offerings are gaining
the huge explosion of content
supporters as broadcasters and
distribution platforms (TV, Web,
and mobile), and to serve the
expanding range of consumer
devices, is by moving to an ITbased, IP-delivered production
infrastructure.a

May-June 2017

Phil Myers, IP Product Manager,
Snell Advanced Media (SAM)
`More and more IP deployments are happening
globally with the industry moving beyond proofof-concepts and trials to real investments. When it
comes to IP in Asia-Paciﬁc, it is important that media
companies select a technology partner that offers true ﬂexibility and
a comprehensive IP portfolio in order to build out a broadcaster’s
existing broadcast network, or to offer a pure IP solution.
According to SAM’s Global IP Barometer, a survey conducted with
nearly 1,000 media professionals worldwide, 47% claim adopting open
standards as the most important consideration for IP infrastructure. To
address these market concerns and adapt to future requirements, SAM
has a broad IP offering, including support for 25, 40, 50 and 100GbE
technology.
At SAM, it has always been important for us to show people our
technology in action. As founding members of the Alliance for IP
Media Solutions (AIMS), we are committed to supporting the industry
towards achieving a seamless IP transition, encouraging the adoption
of open standards, which in turn helps customers feel more secure
towards the technology.
The Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab is a great opportunity to showcase
our solutions and to highlight the relevance of IP in a region that is
very important to us. a
Klaven Siow, Application Manager, Tektronix

`Broadcasters across the globe are considering the
transition to IP-based live production infrastructures.
Advantages such as lower cost, increased ﬂexibility,
future-prooﬁng and cloud readiness are leading
broadcast executives to the inevitable conclusion
that IP is the way to go. But ‘ﬂipping the switch’ on something as
complex as broadcast infrastructure is no easy task, which is why many
broadcasters are still on the IP sidelines and taking a ‘wait-and-see’
approach.
While several broadcasters are moving forward with plans to convert
broadcast infrastructure from SDI-based to IP-based, one of the key
considerations is the interoperability of equipment from various
vendors across the live production chain.
As such, Tektronix has been actively involved in several
interoperability tests and trials around the world … [and] we are thrilled
to have the opportunity to showcase our IP solutions to broadcasters
in Asia-Paciﬁc through our participation in the Broadcast IP Inter-Op
Lab.a
Denis Pare, Vice-President, Sales,
Embrionix Design

`Embrionix started developing IP solutions for
broadcasters several years ago, back when it was still
just a buzz word. We were among the ﬁrst to be part
of the Video Service Forum (VSF) IP Interop Lab, as we
were already a member when they started it. We were also part of the
IP demonstrations booths at NAB Show and IBC since the beginning.
Now, travelling the world, we can clearly see that this is no longer
just a trend as real IP projects are happening and the demand is
exponential. The Asian market is no exception to this, and customers
are eager to learn about IP and its values.
Participating at the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab is a must to show
that our solutions work with other manufacturers, and the Broadcast
IP Inter-Op offers one of the best exposure to people interested in IP
broadcast infrastructure in the Asian market.a
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Connecting the future now
ADB’s graphyne2 platform is designed to deliver a cloud-optimised solution for
next-generation pay-TV and OTT operators.

ADB paves the path to
online and mobile era
ADB is demonstrating the graphyne2 platform, the personal TV
solution designed to help pay-TV
operators meet subscribers’ demands in a multi-screen connected
world. Offering personalised and
intuitive user experience (UX), graphyne2 provides the “connected”
operator flexibility in managing
the look and feel remotely through
the App Configurator Tool, while
enabling viewers to browse and
select content and services easily.
Leveraging ADB’s expertise in
software design, graphyne2 is built
on a software platform that further
embraces the cloud, allowing adoption of new consumer demands including personal recommendations
and interactivity to enable new
revenue drivers such as ad insertion
and targeted marketing.

When integrated with graphyne2 set-top box UX, the graphyne2 app allows broadcastcentric pay-TV operators to migrate into the “connected” world,
allowing the implementation of
additional services to meet consumers demands, increase revenue
while driving loyalty. And as thirdparty services are integrated at the
headend, ADB says it eliminates the
need to modify the device software
while exchanging the headend
components and services.
Additionally, the graphyne2
second-screen application is a
companion for the TV experience,
allowing users to access personal
recommendations matching the
viewer’s daily schedules.
To find out more about ADB’s
offerings, visit booth 1H1-07.

SINGAPORE – Taking place at the Marina
Bay Sands Convention Centre from May
23-25, CommunicAsia2017 is tracking Asia’s path of digital transformation
and increasingly connectivity. The event is also seeing a bigger augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) segment, among other highlights.

Intelsat connects Asia-Pacific
Intelsat says it is answering the
need for reliable connectivity across
the world, including in Asia-Pacific.
The demand for reliable connectivity is soaring around the
globe, with businesses and governments prioritising funding for
better broadband infrastructure,
because they know economic benefits are certain to follow, adds the
satellite company.
Consumers’ expectations are
driving the need for higher speed
connectivity in more places, as
non-linear, over-the-top (OTT) and
multi-screen viewing becomes a
vibrant complement to traditional
programme viewing.
So, Intelsat asks: How can
media organisations meet new
demands such as OTT and multiscreen viewing while delivering
the high-quality content viewers
expect, an example being live event

broadcasting? The answers may lie
in the solutions Intelsat is offering
visitors at booth 1S3-01.
An IP media satellite platform
such as IntelsatOne Prism uses twoway VSAT technology to contribute
and share video with network affiliates, while establishing voice, data
and Internet connectivity using the
same satellite capacity.
The Intelsat EpicNG platform,
meanwhile, has been designed
to allow customers to migrate to
higher throughput services while
using existing network hardware
— saving valuable capital expenditure funds. Intelsat says the higher
performance of Epic NG reduces the
cost per bit for operators, while its
wide and spot beams provide the
combined benefits of broadcast
and high throughput connectivity.
EpicNG not only supports DTH and
other TV distribution and broad-

Intelsat 33e’s “powerful spot beams”
deliver greater throughput to smaller
antennas, providing maximum quality
and flexibility to SNG professionals.

cast service providers, but also
helps media organisations achieve
greater operational efficiencies.
Intelsat 33e, the second Intelsat
EpicNG satellite to be launched —
and the first to cover Asia-Pacific
— enable the company’s media
customers to access higher-performance bandwidth for Occasional
Use (OU) services without replacing
hardware. Intelsat 33e’s “powerful
spot beams” also deliver greater
throughput to smaller antennas,
providing maximum quality and
flexibility to satellite newsgathering
(SNG) professionals.
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NAB Show marks
convergence of
broadcast and IP
BY JOSEPHINE TAN

LAS VEGAS – The media landscape
appears to be changing at the blink
of an eye; the changes this brings
can seem both unsettling and exciting, said NAB president and CEO
Gordon Smith.
In his keynote address at the
2017 NAB Show, Smith highlighted:
“Many of the challenges and opportunities the industry faces are
being driven by new technologies, and primarily the rise of IP
distribution in its many forms. All
these things are rapidly changing
our business, and this leads us to
choices.
“And in this ever-changing
world, we need to believe in the
virtuous cycle — the idea that
adopting new distribution platforms serves to build our overall
audience and engagement with
them.”
Snell Advanced Media (SAM),
for instance, unveiled its IP Routing
System portfolio, which comprises
a unified control and monitoring
system, IP gateway devices, IP processing and multi-viewers. Products
in SAM’s IP Routing System include
the IQMIX range of cards — available in 10GbE, 25GbE and 40GbE
— the KudosPro IP family of format
and frame-rate converters, as well
as the IQEDGE processing platform.
Orbit, SAM’s new control, configuration and monitoring solution, has also been added into the
portfolio. Incorporating support
for IP within its existing control
system technology, Orbit operates
on a single interface that houses
all of SAM’s control and monitoring applications to enable users to
manage and view all of their control, configuration and monitoring
functions.
Commenting on Asia’s transition to IP, Fork Yow Wai, director,
business development, South-east
Asia, SAM, said: “Technologies like
IP enable many possibilities, but
creative content is still key in retaining eyeballs. Although IP took the
industry by surprise, we see that
Asia-Pacific is not a distant follower
in this transition. This convergence
between broadcast and IT is a natural progression, and it’s important
for broadcasters to speed up and
keep up with the changes taking
place in the industry.”
When the SMPTE ST 2110
standard is fully ratified later this

year, it can potentially bring the
industry another step towards IP
interoperability.
One company who has integrated the support of SMPTE
ST2110 in its solutions is AJA Video
Systems. Its KONA IP firmware features support for SMPTE ST2110
up to HD rasters, and enables
networking with separate essence
flows during live production. With
KONA IP, broadcasters will be able
to synchronise production of audio,
video and ancillary data elements.
AJA Video Systems also exhibited Ki Pro Ultra Plus, which
supports HD recording up to 1080
50/60p, and full HDMI 2.0 for 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) workflows. The
2RU Ki Pro Ultra Plus is designed
for recording multi-cam shoots in
HD multi-channel mode, as well as
4K/UHD recording and playback in
single-channel mode. It features
connectivity options such as 3GSDI, HDMI 2.0 and optional fibre
connections.
For Cobalt Digital, it was fullspeed ahead as the company introduced the FAST-Stream system
for both openGear and Cobalt
BBG-1100 Series standalone units.
Combining FAST (frame-accurate
SCTE 104 trigger) insertion with enhanced HLS SCTE 35 streaming on
a single platform, the FAST-Stream
system provides HLS streams with
“frame-accurate” boundary points,
alongside the SCTE 35 metadata
contained in the associated manifest file.
Besides the FAST-Stream system, Cobalt also highlighted the
9971-MV-4K-SH 4K/UHD hybrid
HDMI 2.0 and 12G-SDI input and
output multi-viewer. Designed for
both openGear and BBG-1000
Series, the multiviewer modules
are cascadable, allowing users to
expand the system as 4K/UHD production and broadcast becomes
more widely adopted.
Following the acquisition of
Abekas at IBC 2016, Ross Video
continued the expansion of its live
production solutions that now includes the Mira replay system. The
company unveiled Mira Express,
an integrated replay system that
records video and audio from up to
four cameras onto removable SSD
media, with slow-motion replay

from two PGM channels.
Another product Ross Video
highlighted is Graphite, an allin-one production solution that
combines the capabilities of its
Carbonite production switcher
and XPression 3D motion graphics. Graphite contains the features
of a Carbonite switcher, including
2MEs with five keyers each, four
MiniME processors with two keyers
each, four floating DVEs, two UltraChrome chroma keyers, two advanced pattern generators per ME,
and four channels of MediaStore.
“In the midst of this IP transition, Ross Video is ready to support both IP and SDI workflows,”
declared Jac Kee, sales manager,
ASEAN, Ross Video. “We acquired
Coveloz Technologies last year,
which allows us to have access to
core IP technologies required to
plug and play. For broadcasters
who prefer working on SDI workflows, we’ve also integrated 12G
features into our Carbonite Black
Plus switcher, which provides flexibility for signal format mixing and
matching.”
ChyronHego, a company providing solutions for broadcast
graphics creation, playout and
data virtualisation, demonstrated
the VPX virtual server platform.
Designed to manage production
operations for news, sports and
other programmes, VPX enables
broadcast news operations to
run content creation and playout software in a virtualised, ITbased environment. Furthermore,
ChyronHego integrated NewTek’s
Network Device Interface (NDI)
video protocol in its products to
enable video sharing.
ChyronHego also showcased
Click Effects Prime, a turnkey
graphics authoring solutions for
live arena- and stadium-based A/V
presentations. Click Effects Prime
unites the advanced authoring,
rendering, and data binding power
of ChyronHego’s Prime graphics
ecosystem with the arena graphics generation and custom digital
display control of the Click Effects
CrossFire and Blaze solutions.
At the GatesAir booth, the
company expanded its Intraplex
family of networking solutions with
the introduction of IPConnect, a
new software application designed
to fortify data transport across IP
networks. Available as an option in
most Intraplex IP Link codecs, the

Meet “The M.E.T. (media entertainment technology) Effect”, which 2017 NAB Show
calls a “cultural phenomenon” fuelled by hybrid solutions and connectivity that is
changing broadcasters’ business models and consumers’ viewing habits.

It’s business as usual for Ross Video, who unveiled Mira Express, an integrated
replay system that records video and audio from up to four cameras onto
removable SSD media, with slow-motion replay from two PGM channels.

IPConnect enhances data transport
across complex networks by providing protection through packet
encapsulation, which encloses the
external IP data packets in a GatesAir protocol wrapper as it moves
across IP networks.
GatesAir also unveiled Maxiva
VAXTE, an air-cooled transmitter
series that is capable of covering
the VHF (very high frequency)
spectrum. Based on GatesAir ’s
PowerSmart Plus architecture
with broadband amplification,
the VAXTE improves delivery by
simplifying channel tuning across
the VHF spectrum.
Rich Redmond, chief product
officer, GatesAir, said: “Many broadcasters are expected to move to
new VHF channels from UHF (ultra
high frequency) or other channels on the VHF band as a result
of spectrum repack. The VAXTE
provides broadcasters that need
a VHF repack solution today while
delivering a path to the emerging
revenue opportunities associated
with ATSC 3.0, thanks to its intrinsic
IP capabilities.”
Aiming to lead the TV broadcast industry’s migration to audioover-IP (AoIP), the Telos Alliance
TV Solutions Group, a new entity
formed by the Telos Alliance, combines technologies and solutions
from the broadcast industry and
audio-centric companies.
John Schur, president, TV Solutions Group, said: “The Telos Alliance TV Solutions Group encompasses the AoIP technologies and
products specifically engineered
for TV and production operations

under a single solutions umbrella.
We offer comprehensive AoIP solutions available for any applications,
ranging from islands of AoIP to
enterprise-level system solutions
that are all Livewire or Livewire+
AES67-compliant to ensure smooth
integration and scalability.”
TSL Products was also at the
show to help broadcasters transition to IP with its Monitor Audio
Plus (MPA) range, which provides
users with an intuitive audio monitoring tool, allowing facilities to
future-proof their workflows. Users can utilise the MPA family to
check incoming feeds on an OB
(outside broadcast), or create a
custom monitoring mix for production staff. Featuring established
I/O, such as MADI, SDI, AES-3 and
analogue, the MPA family also
embraces the industry’s move to
AoIP workflows with support for
Dante and Ravenna.
Riedel Communications, which
is focusing on bringing more
versatility to its MediorNet decentralised network approach to signal
transport, routing and processing,
debuted its MediorNet MultiViewer. The virtual multi-viewer
app is based on MediorNet MicroN
media distribution hardware,
and designed to work within the
MediorNet network. Each MediorNet MultiViewer engine can access
MediorNet input signals, processing up to 18 signals, said Riedel.
These signals can be placed onto
four physical screens or routed to
any destination within the MediorNet system and output at alternative locations.
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images as required in control and monitoring applications, and allows users to access
live monitoring and switching from an IP
connection.
On display at the Guntermann & Drunck
(G&D) booth was the DP-Vision-IP KVM
extender. Comprising a transmitter and a
receiver, DP-Vision-IP supports DisplayPort
video resolutions up to 2560x1600 at 60Hz
or 3840x2160 at 30Hz, and is able to be
integrated with other G&D systems.
“IP is an evolution and is progressing very
well,” claimed Carlos Yanez, VP of sales at

G&D. “As vendors, we are providing the necessary solutions to help broadcasters move
to IP. But for broadcasters, they will require
more time to adapt to this technology as they
still face some challenges, particularly when
it comes to the delivery of large video files.”
G&D also exhibited the DisplayPort KVM
extender system DP1.2-VisionXG, which is
equipped with the ability to extend computer
signals via fibre optics over distances up to
10,000m. Featuring support for 4K/UHD
resolutions at 60Hz, the extender system
also provides the delivery of 8K resolutions

at 30Hz using two video channels, and at
60Hz using four video channels.
IP is also supporting the delivery of 4K/
UHD content, particularly on over-the-top
(OTT) platforms. And within this 4K/UHD
ecosystem, high dynamic range (HDR) will
have a very important role to play, emphasised Richard Jones, regional sales director,
ASEAN, Grass Valley.
Claiming that HDR takes 4K/UHD “to a
new level”, Jones explained that HDR enhances the quality of each individual pixel
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Riedel’s Joe Commare (left) and Serkan Güner
standing by the Bolero wireless intercom solution,
which provided users with speech intelligibility
and more efficient use of RF spectrum.

Riedel also demonstrated the Bolero wireless intercom solution, which is a DECT-based
intercom system operating in the licence-free
1.9GHz frequency range. Featuring Riedel’s
ADR (advanced DECT receiver) technology,
Bolero can be integrated into Riedel’s Artist
digital matrix intercom platform, and can be
deployed in three ways: as wireless beltpack,
a wireless keypanel, or as a walkie-talkie radio.
In any IP-based control room or postproduction studio, KVM (keyboard, video
and mouse) computing hardware will play
a critical part in enabling workflows, said
Adder Technology, who showcased the
ADDERLink Infinity transmitter and receiver
unit. Designed to allow multiple remote
users to access host computers from different workstations, ADDERLink Infinity uses a
standard IP infrastructure to route from any
user station to any computer attached to
the network. Furthermore, it allows sharing
of computers and the multicasting of video
to any destination.
Alongside ADDERLink Infinity, Adder
Technology exhibited ADDERLink XDIP,
which is capable of transmitting up to
1920x1200 video stream, analogue audio,
USB2.0 and two-channel audio over a single CATx cable in an IP network. Each node
also has a feed-through port that allows a
local user station to switch between remote
computer and a local computer.
Another KVM supplier, IHSE, has incorporated Intel’s open pluggable specification
(OPS+) to develop the Draco OPS+ KVM
extender. Designed to simplify the installation, operation and management of remote
displays, Draco OPS+ provides single-wire
connection from remote media players and
source devices to screens.
Based on IHSE’s Draco Ultra DisplayPort
CON extender, the Draco OPS+ extender
features video and USB-HID display components for KVM, and is able to transmit
video signals up to 4K/60Hz at 30-bit, 4:4:4
resolutions for distances up to 5km via
single-mode fibres.
At the NAB Show, IHSE also launched
Tera Viewer, a software that provides an
IP-based preview of video signals running
through Draco tera KVM matrix systems. Tera
Viewer enables users to check and monitor

Broadcast
Welcome to
Broadcast 3.0
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[ˈbrɔːdkæːst 3.0]
Broadcast 3.0 is based on the
cornerstones of IP transport,
software-defined processing,
orchestration and seamless
control of network resources,
and automated workflows. This
3rd generation of broadcast
infrastructure solutions raises
production capabilities to a new
level, enabling more efficient
utilization of resources and
smarter content creation.

Join us @ BCA, #6K2-01
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Commenting on the partnership with Microsoft, David Colantuoni (right), senior
director, product management, creative tools and storage, Avid, said: “With a
cloud-based offering built on the Avid MediaCentral Platform, the strategic cloud
alliance will enable media organisations and creative professionas to leverage the
efficiencies and agility that the cloud enables.”

Grass Valley’s Asia team gathering at 2017 NAB Show to showcase the company’s latest advancements in 4K/UHD, HDR and IP.

Demos on how studios can upgrade to 4K/UHD
23

8

to create “high scene contrasts”
and adapts to “challenging” lighting conditions in live broadcast
environments.
In order to support a mixture of
HDR and SDR (standard dynamic
range) content, Grass Valley integrated HDR up-mapping capabilities into its Densité UHD-3901-UC
cards. The cards are designed to accommodate a gradual adoption of
HD production elements into 4K/
UHD broadcasting workflows while
supporting installed equipment
with a model for both SDI to HDR
and HD to 4K/UHD up-conversion.
As broadcast studios upgrade
to 4K/UHD, this up-conversion
module allows installed equipment to be used and integrated
into more advanced workflows,
including the up-mapping of SDR
content to live within the HDR
workflows.
Over at Axon Digital Design,
who co-exhibited with US partner
Utah Scientific, the company also
focused on how it is helping broadcasters to move from SDR to HDR.
Axon presented the U4T200/240,
a 4K/UHD four-wire toolbox with
LUT (look-up tables)-based colour
space and dynamic range converter; and the UXU400/410, a 4K/UHD
format converter with LUT-based
colour space and dynamic range
converter.
In addition, Axon showcased
the Synapse signal processing
product line and demonstrated
solutions for 4K/UHD production,
particularly in live environment.
The range includes 4K/UHD upand down-converters and production ‘tool boxes’ that support Vanc
and Hanc data such as timecode
and embedded audio, as well as
Dolby E encoding and decoding.
Sony also expanded its HDR
capabilities through two enhancements, HD HDR live broadcasting
and Instant HDR workflow. For HD

HDR live broadcasting, Sony developed a live production workflow
— SR Live for HDR — which is a
production infrastructure based
on Sony’s S-Log3 system transfer
function for the creation of 4K/
UHD HDR and HD SDR pictures.
The Instant HDR workflow offers HDR capabilities on handheld
XDCAM camcorders. For instance,
through a firmware upgrade, the
PXW-FS5 and PXW-Z150 are able
to support hybrid-log gamma
(HLG) recording function for filebased workflows that display the
quality of HDR.
Sony also demonstrated several
new capabilities within its IP Live
Production System. These include
the integration of an Ember+
protocol based system into the IP
Live System Manager; version 2.3
of Sony’s XVS-8000 multi-format
production switcher, which features
dual-switcher functions for 4K/
UHD productions; NXLK-IP45F A/V
multiplexer/de-multiplexer board,
which adds the ability to multiplex
and de-multiplex video and audio over IP; and NXL-IP4F SDI-IP
converter unit, which integrates
4K/UHD or HD standalone source
or destination with an IP-based
production system.
As technologies that enhance
the viewing experience continue
to emerge, including HDR, high
frame rate (HFR) and wide colour
gamut (WCG), underlying storage
infrastructures must scale to keep
up with expanding performance
requirements, suggested Charles
Sevior, CTO, Asia-Pacific and Japan,
Dell EMC.
Dell EMC presented its storage solutions, including its Isilon
All-Flash and Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) platforms. Designed
for content creators, the Isilon
All-Flash is capable of managing

uncompressed 4K/UHD editing
with Dell EMC’s partner Autodesk,
and compressed 4K/UHD multistream editing with Adobe Premiere Pro CC.
ECS provides a sof twaredefined object storage platform
that is designed for cloud-scale
storage requirement. Together
with its partner Brevity, Dell EMC
demonstrated workflow enhancements using cloud protocols such
as S3, enhancing workflows such as
high-speed transfers and transcoding to object-based storage which
are based on ECS.
Where IP distribution is concerned, Intelsat highlighted IntelsatOne Prism, a multimedia networking platform and portfolio
of managed services that allows
media operators to upgrade a
satellite-based network to an automated hybrid satellite and terrestrial
converged IP network. Designed
to optimise network effi ciency,
IntelsatOne Prism enables media
operators to transmit content via a
single platform, including live video,
file transfer, voice-over-IP (VoIP),
Internet access and data exchange.
Aimed to help media operators
to move to a new business model
in the transition to IP, IntelsatOne
Prism enables them to pursue
“rapid changes” in broadcast technology and take advantage of OTT,
4K/UHD, HDR and other developments, said Peter Ostapiuk, head of
media product services at Intelsat.
It is perhaps crucial for media
operators to understand that IP
empowers the migration to cloud
and, ultimately, virtualisation. With
a focus of showcasing a fully virtualised environment to take the
integration and synchronisation
of media operations to new levels,
Imagine Communications demonstrated its Unified Playout, Scheduling and Distribution solution.
The demonstration features xG
Schedule, a cloud-based planning
and scheduling system for linear,

Dejero’s Mark Moore: “The Live+ EnGo mobile transmitter is ready to enable
users to broadcast live while on the move, as the device can be camera-mounted,
vehicle-mounted or as wearable.”

on-demand and digital platforms;
Versio, a cloud-native playout
system; and Unified Distribution
portfolio, which provides an end-toend platform that media operators
can leverage to stream fragmentbased content to IP-based devices
through third-party or private content distribution networks (CDNs).
“IP is driven by investment,
yet also allows broadcasters to
attract new revenue streams,” said
Joe Khodeir, VP, sales, Asia-Pacific,
Imagine Communications. “In Asia,
the IP transition is happening at
a different pace in different markets. There will be opportunities
for hybrid IP/SDI systems as some
broadcasters are still waiting for the
maturity of applications.”
AWS Elemental, formerly
known as Elemental Technologies,
unveiled its new name to reflect
the combined resources and cloud
computing capabilities of Amazon
Web Services (AWS) with Elemental
Technologies’ software-defined
video processing and distribution
solutions.
“The name ‘AWS Elemental’ is
the summation of who we are and
what we bring to our customers.
AWS Elemental combines video
processing expertise with the virtually limitless resources of the
cloud to power our customers’
video processing workflows, and
give them the tools to improve the

media experience,” explained Keith
Wymbs, chief marketing officer at
AWS Elemental.
The company demonstrated a
variety of workflows and technologies, all of which run in the cloud.
These include the showcase of a
range of integrations with cloudbased solutions for ingest, including AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265
codecs using RTMP and RTP with
forward error correction. AWS
Elemental also highlighted integrations designed to promote JPEG
2000 (J2K) TR-01 contribution,
allowing standard contribution
sources to be integrated into cloud
services. “The embrace of cloud offers media operators the flexibility
to adapt to technological changes,
and boosts continuous innovation,”
Wymbs added.
Over at Avid, the company
announced an extension of its
MediaCentral Platform into the
cloud with new hosted client applications, cloud media services,
and infrastructure on-demand
services that can be added to existing on-premises deployments. One
core component is Avid MediaCentral Cloud UX, a Web-based
application offering a redesigned
and responsive user experience
for the MediaCentral Platform. It
allows users to search, browse, access, edit, collaborate and publish
content from any workstations or
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mobile devices.
Avid has also entered into a strategic alliance agreement with Microsoft to develop
and market cloud-based solutions and cloud
services aimed at the media and entertainment industry. As part of the agreement, Avid
has chosen Microsoft Azure as its cloud hosting platform, and will develop and launch
a range of software-as-a-service (SaaS)
and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings
powered by the Avid MediaCentral Platform.
Commenting on the partnership, David
Colantuoni, senior director, product management, creative tools and storage, Avid,
said: “With a cloud-based offering built on
Avid’s portfolio, the strategic cloud alliance
will enable media organisations and creative
professionals to leverage the efﬁciencies and
agility that the cloud enables. The cloud will
also provide the companies with new media
workﬂows, new operational capabilities and
new opportunities.”
SGL, a provider of archive and storage
management software, added cloud archiving in its new version of FlashNet. The company demonstrated its support for integrated
Amazon cloud archiving, S3-based object
storage-based private cloud archiving, and
Sony’s Ci Media Cloud Platform. Central to
SGL’s support for public and private cloud is
the ability to manage and monitor the tiers
into which assets can be stored.
SGL also exhibited a host of new Inﬁnity
tools to further improve the storage and
archive process for media companies. Navigator, an addition to the Inﬁnity dashboard,
enables users to look at the assets in the
archive on a single Web-based screen. “For
2017 NAB Show, we’ve further enriched our
cloud offering and FlashNet Inﬁnity so that
facilities have greater control of how their
archive is being used, thereby streamlining
the whole operation,” said Lee Sheppard,
director, product management, SGL.
At Harmonic, the company highlighted
its VOS Cloud media processing platform and
VOS 360 cloud media processing SaaS solution. Designed to enable media operators to
manage the video production and delivery
workﬂow for broadcast and OTT on public
and private cloud infrastructure, VOS Cloud
is capable of managing a range of channel
origination tasks, from accessing external
storage to retrieving ﬁles and normalising
them as needed, adding secondary events
such as graphics and triggers while ensuring
that the content is delivered in formats for
OTT and broadcast.
These playout capabilities are also available for the VOS 360 SaaS, which allows
media operators to deliver cloud digital
video recorder (DVR) and video-on-demand
(VoD) streaming services directly to consumer devices. The VOS 360 is integrated
with encoding functionality powered by the
Harmonic PURE Compression Engine, and is
also available with an optional enhancement
of the Harmonic EyeQ video compression
solution.
For video compression solutions, ARRIS
exhibited two new satellite receivers — DSR7412 and DSR-4470 — that feature support
for HEVC/H.265 and DVB-S2X. The DSR-7412
is a satellite receiver/transcoder that delivers
up to 12 channels of HEVC/H.265, MPEG-2
and MPEG-4 video compression inputs, combined with DVB-S2X demodulation.
The DSR-4470 receiver/decoder is equipped with the ability to decode HEVC/H.265,
MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 compressed video in
HD or SD formats, delivering video and audio performance via HD/SD-SDI output or

analogue/composite video output.
LiveU, a company providing portable live
video acquisition solutions, has implemented
the HEVC/H.265 standard across its entire
product portfolio — from its uplink units to
hybrid truck solutions. LiveU presented the
HEVC Pro Card, an addition to the LU600
portable transmission unit. Designed based
on broadcast-grade hardware encoding, the
combination supports 4K/UHD, virtual reality
(VR) and 360° applications.
“By swapping out LU600’s video card with
the new HEVC Pro Card, broadcasters can

provide better video quality than AVC/H.264
while using about half the bandwidth,” explained Ronen Artman, VP, marketing, LiveU.
“This will appeal to both global broadcasters
who are looking to deliver HD and 4K/UHD
live video, and regional broadcasters streaming from bandwidth-challenging areas.”
Another company offering mobile connectivity solutions is Dejero, who displayed
Dejero Gateway, a solution that provides
access to the public Internet and private networks for newsgathering and live production
crews working in remote locations. Using the
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network created by Dejero’s Gateway solutions, ﬁeld crews can complete stories while
on location, and reporters can connect their
laptop and access their newsroom systems
and media management systems (MAM),
search and download archived footage, edit
their packages and upload large video ﬁles,
all while working remotely.
Dejero also exhibited the Live+ EnGo
mobile transmitter that encodes video and
transmits over multiple IP networks. Featur-
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Camera systems: more than meets the eye
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Keitaro So, regional marketing
manager, optical devices business
division, Fujifilm: “We’re seeing more
4K/UHD adoption in the US. In Asia,
Japan is increasingly producing more
4K/UHD content.”

ing cellular, Wi-Fi and portable
satellite connectivity, EnGo enables
users to broadcast live while on the
move, as the device can be cameramounted, vehicle-mounted or
deployed as wearable.
Camera manufacturer ARRI also
went wireless with the integration
of a video transmitter on its Alexa
SXT. The new model, known as
Alexa SXT W, forms a part of a new
and complete ARRI Wireless Video
System, along with a standalone
video transmitter for use with
other ARRI or third-party cameras,
and a standalone video receiver
that picks up signals from either
transmitter.
The new hardware is accompanied by the SXT SUP 2.0 software
upgrade, which adds improved
HDR monitoring, support for current SxS Pro+ and CFast 2.0 cards,
quicker frame grabs, various WCU4 and lens motor features, and
other refinements.
Augustine Cheung, senior sales
manager, Hong Kong and Southeast Asia, ARRI, added: “Having
a video transmitter built into the
Alexa SXT W makes the camera
smaller and lighter. It also means
fewer cables around the camera
and fewer associated problems,
as cable failure is by far the most
common technical hitch on set.”
At the Fujifilm booth, the com-

pany exhibited the MK 18-55mm
cinema lens, which is designed
for the “run and gun shot” type
of cinematographers and videographers. Equipped with a flat
T2.9 stop through 18-55mm focal
length, the MK 18-55mm lens allows users to shoot an image with
fast speed and shallow depth of
field while reducing the time for
lightning adjustment.
For 4K/UHD lenses, Fujifilm
offered the UA80x9 1.2x EXT zoom
lens, as well as the UA22x8 zoom
lens. Equipped with focal length of
8-176mm, the UA22x8 features 22x
zoom for videographers to pursue
high-resolution, high-contrast and
HDR image quality. The UA80x9
1.2 EXT features extended range of
10.8mm-864mm, expanding both
the scope of capturing the scene
with details to the 4K/UHD image.
Another lens manufacturer,
Zeiss, presented Zeiss eXtended
Data, a metadata technology that
stores the lens distortion and shading for every frame. This metadata
technology is equipped in its Zeiss
CP.3 XD compact lens family. Using the Pomfort tool LiveGrade
Pro, distortion and shading can
be modified on-set, allowing film
crews to get the “final look” during shoots.
“Cine lenses that provide metadata are expensive and, up till now,
distortion and shading had to be
manually measured,” said Christophe Casenave, product manager
at Zeiss. “With the integration of the
technology into CP.3 XD cine lens
family, low-budget productions can
now take the same approach to create their own special effects, providing smaller budget production
with new creative opportunities.”
SWIT Electronics, a manufacturer of broadcast equipment
including HD video monitoring, conversion and transmission,
broadcast camera power solutions,
as well as on-camera and studio
lightings, exhibited the S-1053F
LCD monitor. The 5.5-inch full HD
waveform LCD monitor supports
1920x1080 resolution, features
2K/3G/HD/SD-SDI input and loop
output, as well as HDMI input and
conversion to SDI output.
Alongside the S-1053F, SWIT
Electronics also displayed the
S-1073F seven-inch full HD waveform LCD monitor. S-1073F supports 1920x1200 resolution and is
equipped with an optical bonding
LCD panel while featuring 2K/3G/
HD/SD-SDI input and loop output
to support up to 16 channels of
embedded audio meters.
At the show, Shotoku Broadcast
Systems celebrated the launch of
its US office, which forms part of
its global expansion to support the

company’s growing customer-base
in North America. Shotoku USA
will concentrate on promoting the
company’s range of robotic gear,
which comprises robotic pedestals,
height drives and pan/tilt heads
control systems for live studio
productions in traditional or VR/
AR applications.
Shotoku also unveiled the
Graphica series of VR/AR tracked
camera cranes, which was jointly
developed with crane maker CamMate. Graphica is designed to be
free of jitters, external markers
and area limitations that can be
associated with other positional
tracking systems, said Shotoku.
Furthermore, it is able to perform
the calculation of positional data
output from embedded physical
rotary encoders that are designed
for VR applications. The encoders
processes data via the SPI interface
to provide data output for both instudio or on-location applications.
Making its debut for Miller
Camera Support is the Skyline 90
fluid head. Featuring a payload
support of up to 75kg (165 lb),
the Skyline 90 is designed to meet
the rigorous standards presented
by challenging OB environments
and conditions, explained Charles
Montesin, global sales and marketing manager for Miller Camera
Support.
Equipped with a continuous
counterbalance control that ranges
from zero to 75kg at 30cm above
the centre-tilt axis, the Skyline 90
features 15+0 selected fluid pantilt drag positions to ensure the
optimum drag for any lens focal
length. With a sliding platform featuring 300mm of sliding range, the
Skyline 90 is able to balance heavy
camera loads, allowing operators
to glide with a full camera payload.
Vitec Group, a supplier of
broadcast equipment and services, showcased Vinten’s micro (µ)
VRC controller that, when paired
with the Vantage robotic camera
head, provides a “complete robotic
camera solution”. With the µVRC
controller, studios are now able to
add on functionalities according
to their needs; for instance, they
can choose which camera and lens
would be best for them now and
further adapt the system down the
road while staying within budget.
Designed for operators who require control Vantage or third-party
PTZs, the µVRC controller enables
operators to control multiple units
for various shooting angles. For
added convenience, the controller’s touchscreen and USB joystick
panel offers users the option to
personalise the function keys. Additional features include third-party
PTZ integration, the ability to add
support for Intelligent Control
Engineering (ICE) technology,
functionality for additional Vantage
heads, and compatibility with the

The Zeiss team exhibited Zeiss CP.3 XD compact lens family, which is equipped with
Zeiss eXtended Data, a metadata technology that stores the lens distortion and
shading for every frame.

Andreas Hilmer, director of marketing and communications, Lawo, suggested that
having bigger broadcast projects would encourage wider adoption of IP in Asia.

Vinten automation interface.
For Lawo, its IP-based mc²96
grand production console is designed to provide performance in
an IP video production environment through native support for
standards such as SMPTE ST2110,
AES67, Ravenna and Dante. Available in frame sizes with 24 to 200
faders, the mc²96 features a 21.5inch HD touchscreen, as well as
multiple mini colour-FTs in channel
strips, and touch-sensitive colourcoded encoders.
Lawo has also enhanced the
V__matrix with two virtual modules
(VMs) – mv24-4 and vm_mv16-4 –
which add high-quality multi-viewer functionality to the V__matrix
ecosystem when loaded onto a
c100 core-processing module.
Capable of managing both IP
and SDI sources, these VMs can
monitor uncompressed 4K/UHD,
3G, HD and SD video, as well as
both embedded and discrete audio
while generating pixel mosaics with
“ultra-low” latency. Both VMs also
optionally support SMPTE2042
VC-2 compressed video, which
further increases their monitoring
capabilities by allowing monitoring
of more 3G and 4K/UHD signals.
Calrec Audio lighted up the
show with the introduction of
Artemis Ray to its Artemis family of consoles. Supporting up to
72 faders, Artemis Ray is capable

of operating at multiple sample
rates, at 48kHz to provide up to
456 channel-processing paths, 128
programme buses, 64 IFB/track
outputs, and 32 auxiliaries.
Alongside Artemis Ray, Calrec
Audio has also developed new V8
software features, which integrates
the Brio audio console on the company’s Hydra2 network. This allows
the console’s on-board resources to
be available to all other networked
resources.
To simplify the online video
production and distribution pipeline for OTT service providers,
Verizon Digital Media Services
launched Verizon Media Xperience
Studio, a cloud-based content intelligence system (CIS) that orchestrates the movement of metadata
and digital media assets through
production, approval, distribution,
monetisation and consumption by
viewers on connected devices.
The Verizon Xperience Studio
comprises seven key functions —
MX: Orchestration, MX: Apps, MX:
Subscriptions, MX: Programming,
MX: Syndication, MX: Personalisation and MX: Vision. The CIS can
also be integrated with existing
services available on the Verizon
Digital Media Services platform, including the Uplynk Video Streaming service, the Edgecast Content
Delivery Network and the Volicon
Media Intelligence service.
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Verimatrix’s CTO, Petr Peterka: “IP and cloud is the
next step ahead for broadcasters. At Verimatrix,
we’re here to help them to navigate through this
migration.”

To speed up time-to-market for OTT
services, Interra Systems has enhanced its
VEGA platform with the addition of VEGA
ABR (adaptive bitrate) to improve video
streaming quality. “Streaming ABR video is
a relatively new technology, and there is a
critical need for tools that can debug and
troubleshoot content. In ensuring video
quality on any screen, those involved with
ABR content preparation and delivery need
to be able to get information regarding
bandwidth requirements, timing, various
conformance-related checks and picture
level information,” explained Anupama
Anantharaman, director, sales and product
marketing at Interra Systems.
A key functionality of the VEGA ABR
system, Anantharaman continued, is the
ability to check for ABR variation for each
node and identify issues, such as overlapping
bitrates. In addition, VEGA includes a new
timing check feature that is able to detect
mismatches in timing and timing errors in
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VSN’s Jordi Capdevila: “The WEDIT Web-based
video tools allow editors to manage and edit all
their assets in the cloud from a single interface,
streamlining editing while enabling new
advanced workflows.”

each segment, providing a graphic location
of problems in the timeline.
For Verimatrix, the company focused on
“The Future of Connected Security” while
leveraging its experience in IP- and softwarebased security to protect and monetise video
services. Verimatrix showcased MultiRights
OTT Plus, a solution designed to enable
content owners to combine revenue security
and analytics that are essential to deliver and
monetise the OTT video experience. The
solution is available on a subscription basis,
and comes with physical and cloud-based
deployment options.
Verimatrix also announced that its
VideoMark solution will be available as a
standalone client-side watermarking options
that allows operators to build multi-layered
security platforms for all types of premium
content services. Additionally, the company
also exhibited the StreamMark solution,
which provides watermarking within a
server-side architecture, including for ABR
streaming service delivery.
VSN, a software development company
providing solutions for the broadcast and
media sector, debuted WEDIT, a Web-based
editing tool integrated within VSNEXPLORER,
its media and business process management
platform.
Developed in HTML5, WEDIT allows
journalists and editors to edit videos and
prepare them for broadcast from a single
interface. Within the VSNEXPLORER interface and integrated with a MAM system,
WEDIT allows users to work on footage and
clips located in deep archived, near-line or
online storage. In effect, WEDIT is a “cloud
content editor”, as it allows users to access
and edit files on the cloud, a capability that
encourages collaboration between editors
and departments.
Jordi Capdevila, marketing director for
VSN, explained: “Our new Web-based video
tools allow editors to manage and edit all of
their assets in the cloud from a single interface, which streamlines editing and enables
new, advanced workflows. In addition to
saving time and helping users to meet tight
deadline, WEDIT can also help companies reduce their need for licences and avoid costly
NLE (non-linear editing) systems.”
Dalet Digital Media Systems demonstrated the interoperable master format
(IMF) workflow powered by Dalet Galaxy, its
MAM and orchestration platform. This, said
Dalet, unifies the content chain by managing
assets, metadata, workflows and processes
across multiple production and distribution
systems. IMF, according to Dalet’s head of
marketing operations Robin Kirchhoffer, is
an “emerging standardised” mastering format for facilities required to distribute many
profiles and versions with interoperability.
In a Dalet Galaxy IMF workflow, the Dalet
Galaxy MAM and orchestration engine offers
a set of tools to manage IMF packages at the
production, distribution and contribution
parts of media business. This includes delivering IMF packages natively into the MAM,
virtualising IMF structures and components
with Dalet Context Maps, building versions
and supplemental packages with Dalet Track
Stack and Version Editor, and eventually
wrapping the compositions for distribution
using a connector to an IMF-compliant
transcode farm such as Dalet AmberFin.
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Content remains key differentiator
despite emergence of new platforms
BY SHAWN LIEW

BALI – Set against the picturesque
backdrop of Bali, the mood was
relaxed and convivial as some of
the world’s pre-eminent content
creators and distributors gathered
for APOS 2017, which took place
on the Indonesian island of Bali
from April 25-27.
But it was all business when
the conversation shifted to how
an emerging world of video and
broadband is impacting the traditional TV business.
Make that a world of apps, as
Andy Bird, chairman, Walt Disney
International, suggested. “In such
a world, curated and personalised
content will be key,” he said. “Disney Live [streaming service] is our
first step towards that journey.”
Disney is also taking advantage
of its high brand affinity in Asia to
become digitally mobile, and to
build a digital ecosystem in order
to create digital touch points, Bird
added.
Localised and compelling content was a theme many of the
APOS 2017 delegates identified. To
enable the creation of more local
content tailored to specific markets
in Asia, a Cartoon Network studio
based in Asia is in the pipeline,
revealed Gerhard Zeiler, president,
Turner International.
He said: “There are more opportunities for consumers today
to get the content they want. We
need to own and control content
and decide with our partners how
access to content is shaped. Single
brands are still important, but they
need to be relevant.”
For Discovery Networks, there
are two key priorities in Asia —
how to be a digital “first” and
local content. Last year, the company took a minority stake in VS
Media, a multi-channel network

that serves digitial natives across
Greater China.
By Q4 2017, expect more than
200 hours of original content to
be available in India, said Shavkat
Berdiev, VP and general manager,
South-east Asia, Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific.
This is in addition to 16 local
productions Discovery Network is
involved with in South-east Asia, as
the company aims to reach out to
300 million more viewers in Asia.
An era of disruption is transforming the paradigm of content,
observed Sang Gill Lee, EVP and
chief strategy officer, CJ E&M.
Within this sphere, three trends
are prominent, according to Lee.
Viewers are experiencing multiple
experiences that are IT-enabled,
business models are becoming
diversified, and value chains disrupted.
“Who, then, has control over
platforms?” Lee asked, while outlining CJ E&M’s key ethos: “We do not
see ourselves selling content. We
make our business from lifestyles
and culture – we create aspiring
content for distinguished experiences.”
Viewers today have a plethora
of options to choose from. While
this may keep them consuming content, it is potentially a
double-edged sword, as Brian
Sullivan, president and COO, Digital
Consumer Group, Fox Networks
Group, suggested. “Finding the
programmes they want is currently
putting a high burden on consumers. We need to make this a much
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simpler experience.”
Also, nobody should doubt
that power has gone to consumers, said Sullivan, who urged the
re-invention of business models to
address what they want. “Can we
create great content and get the
content to consumers in the way
they want?”
Technology, he added, is a key
enabler to achieve this, although
content remains the true differentiator. Moreover, without owning
the rights to put content together,
technology is, for all intents and
purposes, redundant, Sullivan
concluded.
In a disruptive environment,
there is tendency for people to
focus on what they need to change.
Can the reverse be more effective
— focusing on what you do not
have to change?
Posing this question, Peter
Tonagh, CEO of Foxtel, said that
the company’s business has always
been about storytelling, and will
remain so, even as they continue
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to adapt to what he described as
“an era of convenience”.
“Currently, 85% of viewing is
still on linear TV but this is transitioning, and what consumers are
demanding for content is vastly different than even a few years ago.”
Mobility is also having a considerable impact on how content
is consumed. For that, a videosharing website might have played
a role in shaping this trend. Robert
Kyncl, chief business officer, YouTube, declared: “We put TV on the
phone.”
Mobile consumption today, he
said, makes up 65% of watch time
globally. In Asia, that figure leaps to
85%, which brings real relevance to
YouTube’s strategy — ”focus on the
user, always place the user first”.
Earlier this year, YouTube also
announced the launch of its own
streaming TV service. For US$35
monthly, the standalone overthe-top (OTT) service offers live
streams of broadcast and cable
TV programming from ABC, CBS,
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NBC and Fox.
Also pushing ahead with its
foray into the video domain is
social media titan Facebook. When
it was launched in 2004, Facebook
started as a desktop service, before
shifting to mobile, chronicled Nick
Grudin, VP of media partnerships,
Facebook.
Today, there are 1.8 billion users
worldwide, with Asia continuing to
be the company’s fastest-growing
market. “Video is playing a bigger
and bigger role and is Facebook’s
next big shift,” explained Grudin.
“People want to be informed and
entertained at the same time.”
With the launch of Facebook
Live last year, a fifth of all videos
consumed on Facebook is now
‘live’; one of the key objectives of
the company, said Grudin, is to
act as a platform for communitydriven content. For example, warmup videos before a football match
from Spanish club Real Madrid
have proved extremely popular,
he added.

White Paper
@ www.apb-news.com
v How to improve targeting of VoD
In the first iteration of what
will be a recurring series, the
Genius Digital Data Spotlight
white paper examines how
operators can maximise the
video-on-demand (VoD)
opportunity by utilising their
data more efficiently. Using
this data, Genius Digital
outlines how its customers
have seen significant uplifts in VoD revenues and usage
through improved and more personalised targeting.
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❝The Internet is
transforming TV
distribution, with or without
Netflix … the future of TV
is on the Internet and on an
on-demand basis.❞
— Robert Roy, VP of Content
Acquisition, Netflix
Arguably, any current discussion on the TV business and how
viewing habits are evolving will not
be complete without the inclusion
of a rather successful company
called Netflix.
“The Internet is transforming
TV distribution, with or without
Netflix,” said Robert Roy, VP of content acquisition, Netflix. “People
around the world want content on

their terms. The future of TV is on
the Internet and on an on-demand
basis.”
Where Asia was concerned,
2016 was a breakout year for
Netflix, as the video streaming
service made its debut in 130 new
countries, many in Asia. Having
reached the milestone of 100 million subscribers worldwide, Asia is
now a “super important market” for

Netflix, said Roy.
The key, he added, is to provide
original and compelling content
that will resonate with viewers,
both regionally and on an individual country basis.
For instance, Netflix has signed
an exclusive international licensing agreement with South Korean
broadcaster JTBC for the Man x
Man series, which will be simulcast
on JTBC and Netflix.
And even that most challenging Asian market for Netflix is beginning to present opportunities,
as a new licensing deal will see
Netflix introduce original content
in China via iQiyi, a Chinese video
streaming service. “We continue to
explore what are the models that
will make sense for people to work
with us, and we want to give our
consumers choice, because what
drives consumption is still content,”
Roy concluded.

HOOQ co-production
hits the big screen
BALI – Video-on-demand (VoD)
service HOOQ, in cooperation
with Telkomsel and Starvision, has
released the big screen adaption
of Ika Natassa’s best-selling novel,
Critical Eleven.
The second HOOQ Original
announced in Indonesia, and third
overall, Critical Eleven is a co-production between Starvision, Servia
Plus, Legacy Pictures, HOOQ and
Telkomsel. It is directed by Monty
Tiwa and Robert Ronny, and stars
Citra Award-winner Reza Rahadian
and Adinia Wirasti from Ada Apa
Dengan Cinta?
Peter Bithos, CEO of HOOQ,
said: “The partnership between
HOOQ, Telkomsel and Starvision
has given birth to a sensational
movie set to redefine the romance
genre in Asia.
“This cinema adaption of Ika
Natassa’s Critical Eleven, will tug
the heartstrings of many Indonesians. We couldn’t have been more
proud to have done this alongside
such amazing partners, who were

not only invested in making a great
movie, but were also set on delivering quality romance entertainment
that the people of Indonesia and
Asia greatly crave.”
And in a bid to “turn the most
imaginative TV series ideas of
South-east Asian filmmakers into
reality,” the HOOQ Filmmakers
Guild has been launched.
As part of the project, HOOQ is
calling for film producers, be they
directors, producers or scriptwriters, to send in scripts and treatments for a TV series idea they
have. From these, the five best
scripts, regionally, will be given a
funding of US$30,000 to be converted into a pilot episode that will
debut on HOOQ.
Bithos added: “HOOQ is built
in Asia for Asia and we want to
give Asian filmmakers the power to
create quality entertainment that
gives our customers that escape
into worlds of romance, action,
adventure and even heroism, all
in the setting of their backyard.

HOOQ has co-produced the big screen
adaption of Ika Natassa’s best-selling
novel, Critical Eleven.

HOOQ Filmmakers Guild does just
that, making Asia the nation from
which great TV arises!”
The project commences this
June 1 and is open for entries till
August 1. Applicants must be either
in film school or working as professionals in the film industry with prior
film production experience. They
are to submit the script and treatment for a mini-series or a full series
with a maximum of 13 episodes for
a single season in order to qualify.

PLDT unveils next-gen TVolution streaming box
MANILA – Philippine telecom and
digital services provider PLDT has
announced the next generation
of its TVolution streaming box.
Working with Roku, PLDT is
offering a new TVolution streaming
box that comes with more than 50
streaming channels, including popular
series and content from Cignal, iflix, Netflix
and YouTube.
Oscar Reyes Jr, FVP and head of Home Business, PLDT, said: “Filipinos will be the first in Asia to
stream the best in entertainment using the proven
Roku streaming platform.
“More Filipinos are streaming their favourite TV
shows at home. By combining the best of the Roku
Channel Store with leading local streaming services,
PLDT will offer the most compelling video portfolio

Working with Roku, PLDT is offering a new TVolution
streaming box that comes with more than 50 streaming
channels, including popular series and content from Cignal,
iflix, Netflix and YouTube.

in the Philippines.”
The Roku-powered TVolution box and service is
available to all PLDT Home Fibre, DS and Ultera customers starting this May for an additional monthly
service fee of Php299 (US$5.99). Subscribers can
choose from “billions of hours of free content or
purchase paid content” from different providers
with minimal additional charges and no contract.
Andrew Ferrone, vice-president, pay-TV, Roku,
concluded: “With so much great content available from
global and local streaming services in the Philippines,
PLDT’s Roku-powered TVolution box is a simple, costeffective way for customers to watch the best TV shows
and movies right on their televisions.”
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New company to bring
holograms to consumers

Lighting up talent
with ease
Cineo Lighting and CueScript have
collaborated on custom brackets for
CueScript teleprompters. This, said
the companies, will allow easy, highly
adjustable, wobble-free mounting of
Cineo’s Matchstix colour-accurate light
source. The development of the brackets,
the companies explained, was also in
response to a “real industry need”. The
new brackets from CueScript allow crews
to easily conﬁgure a system that supports
the Matchstix on the studio camera
teleprompter while allowing the proper
amount of light to shine on the talent.
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The best tools
for storytelling
Without the best tools at
their disposals, even master
craftsmen will ﬁnd it hard to
create their masterpieces. As
Shawn Liew ﬁnds out, this
applies equally to content
producers today.

S

tarring Chinese actress Fan Bing Bing,
I Am Not Madame Bovary is a 2016
Chinese comedy film set in a riverside
village in South China, and follows the
decade-long efforts of Li Xuelian (Fan
Bing Bing) to petition the Chinese legal
system for a divorce, after being swindled by her husband.
In cinematic parlance, I Am Not
Madame Bovary also explores what
cinematographer Luo Pan calls a “bold
storytelling technique”, with circular
and square framing used for different
parts of the narrative.
Luo explains: “Feng Xiaogang
(the film’s director) told me he wanted something entirely different in
terms of visual storytelling. I mindlessly said to him that circular framing could be an option, and surprisingly, he was fascinated by this idea.
The next day, we edited our location
scout photos into circular framing and
soon realised that with this technique,
all of the standard practices composition, colour and perspective didn’t
apply.”
Luo found that the circular images
resembed traditional Chinese landscape
paintings, which posed a series of challenges in shot design, camera movement
and even blocking. “Shooting close-ups
was a problem because it looked like
telescope vision; wide shots also didn’t
look right,” he continues.
In terms of camera movement, Luo
and his team avoided panning and
dolly shots, because they appeared too
intrusive. “We wanted to minimise the
presence of camera, so most of the film
comprises locked-off medium shots,”
Luo says. “The only practical camera
movement was lateral tracking to follow
the actors — it looked as if the actors
were still and the backgrounds were
moving, which again was reminiscent
of traditional Chinese paintings.”
Despite these limitations in camera
movement, Luo finds it “totally worth it”
to be able to experiment with such an

PHOTO CREDIT: ARRI

Light Field Lab, a new company cofounded by CEO Jon Karaﬁn, CTO Brendan
Bevensee and VP of engineering Ed Ibe, is
aspiring to bring real-world holographic
experiences to professional and consumer
markets by focusing on the end-to-end
ecosystem. Already in development, the
company’s displays will be designed to
enable photo-real objects to appear as if
they are ﬂoating in space — all without the
aid of eyewear. According to Light Field
Lab, its integrated processing and imaging
solutions will allow these immersive visuals
to be delivered over commercial network
speeds. Also in development is a universal
API (application programming interface)
to streamline the process of bringing
existing content to a light ﬁeld display with
holographic media.
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I Am Not
Madame
Bovary,
a 2016
Chinese
comedy
ﬁlm, was
shot using
ARRI
Alexa
Studio
cameras.

`I don’t like to manipulate images too much
because I believe good cinematography is the key
and it’s pointless to ﬁx things in post. I shot in the
ARRIRAW format, which retained maximum image
details, and the quality was more than enough for my
adjustments.a
— Luo Pan, Cinematographer
approach to visual storytelling, alongside his trusted ARRI Alexa cameras.
A long-term user of the Alexa, Luo
had two Alexa XT Studios on the set of
the film. “Most of the time, it was just
one camera rolling, while the other one
was on standby,” he elaborates. “For
lenses, I chose a set of ZESS Super Speed
T1.3. I didn’t use modern lenses such
as the ARRI Master Primes because
they are optically flawless and I wanted
something aesthetically different for
this film. The Super Speeds date back to
ore than 30 years ago and they render
images with smooth texture and low
contrast. Under certain situations, the
flares are gorgeous.”
I Am Not Madame Bovary was also
shot in the South China winter, which
according to Luo, was not too cold,
despite the dampness. The weather,
however, fell “well within the operating capabilities of Alexa”, Luo reports,
calling the cameras “extremely reliable
throughout production”, while post
production turned out to “be a breeze”.
He concludes: “I managed to get
most of the look on-set, so there were
very few adjustments in colour grading,
other than bringing out details in the sky
and matching skin tones.
“I don’t like to manipulate images

too much because I believe good cinematography is the key and it’s pointless to fix things in post. I shot in the
ARRIRAW format, which retained
maximum image details, and the quality
was more than enough for my adjustments.”
One company that had traditionally
not been associated with the camera
business has been reporting brisk sales
of its maiden camera line.
Introduced last year, Ross Video’s
ACID camera targets a very niche
market, and in particular, aims to fill
the gaps in chroma keying. One of the
ACID’s key selling points is its offering
of 4:4:4 chroma key. A new signal format developed by Ross Video outputs
standard SMPTE 4:2:2 video signals as
well as a special 0:4:4 full bandwidth
colour signal.
For content producers looking
to shoot high dynamic range (HDR)
content, ACID can also be the “perfect
companion”, says Nigel Spratling, director – production switchers, video servers and cameras at Ross Video. He tells
APB: “Our ACID cameras utilise the
current HDR standards, including the
NHK/BBC Hybrid Log Gamma (HLG)
system, which was designed for compatibility with existing standard dynamic
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Ross Video’s ACID camera not only aims to fill
the gaps in chroma keying, but also supports
HDR productions and will be a key component
as the company continues to grow its portfolio
of virtual set solutions.
range (SDR) systems and displays.”
This, according to Spratling,
allows an HDR signal to pass
through a production facility with
minimum to no change in infrastructure. “This enables current
facilities to generate higher quality content that directly enhances
the consumer viewing experience,
without much change in the facilities’ current workflows. This is
a huge step towards producing
content that is true to the human
visual experience,” he adds.
Ross Video also believes that
HDR is shaping up to be a valuable
tool for creative teams and content
producers alike. Set design and
tough lighting conditions, particularly, are areas where HDR excels,
Spratling cites, adding: “Using
HLG HDR in conjunction with
our UltrachromeHR chroma key
provides greater adjustment range
in low-light areas, making shadow
separation and black level noise
elimination far easier.”
And as Ross Video continues
to grow its portfolio of virtual set
solutions, expect the ACID to be
a key component of this ecoystem,
says Spratling, who also suggests
that because of technological advancements, broadcast AR (augmented reality) is already a reality.
Where Ross Video is concerned, the company says it has
advanced AR productions to a
level of quality that is “truly fit for
broadcast”. Spratling describes:

“To achieve realism when virtual
objects such as monitors, logos
and graphic elements are added to
a live production, numerous settings must be tuned to perfection.
“These include precise camera
positional tracking, integrated
recall of virtual objects from the
production switcher, camera lens
calibration and geometry mapping, as well as, of course, the right
image quality from the camera
itself.”
This, he emphasises, requires
products that are tightly integrated
for simple fine-tuning. Similar to
Ross Video’s XPression 3D graphics system and UX camera tracking solution, the ACID camera
includes full Dashboard control
integration, and can form an integral part of a complete AR solution
and provide simple user control,
Spratling concludes.
In any broadcast camera system, one key component that is
hard to ignore is the camera lens;
the good news for content producers is the plethora of choices
available, regardless of the formats
they are working in.
Recognising a growing demand for 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)compatible broadcast equipment
in Japan, Europe and North
America, Fujifilm is continuing
to expand its 4K/UHD broadcast
lenses.
New to the company’s UA
Series of 4K/UHD broadcast lens-

es are the compact and lightweight
portable zoom lenses — Fujinon
UA18x5.5, Fujinon UA14x4.5 and
Fujinon UA27x6.5
These offerings bring Fujifilm’s
4K/UHD broadcast lens line-up
to seven models in total, and are
designed to deliver 4K/UHD quality across their zoom ranges by
preventing resolution degradation
around the edges, and to control
“all types of aberrations”.
Available since April this year,
the UA18x5.5 and UA14x4.5 are
portable lenses with compact and
lightweight bodies for advanced
mobility, according to Fujifilm.
The company also recommends
these lenses to videographers who
shoot while carrying 4K/UHD
equipment on their shoulders.
The UA18x5.5 weighs 2.04kg
and covers focal lengths from
5.5mm on the wide-angle end
to 100mm on the telephoto end,
making it useful for mobile situations that require added mobility
— news reporting and on-location
productions, for instance.
The UA14x4.5 covers the ultrawide-angle focal length of 4.5mm
and measures just 238.5mm, allowing users to go up close and
personal during live sports coverage or on-location productions
with a real sense of depth, says
Fujifilm.
Scheduled to be available this
June, the UA27x5.5 is a 4K/UHDcompatible 27x zoom lens recommended for in-studio applications
in news applications and variety

shows. With a wide-angle focal
length of 6.5mm, the UA2.7x5.5
can also be used to provide a full
view of a concert venue during
live coverage. A built-in extender
also allows its focal lengths to be
doubled to cover up to 360mm in
focal length while maintaining image quality in advanced definition,
says Fujifilm.
Other notable features of the
UA27x5.5 is its employment of
High Transmittance Electron
Beam Coating (HT-EBC) technology, which offers richer colours
and “greatly improved” blue response and transmittance. HTEBC, coupled with Fujifilm’s proprietary Aspheric Technology,
reduces ghost and flare while
increasing light transmission.
Equipped with 16-bit encoders, the UA27x5.5 is also capable
of high-resolution output of lens
data, including zoom and focal
position information. It can be
linked with other systems such as
virtual studios for combining CG
images with live action footage.
Also new to the market are
ZEISS’ CP.3 lenses, which ZEISS
says are compatible with more
cameras and mount types than
any other cine lens on the market.
Available in 10 focal lengths from
15mm-135mm, the CP.3 lenses are
colour-matched with an improved
advanced lens coating to support
HDR projects and offer a higher
contrast and minimum aberrations. A CP.3 XD version is also
available, supporting the requirements of lens metadata (read more

Scheduled to be available this June, the Fujinon
UA27x5.5 is a 4K/UHD-compatible 27x zoom
lens recommended for in-studio applications in
news applications and variety shows.
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on page 32).
A new industry collaboration featuring Cooke Optics,
Panavison, RED Digital Camera,
Canon, Blackmagic Design, CW
Sonderoptic and Sony to standardise the collection of lens metadata
on the i/Technology protocol has
also been recently announced.
i (Intelligent) Technology was
created by Cooke Optics around
17 years ago to address the deficit
in lens metadata capture, and to
provide the industry with a digital
open standard to gather and share
lens data, ensuring compatability
from acquisition to post production.
Today, there are 30 i/Technology partners who support i/
Technol ogy in their products,
even if there had been no standard
for lens metadata. Hailing the new
collaboration, Les Zellan, chairman and owner of Cooke Optics,
says: “Our goal has always been
to give /i to the wider industry, in
order to provide filmmakers and
post-production teams around the
world the crucial lens data they
need, in a format that is universally
recognised. This collaboration
takes us a big step closer to achieving that goal.”
With key inputs from partners,
the development of i/Technology
is ongoing, with data, technology
and methodology freely available
to all partners to use for their own
refinements.
Recent developments include
a complete camera and lens communication system similar to that
which is available for 2/3-inch
broadcast cameras; inertial tracking that helps VFX teams to better
deal with common issues such as
occlusions and fast camera motion (motion blur); and distortion
mapping for individual lenses, as
opposed to a theoretical measurement of all lenses of a particular
focal length.
The long-term goal for the /i
standard, says Cooke Optics, is to
ensure it evolves with the changing
metadata requirements on-set and
in post while respecting the evergrowing technical requirements
of the /i Technology partners, and
paying attention to relevant industry developments.
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ZEISS brings metadata
technology to everyone
Digital technologies have
transformed traditional filmmaking
and refashioned the market.
New and innovative technologies
in both production and post
production have paved the way for
more versatile, cost-effective and
advanced workflows.
In light of this, ZEISS has
introduced the Compact Prime
CP.3 and CP.3 XD family to support
creative and progressive filmmaking
with an affordable, future-proof
lens set of premium quality. APB finds out more from Victor
Cheang, Regional Director, South East Asia and ANZ, ZEISS.
What improvements can users
expect from the new Compact Prime
CP.3/CP.3 XD Cine Lens family?
Victor Cheang: The ZEISS CP.2 family
was considered the best in its class, and
is the most-sold cine lenses in the world
to date.
As the succeeding product line, the
newly-announced ZEISS CP.3 family
features a modern design in both
optical and ergonomic aspects, and
provides more versatility and value
to the user. Compatibility is further
enhanced with the much wider range
of cameras available in the market
today due to the lenses’ 35mm fullframe coverage and an interchangeable
mount system.
In fact, the ZEISS CP.3 lenses are
compatible with more cameras and
mount types than any other cine
lens on the market. Significantly,
these lenses are more compact and
lightweight with their lighter and
smaller barrels, without compromising
on robustness and durability. The
design of the ZEISS CP.3 lenses makes
them ideal even for handheld, gimbal,
drone and Steadicam applications.
Available in 10 focal lengths, from
15mm to 135mm, consistency across
the ZEISS CP.3 lenses was designed to
enhance usability. From a consistent

95mm front diameter, as well as
compact size and light weight across
most of the focal lengths, to the
standardised positioning of the focus
rings with improved focus torque,
the ergonomic design of the lenses
was well thought out to allow usage
flexibility.
This includes optimising a quick
change of lenses while on-set, or even
when used on drones and gimbals. A
consistent T-stop is also implemented
to help simplify lighting on-set and
exposure compensation (T2.9 for
15-21mm and T2.1 for 25-135mm).
In addition, the lenses are colourmatched with an improved advanced
lens coatings to support high
dynamic range (HDR) projects and
offer a higher contrast and minimum
aberrations.
High-performing optics in a
compact, robust and durable package
— these are the characteristics that
ZEISS believes will remain desirable
for decades to come.
In terms of new innovations, what
do the CP.3 lenses offer?
Cheang: Excitingly, the ZEISS CP.3
lenses are also offered in the ZEISS
eXtended Data (XD) technology

version that expands possibilities
— the ZEISS CP.3 XD, which offers
“Hollywood technology” for
everyone.
Besides the recent downsizing of
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) cinema cameras,
ZEISS also recognised the enhanced
digitisation of post-processing
workflows, with increasing needs of
lens metadata that was only required
in high budget filmmaking until a
few years ago. As such, the ZEISS CP.3
XD was created to bring metadata
benefits to even small productions
working on limited budgets.
Available in the same 10 focal
lengths, the ZEISS CP.3 XD version
features innovative and groundbreaking lens data technology to
speed up and simplify the workflow
on-set and in post production.
ZEISS’ eXtended Data technology
unifies two data sets: Key lens data
based on the open technology
standard and supported by a wide
range of cameras and accessories;
and ZEISS’ specific lens data that
contains precise lens characteristics.
The ZEISS eXtended Data
technology allows lens settings
such as information about the lens’
distortion and shading characteristics
to be monitored in real time, and
it is the first metadata technology
to do so. The lens settings are
digitally captured on every frame,
avoiding the need to manually
record the lens settings for every
shot. Documentation of the lens’
characteristics enhances creativity by
allowing more complex shots to be
handled in post production.
By using the metadata, it just
takes a few clicks to modify the
image generated on the computer to
fit the lens characteristics, and to then
splice it together with the footage
to create a realistic image. Distortion
and shading can be corrected or even
amplified in post production.
With these functions, we
believe that the ZEISS CP.3 XD will
significantly benefit any production
requiring precise image capturing.

software developer Pomfort.
Ambient’s new MasterLockit Plus
system records all metadata along
with a time code internally, in case
the technology is not supported by
the camera. The XD data is passed
through to Pomfort’s latest tool, the
LiveGrade Pro, on-set allowing film
crews to get a sense of what the final
look will be like during the shoot
itself. The LiveGrade Pro not only
displays lens data, but also enables
the modification of distortion and
shading on the set in real time. The
film clips and lens data can then be
consolidated and organised with
Silverstack, Pomfort’s file manager.
While metadata might have been
the key to the creation of the ZEISS
CP.3 XD, the storage and processing
factors were also given detailed
thoughts, in order to promote a highresolution, post-production workflow.
With many new offerings in the
cine lens industry, what can we
expect from ZEISS next?
Cheang: There may be many more
inexpensive alternatives that are new
in the market today. However, with
a long history in lens making, ZEISS
always strives to create the best lenses
with the ultimate precision and image
quality in terms of factors such as
contrast, clarity and sharpness.
While we are unable to disclose
detailed information about our
product roadmap, ZEISS is constantly
looking to improve and innovate.
As part of our continuing portfolio
of future-proof solutions, the ZEISS
eXtended Data technology is planned
to be expanded in future to offer
additional features. With the firmware
upgrades to come, the CP.3 XD will
be a long-term investment for users,
while we will be implementing the
eXtended Data technology in as many
of our new products as possible. ❑

Who is ZEISS working with to
make this innovation happen?
Cheang: The CP.3 XD came about
from a cooperation between three
parties: ZEISS; time-code technology
company Ambient Recording; and

As the succeeding product line to ZEISS’ CP.2 lens family, the ZEISS CP.3 range is compatible with more cameras
and mount types than any other cine lens on the market, according to ZEISS.

The ZEISS CP.3 range also includes the CP.3
XD lenses, equipped with the company’s
eXtended Data (XD) technology, designed
to bring metadata benefits to even small
productions working on limited budgets.
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ChyronHego tracks Europe’s
top football leagues
ChyronHego’s TRACAB imagebased tracking system has been
chosen to provide real-time balland player-tracking data, as well as
insights into match play for English
and German football.
A user since 2013, the Barclays
Premier League’s (BPL) — England’s
top-tier football league — will
continue to deploy TRACAB over
the 2016-17, 2017-18 and 201819 seasons, covering 380 matches
per season.
The new contract the BPL has
signed with ChyronHego includes a
hardware upgrade, which employs
advanced image-processing technology to determine the position
of all moving objects in the ﬁeld
of play at 25 times per second —
including players, referees, assistant referees and the ball.
The live data feed containing
all the X, Y, and Z positional coordinates for each identiﬁed object
can be streamed in an open format
to a multitude of visualisation platforms, such as broadcast graphics
data systems and online or mobile
platforms. The data feed can also

be used to prepare sets of performance statistics for sports analysts.
The TRACAB has also been installed in more than 300 stadiums
worldwide, according to ChyronHego, and is capturing live tracking
data over 4,500 matches every year.
This includes in Germany,
where the Deutsche Fußball Liga
(DFL) sports organisation has
signed a new four-year contract
to use TRACAB for Bundesliga and

Bundeliga 2 football matches.
As part of the new agreement,
ChryonHego will work closely
with Sportec Solutions, the new
subsidiary of DFL, to develop a
next-generation optical playertracking system based on the core
capabilities of TRACAB.
Dr Hendrik Weber, managing
director at Sportec Solutions, said:
“We look forward to continuing to
leverage TRACAB’s real-time data

ChyronHego’s
image-based
TRACAB tracking
system is being
deployed for
major European
football league,
including those
in England and
Germany.

collection capabilities to further
empower our teams and create a
more engaging experience for our
broadcast partners’ viewers.
“The richness, quality and la-

tency of the data that will be available to us over the coming years
open up an unprecedented level of
insight and analysis of the game by
teams, the media and fans.”

Orban releases NeuStar Air2 codec pre-conditioner
Designed to improve the quality
of lossy, compressed audio, the
Orban NeuStar Air2 codec preconditioner is now available.
Speciﬁcally, NeuStar Air2 addresses the enhancement of the
sonic performance of low bit-

rate Internet streams, HD radio
multicasts, DAB/DAB+ and DRM
channels.
David Day, Orban’s president,
explained: “Many Internet and
terrestrial radio stations depend
on lossy, compressed source

Orban’s new NeuStar Air2 codec pre-conditioner.

material for a large portion of their
programming.
“The problem is that, while
listeners expect a broad range of
programming choices, they won’t
tolerate low-quality sound performance for very long. Our design
goal for the NeuStar product was
to increase time-spent-listening
and keep listeners from becoming
irritated and tuning to another
station.”
Orban’s proprietary codec

pre-processing engine has been
specially tuned for operation at
24Kbps, 32Kbps, 48Kbps, 64Kbps
and 128Kbps rates with multiple
codecs, including HE-AAC v2. It
reduces artifacts from lossy codecs
and other low bitrate sources.
The ultimate goal, Day added,
is to deliver quality content while
preserving a station’s “unique
sound signature, thus ensuring a
win-win for both the broadcaster
and listener”.

Changing
the Game
Take your sports production to a whole new dimension
Captivate your viewers with a fully immersive sports experience. From rich Ultra HD/4K content and augmented
reality to powerful sports enhancements—Avid end-to-end sports solutions give you the platform to create
captivating content from any location and deliver a game-changing viewer experience

Visit the Avid booth at 4T2-01(L4)
© 2017 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid and the Avid logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
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Developing the next
generation of miniature,
high-speed POV cameras
for live sports
BY EDD BONNER

Today’s sports fans expect an ever
more amazing viewing experience
through features such as high
frame rate (HFR) replays. But until now, broadcasters have faced
limited choices for high-speed,
point-of-view (POV) cameras that
can offer these effects with the
real-time processing critical for
live sports. In response, Bexel has
developed a small POV camera that
could support the same workﬂows
and provide the same functionality
as a large high-speed camera, but
at an affordable price point.
To capture a beautiful, highquality image, we chose a micro
4/3-inch imager. By running a
slightly larger image than a normal
broadcast camera, our solution
could capture as much light as possible for high-speed video capture.
Next, we focused on making
the camera ﬁt easily into production workﬂows. Through connec-

tion to a digital camera recovery
(DDR), the camera processor could
convert the video stream into separate phases for high-speed data in
real time while providing all the
necessary video handles.
Raw high-speed data is brought
to the camera processor, where a
field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) circuit processes converts
the data into the outputs needed
for live high-speed video recording. Users can control the video
image and create handles for all
the usual controls a video engineer
is accustomed to.
The result is Clarity 800-HD,
a camera with a slightly larger
footprint than a standard business
card that can output HD video
at a frame rate up to 8x (480fps)
at 1080p and offer the complete
functionality of a larger high-speed
camera. Equipped with a 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) micro 4/3-inch complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) imager and 1080p HD

The Clarity
800-HD is a
POV camera
that supports
the same
workﬂows and
functionalities
as a large, highspeed camera,
according to
Bexel.

signal processing, the Clarity 800HD delivers outstanding images
and clear, sharp replays.
It also offers real-time processing via ﬁbre optics and integration
with industry-standard video servers, with a full-function camera remote control panel (RCP) for paint
control and a positive-locking lens
mount with lens control of focus,
iris and zoom motors. Handles
on the video allow the camera to
be painted to match the larger
cameras on the production, and
yet the Clarity 800-HD can be
mounted and placed in areas that
have not been accessible for other
HFR cameras.
Today’s broadcasters need
solutions that will help them stay
ahead of viewer demand for the
latest formats, and high-quality,
real-time HFR video is no exception. We believe that a robust and
affordable high-speed camera like
the Clarity 800-HD — which is currently available for rent exclusively
through Bexel and Camera Corps
— is a highly desirable solution.

`Today’s broadcasters

need solutions that will
help them stay ahead of
viewer demand for the latest
formats, and
high-quality,
real-time HFR
video is no
exception.a
Edd Bonner is VP of Engineering and
Operations at Bexel.

The new Skyline
90 ﬂuid head
from Miller
Camera Support
is designed
speciﬁcally for
large outside
broadcast
productions.

Miller Skyline 90 built
for challenging environs
In collaboration with Ronford
Baker, a company providing ﬂuid
heads and tripods for the cinema
industry, Miller Camera Support
has unveiled the Skyline 90 ﬂuid
head.
Designed to meet the “stringent and rigorous” standards
presented by challenging environments and conditions of outside
broadcast (OB), the Skyline 90
supports payloads of up to 75kg
(165 lbs).
It features continuous counterbalance control that ranges from
zero to 75kg (165 lbs) at 30cm (12
inches) above the centre tilt axis,
as well as 15+0 ﬂuid pan-tilt drag
positions to ensure the optimum
drag for any lens focal length, according to Miller.
Equipped with a sliding platform that features 300mm of
sliding range, the Skyline 90 also
comes with an auto safety lock to

ensure a secure horizontal position
when loading or dismantling heavy
box lenses.
The ﬂoating calliper pan-andtilt locks with large metal levers can
be operated simultaneously with
one hand without causing picture
disturbance, while two bubble
levels located at either side of the
head allow for convenient leveling,
added Miller.
Charles Montesin, global sales
and marketing manager, Miller
Camera Support, said: “The Skyline
90 is the product resulting from the
best technological innovations the
two companies (Miller and Ronford
Baker) can deliver.
“As Miller remains committed
to the OB market by supplying ﬂuid heads that achieve its signature
‘right feel’, the company will strive
to continue bringing together the
greatest minds in engineering to
create the best products.”

Be in control with the Vinten μVRC
Vinten, a provider of robotic camera support systems and part of the Vitec Group,
has introduced the Vinten μVRC (microVRC)
controller.
This ﬁrst-of-a-kind solution, according
to Vinten, allows studios of any shape or
size to control high-end robotics and thirdparty pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) systems. The
company also recommends that users pair
the μVRC with Vinten’s Vantage compact
robotic head.
Neil Gardner, product manager at
Vinten, explained: “The amount of content being produced and consumed has
increased exponentially, while the cost
of production has fallen signiﬁcantly and

broadcast-quality equipment is becoming
ever more accessible to smaller studios.
“And as smaller studios continue to
emerge, we wanted to pair our innovative
Vantage compact robotic head with a ﬂexible, ergonomic control solution for this
rising demographic. By pioneering the new
μVRC controller, we now have a complete
robust solution that lets any studio leverage
high-quality Vinten robotic systems and
reap the beneﬁts of perfect control.”
With μVRC, users can control multiple
units for various shooting angles, while
the modular version of Vinten’s HD-VRC
software provides access to a number of
features, including camera select, pre-set

shots, essential shadlens would be
ing, playback and
best for them
video switcher
while staying
integration that
within budget.
connects with
“A n d n o w ,
third-party
with the option to
switchers.
add on functionThe studio The
ality according to
market is “rap- μVRC
what you need, this
idly changing”, controller allows studios
new controller opens
and the need to of any shape or size to control high-end robotics and up the market to a
deploy smaller third-party pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) systems, says Vinten. whole new range of
pro-video cameras is on the rise, Gardner
possibilities, especially for broadcast apobserved. “By using the μVRC controller in
plications such as house of worship, green
tandem with Vantage, users are given the
screen environments and video enterprise,”
opportunity to choose which camera and
he concluded.
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Avid expands editing
palette for Yan Miles

DirectOut Technologies and Stage Tec have announced a new AoIP
collaboration, from left: Stage Tec’s vice-president, René Harder;
DirectOut Technologies’ CEO, Jan Ehrlich; Claudio Becker-Foss, product
development, DirectOut Technologies; and Stage Tec’s managing director,
Dr Helmut Jahne.

New partnership to
provide AoIP solutions
DirectOut Technologies and Stage Tec have announced a collaboration that sees the former’s AES67 hardware platform integrated
in the entire Stage Tec product range.
Dr Helmut Jahne, managing director of Stage Tec, explained:
“With the integration of the DirectOut AES67 platform, we add
another audio interface to our products, further increasing our
range of supported audio formats.
“In taking this step, we ready ourselves for the future demands
in the increasing number of IP-based production sites. Our goal
is to have our products ready for interoperability not just on the
audio side, but also on the control side.”

Editor Yan Miles has employed the
Avid Artist Suite, which runs on the
Avid MediaCentral Platform, for his
recent project, His Last Vow, the third
and final episode of the third series of
the BBC TV series Sherlock.
Directed by British film and TV
director Nick Hurran, His Last Vow
is Miles’ second collaboration with
Hurran. The pair previously worked
together on the 2009 remake of The
Prisoner.
Reflecting on his editing style
on Sherlock — His Last Vow, Miles
commented: “I enjoyed the pace of
Sherlock as an editor and I think the
style came naturally
to me. It’s a lot of fun
to play around with
unconventional editing, using wide shots
to super close-ups.”

Miles highlighted, in particular,
how the Media Composer was a vital
tool for his work on Sherlock — His
Last Vow, as it helped him to craft
complex sequences, such as the neardeath experience of the character
Charles Magnussen.
He explained: “During this intense
emotional scene, the biggest challenge was blending the mind palace
of the character Charles Magnussen
into the story, but never giving the
audience too much as not to lose the
surprise elements.”
One of Miles’ favourite Media
Composer tool is the Magic Bullet, a

Editor Yan Miles
deployed the Avid
MediaCentral Platform
and the Media Composer
in his project, His Last
Vow, the third and final
episode of the third
series of the BBC TV
series Sherlock.

grading/FX tool that gives scenes a
“certain feel beyond the LUT (lookup
table)”. He also paid tribute to Media
Composer’s trim mode, key framing
audio and sharing bins, which all allowed him to change settings to suit
his personal tastes and better manage
his workflow.
An Avid user for more than 20
years, Miles has travelled to many
cities in different post-production
houses, where he utilised various
levels of Avid systems and set-ups.
For instance, in the project Strike
Back, the production team set up the
Media Composer in the director’s
truck on set in Bangkok, Thailand
and enabled the team to start editing through, AMA-style — off the
data card.
Miles concluded: “The ease of
transporting MXF files on small pocket drives from Bangkok to London, to
Budapest and on to South Africa, and
editing from a laptop and sending
bins with cuts attached back to cutting rooms in London in seconds is
essential. When technology helps us
rather than hinders, we are all better
filmmakers.”

the world’s fastest
4K and IP multiviewer
When it comes to speed and flexibility, there’s
nothing to compare with our new SynView
modular multiviewer for 4K and IP production.
Powerful, modular and with unequalled low
processing delay and start-up, SynView is the
perfect fit for a range of applications from
major fast-response production monitor walls
to small OB-Van preview monitoring.
Ready for 4K today? To see SynView’s power
and versatility for yourself, please contact our
sales team via www.axon.tv
Axon Synapse is a modular
system of 19” frames containing
active hot swappable cards
and passive backpanels. It is
designed to support demanding
mission critical applications in the
broadcast industry.

See us at BCA 2017, Stand 4L2-05
Axon2017 Synview halfpage 255x170+5mm.indd 1
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Danmon Group Systems
appoints new MD
Brain Slott Kristiansen has
joined Danmon Group
Systems as managing
director, succeeding
Henning Brønnum, who
becomes chairman of the
Danmon Group Systems board. Kristiansen
began his career 33 years ago as a radio
technician before joining the research and
development team of Bang & Olufsen.
In 1998, he joined AVIT Systems as CTO,
progressing in 2008 to GlobalConnect where
he established and, as CTO, developed
Scandinavian contribution service provider
GigaContent. Another high-proﬁle
project Kristiansen oversaw was “one of
the world’s ﬁrst” IP-based international
contribution networks, designed to operate
as a customer-controlled online service,
according to Danmon.

MediaBank monetises
AV content with VSN’s
solution
Technology startup MediaBank has opened
up its platform for sellers of professional
audio-visual content. More than 500 hours
of content have been uploaded and will
soon be be available for purchase. VSN’s
media asset management (MAM) solution
is providing MediaBank with features such
as advanced search functionalities that
enable the location and retrieval of speciﬁc
content; an accelerated transfer protocol
to transfer HD ﬁles quickly; and managing
rights and cataloguing tools that help sort
out assets in different categories.
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Big data maximises
value of content
As the media landscape continues to change, broadcasters and service providers
are utilising data to gain a better understanding of their audiences in order to
produce engaging content. The challenge, however, is to combine the data from
both traditional linear and non-linear platforms. Josephine Tan writes more.

A

udience measurement is entering into
a new phase as large providers of audience figures, as well as other ecosystem
players, are now leveraging a broad set
of techniques and data sources to provide better understanding of viewers’
profiles to broadcasters and advertisers,
declares Stéphane Le Dreau, general
manager, South-east Asia, Nagra.
As broadcasters increasingly use
online distribution to deliver content to
their audiences, Le Dreau tells APB, it is
clear that broadcasters need to leverage
“standard industry techniques and technologies” to get the most out of big data.
He elaborates: “This includes collecting
large data sets of network and usage
data, enriching data with third-party
sources, and applying data science algorithms to determine correlations and
trends, ultimately leading to actionable,
data-driven business intelligence.”
Broadcasters, when equipped with
an advanced big data platform, can
gain deep insights both into the quality
of the online experience and the level
of viewer engagement with content,
including advertising, thus complementing the information provided
by audience measurement firms. It
also allows them to enrich their data
with third-party sources, from social
network to demographic data, while
providing access to the optimised data
pool to all their business partners.
For instance, Singapore pay-TV
operator StarHub developed Curiosity,
an in-house digital and social analytics hub, in its new Hubtricity facility.

Howie Lau, chief marketing officer at
StarHub, explains: “Curiosity stems
from our strategy of using analytics to
understand our customers better and
tailor our offerings to their needs.
“Traditionally, we relied on our
internal return path data (RPD) from
our two-way digital set-top boxes
(STBs) to track the viewership of our
channels. With Curiosity, we can
gather data from a range of social
media platforms and distill it to obtain
actionable insights. By listening to all
the conversations around our content
and analysing this information in
tandem with our RPD data, we can
make better decisions on the type of
content to acquire and the platforms
to roll it out on.”
Besides collecting data from both
linear and non-linear platforms, it is
also crucial for broadcasters to maximise the value of each piece of content.
This is because the content can be
promoted to attract higher viewership,
while the data can also be used to personalise viewing experiences for each
individual viewer.
Suggesting that big data should
be the “fundamental supporting
structure” of all audience targeting
strategies, Ryan O’Sullivan, head of adtech, Asia-Pacific and Japan, Ooyala,
says that with the right analytics tools
in place, broadcasters will be able to
“convert the wealth of data into actionable insights” that is capable of helping
them to make real-time decisions.
“Big data is a critical ingredient
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`OTT is clearly changing the
rules of the games by making
data more central to TV
business operations, yet it is also
providing new opportunities for
broadcasters and service providers
to develop more targeted
and relevant services for their
viewers.a
— Stéphane Le Dreau, General Manager,
South-east Asia, Nagra

Ryan O’Sullivan, head of ad-tech, Asia-Paciﬁc
and Japan, Ooyala: Big data is a critical
ingredient for broadcasters to monetise their
content, and should be the “fundamental
supporting structure” of all audience
targeting strategies.

for broadcasters to monetise their content. Analytics give broadcasters the
ability to deliver the right video to the
right viewer, every time, based on their
viewing contexts, such as geo-location,
time of day, device type and trending
content,” O’Sullivan elaborates. “Going
a step further, broadcasters can even
gain more granular insights such as how
different ad-loads are affecting drop-off
rates against various content lengths
and across different platforms, which is
useful for advertisers in building highly
targeted campaigns.”
However, with online and multiscreen TV viewing increasing in all
markets globally, the challenge for
traditional linear platforms is obtaining
“a complete picture” of audience preference, O’Sullivan points out, as viewers
are no longer limited to a single screen.
The fragmentation of both viewership
and devices means that a comprehensive
view is not possible through only linear
platforms.
He explains: “Measurement for linear
platforms, or traditional TV, have always
been a one-to-many approach, making
truly targeted delivery and personalised experiences unavailable. Viewers
were beholden to viewing certain programmes at certain times on a specific
screen, preventing any true one-to-one
relationship between content providers
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Paywizard and Genius Digital team up
to drive viewer engagement
Aiming to provide pay-TV operators with
data-driven insights to drive loyalty and
growth of their subscribers, Paywizard and
Genius Digital have entered into a strategic
partnership that will provide operators with
data-driven views of each subscriber’s customer journey, as well as insights into their
viewing behaviour.
The new partnership combines Genius
Digital’s usage data into consumers’ viewing habits with Paywizard’s technology and
expertise on subscriber decision-making
and transactional behaviour. The combined
platform, according to the companies, will
enable pay-TV operators to build a “true

and their audiences — over-thetop (OTT) services are changing
all of that.”
As for subscription-based
video content, O’Sullivan believes
that the challenge lies in reducing
churn while keeping subscribers
engaged, so that they will stay on
the particular service. Hence, utilising big data will provide content
owners with a better understanding of the content that “best suits
their interests”, including the type
of content that their subscribers
watch most and on what devices.
Media companies thus gain the
insights they need to produce, as
well as help with negotiations for
future content licensing rights.
To meet the needs of today’s
media content owners and production companies, Ooyala developed an Integrated Video Platform
(IVP), which approaches the entire
video lifecycle with a common
data set to drive insights and inform strategies, evolving beyond
online video platform capabilities
to deliver solutions to understand
the costs and return on investment
(ROI) of video content.
For instance, if certain videos
are seeing the highest engagement
and earning the most return,
content producers will be able to
produce more of those types of
videos by inputting richer metadata during the production process for more personalised experiences during distribution.

360-degree” subscriber view, with the knowledge of the full customer lifecycle — from
acquisition to possible churn — that will drive
both overall strategy and individual viewer
engagement.
Bhavesh Vaghela, CMO of Paywizard,
says: “Each time a customer interacts with a
TV service, there is a series of critical decision
points at which timely engagement from
the operator has an impact on how that
subscriber relationship will continue.
“Responding effectively at each of these
key ‘Decision Moments’ is vital in order to
ensure subscribers stay loyal and minimise
churn, and having deeper data makes this

Nagra, on the other hand,
offers Nagra Insight, a one-stopshop platform for real-time analytics. Designed to deliver “actionable” business intelligence, the
data analytics platform is capable
of translating the data into higher
revenues and increased profitability for service providers. It
can also create business impact
by addressing key service provider
challenges, such as customer value
development or content catalogue
optimisation, says Nagra’s Le
Dreau.
Emphasising the importance of
content-related data, he highlights
that this has become particularly
crucial as key OTT subscription
video-on-demand (SVoD) players
such as Netflix and Amazon Prime
Video have started using such
inputs to optimise their original
programme investments and drive
up viewership on their platforms.
He concludes: “OTT is clearly
changing the rules of the games by
making data more central to TV
business operations, yet it is also
providing new opportunities for
broadcasters and service providers to develop more targeted and
relevant services for their viewers.”
While the majority of broadcasters in Asia-Pacific continues
to manage their traditional linear
TV models, several of them have
also introduced OTT services.
This brings about the adoption of
a hybrid approach in program-

task easier to achieve.”
When operators are equipped with this
combined knowledge in a single customer
view, Genius Digital’s CEO Tom Weiss adds,
TV service providers are “better positioned”
to retain subscribers by gaining an understanding of what motivates viewers to churn,
so they can act on the resulting insights.
He concludes: “Combining knowledge of
the customer lifecycle with the audience data
collected across millions of devices at Genius
Digital means we can leverage our respective strengths to offer operators a platform
that provides a more in-depth view of their
customers than ever before. Additionally,

A new partnership between Paywizard and
Genius Digital aims to provide pay-TV operators
with a “holistic view” of their subscribers that will
enhance customer engagement.

having insights on each subscriber and their
viewing habit means that upsell offers can be
delivered in a more targeted way to not only
prevent churn, but also increase revenues.”

❝The number one thing
is comparable metrics,
yet it is also one of our
biggest challenges due to
the difference between
the measurement of
the streaming services
compared to broadcast
services.❞
— Craig Johnson,
Managing Director, Media,
Nielsen
ming, where content is made
available online with different
commercials for different targeted audiences. This would also
require traditional broadcasters
to take advantage of “programmatic advertising” to enable audiences to view these programmes
at their own convenience, suggests
Craig Johnson, managing director,
media, Nielsen.
Johnson elaborates: “Because
the viewer is watching online, we
are able to obtain additional information about this viewer, with
the ad targeted at this viewer. It’s
moving from mass audiences to
one, but this audience of one is
more valuable to the advertiser if
the ad is targeted properly.”
The challenge, however, is
the need to capture one-to-one

relationships better and having
programmes and commercials
measured together, as opposed
to splitting them apart. “It’s about
getting back to an average audience number because there is a lot
of misinformation in the market,
but what Nielsen has done is to
try to make an average audience
as a metric that can be compared.
“The number one thing is comparable metrics, yet it is also one of
our biggest challenges due to the
difference between the measurement of the streaming services
compared to broadcast services,”
Johnson adds.
To provide their clients with
deeper analytics on consumer behaviour and insights into audience
engagement from discovery to
consumption, Nielsen earlier this

year completed the acquisition of
Gracenote, a US-based media and
entertainment metadata provider.
The addition of Gracenote’s
database and technology solutions
— which span across platforms including multi-channel video programming distributors (MVPDs),
smart TVs, streaming music services, connected devices, media
players and in-car infotainment
systems — is believed to expand
Nielsen’s footprint with its clients.
As part of the Nielsen Total
Audience measurement framework, Gracenote’s metadata will
provide Nielsen’s clients with
automation for capturing content
across platforms and additional
resources to demonstrate consumer engagement. Additionally,
the inclusion of this data will also
allow media companies to optimise their content for specific
audiences, meeting clients’ needs
in an “addressable world” where
marketers reach customers and
optimise campaigns in real time.
Johnson concludes: “Moving
forward, Nielsen continues to
work with data partners and we
do measurement at a sensor level.
Our aim is to build total audience
across whatever platform, regardless the medium, to total the data
up. Common accuracy is key in
making sure we can calculate
reach, frequency, average time
spent, so that we can get to this
number of average audience.”
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Downloadable DRM underpins
strongest renewable security
BY STEVE CHRISTIAN

Steve Christian is
SVP of Marketing,
Verimatrix

When something sounds too good
to be true it usually is, and that is
certainly the case when it comes to
the misleading promises of native
digital rights management (DRM)
implementations on mobile devices.
The perception of free or very
inexpensive content security has
arisen through a variety of commercial
factors associated with the growth in
premium content, now including live
sports, coupled with a trend towards
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and shorter
windows for blockbuster movies.
Video service operators (VSOs) are,
as a result, under pressure to uphold
increasingly strong client-side security
to reassure rights holders that their
premium content can safely be distributed to mobile devices.
There had been hopes that multiscreen security would be unified under
HTML5 with its associated Encrypted
Media Extensions (EME) and the
Content Decryption Module Interface
(CDMi). These have been dashed
because the model only applied to the
browser world and failed to simplify
cross-platform content delivery for
the apps that dominate most mobile
services.
The result is that VSOs and
content owners now need to manage
and secure content delivery and
subscriber management across all the
combinations of streaming format and
principal DRM platforms that have
emerged.
This has played into the hands of
some big Internet players, especially
Google, which have been able to
argue that VSOs should adopt the
security mechanisms already built into
browsers or device operating systems.
This would imply VSOs should use
Google’s Widevine DRM, which is
increasingly available in Android-based
consumer electronic (CE) devices,
or for Windows devices, Microsoft’s
PlayReady DRM, which is trending
towards free as its effective licencing
costs are being continually reduced.
As a result, a myth has built up,
sustained and promulgated by many
consultants and systems integrators
serving VSOs who have failed to
understand the fallacies, that these
products offer sustainable security at
negligible cost. Both these assumptions
are utterly wrong and should be
challenged vigorously by the content
security industry.

Key limitations of native DRM
The first point is largely financial and
logistical, which is that the DRM is not

an isolated security component but
an ongoing project with long-term
implications for security, customer
retention, service differentiation
and technical flexibility. The DRM
should be regarded as part of a
continuous development programme
capable of responding to challenges
as they emerge, which can result in
unscheduled R&D and additional
testing, for example, when a new
standard is implemented or a service
is extended. It is not difficult to
see that this will incur significant
ongoing operational costs.
A key second point immediately
follows with the need for the DRM,
as well as other critical components
of content security, to be totally
renewable in the field so that newly
identified vulnerabilities can be
fixed remotely and transparently
to users. Crucially, VSOs will need
this field upgrade capability to be
completely independent both of the
device maker and developer of the
associated OS. This is necessary to
ensure VSOs are not beholden for
security updates to third parties
whose priorities will almost certainly
be different. They may lack the
urgency to resolve problems quickly
or anticipate them in advance.
This factor will already be
apparent to many VSOs that have
supported browsers that lack such
field upgradeability and are subject
to some known vulnerabilities.
They may soon also discover that
the browser model is unlikely to
survive for long in its current form
precisely because of its inflexibility
and because it cannot properly
embrace the apps that have come to
predominate the mobile arena.
It is also admittedly true that the
app model itself is unsustainable in
its current form. It has led to devices,
especially smartphones, becoming
bloated with apps, making it hard
for users to navigate to the one
they want. Furthermore, content
associated with apps is largely

unsearchable, creating an expanding
zone of dark data inaccessible from
traditional search engines.
Such content is being indexed,
while apps will in effect be partly
cloudified to reduce the storage
and processing burden on client
devices. Given this complexity and
uncertainty, there is a pressing need
for a common security platform,
which is fortunately emerging
around the Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE).
For connected devices, the
TEE will help reinstate the security
previously taken for granted in the
dedicated hardware of the set-top
box while adapting and extending
it for the mobile connected era. The
TEE provides an insulated area of
the system on chip (SoC), where
secret keys can be held and secure
downloadable software can be
executed without risk of compromise
from the OS and standard apps.

Critical video extensions of TEE
The TEE has quickly become the
de facto standard for the software
component of overall video
security, reinforced by three critical
extensions to protect content
and security functions against
compromise. The first is the Secure
Video Path or Protected Media Path,
which extends the TEE from the
core DRM to the whole video flow
inside the device, so content is fully
protected during playback.
The second extension is an
application programming
interface (API) enabling the
TEE to control the video
watermarking functionality,
so unauthorised streams can
be identified and traced back
to their sources after they
have been decrypted and
therefore exposed to the risk
of content redistribution.
The latter is essential given
that forensic watermarking
has been mandated by

MovieLabs as a core component for
protecting HD studio content, as
well as becoming a requirement for
premium live sports.
The third TEE element is a
protected mechanism for delivery
of secure apps and DRM safely over
the network and into the secure
zone of a device’s TEE. This has
been developed by Trustonic, a joint
venture between ARM, G&D and
Gemalto, to establish a common
security platform embedded in
connected devices for use by app
developers. This has led to the
Trusted Application Management
(TAM) technology, which utilises
the TEE of mobile devices as the
destination for secure apps and has
already been deployed in one billion
devices.
The TEE is becoming the rock
upon which content security will be
built in a multi-screen, connected
world of mobile devices. It is widely
supported by key industry players,
including Verimatrix, as a common
platform for renewable security
independent of other technology
trends. Native security solutions
that are unable to exploit the field
upgradeability enabled by the TEE
will look increasingly obsolete.
Meanwhile, the TEE will help
bring on a new era of trusted
apps that can be accessed securely
from a store and where relevant,
downloaded to the device,
irrespective of the precise delivery
model. T

For more information, download
the Frost & Sullivan white paper
Native vs Downloadable DRM: The
Long-term Implications of Short-term
Choices at www.verimatrix.com/
downloadableDRM
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LCP gains control with
Axon’s Cerebrum
La Chaîne Parlementaire-Assemblée nationale (LCP), the TV channel of the French
National Assembly, has installed Axon’s
Cerebrum control and monitoring system as
part of a major upgrade of its news production facilities.
The channel, which broadcasts roundthe-clock over satellite, cable, over-the-top
(OTT), IPTV and digital terrestrial TV with
debates and commentary on major national
and global political issues, has switched its
entire infrastructure to HD — now the default
format in France. As part of this upgrade,
technical equipment was also renewed to
streamline the workﬂow and improve control
and monitoring.
LCP operates two studios and two control
rooms located on different sites. These are
linked by ﬁbre-optic cables with control and
monitoring provided by a single Cerebrum
system. This is integrated with a Riedel
decentralised MediorNet/MicroN IP router
that offers advanced processing and routing
capabilities via modular I/O video blocks.
Using fully customisable remote panels,
Cerebrum manages all of the equipment connected to the router, including a video mixer,
an audio console, multi-images, intercom,
tally and universal device manager (UDM).
Cerebrum was key to the success of
the project, revealed Jérome Monteil, general manager of Ericsson’s Broadcast Service
France, who undertook the design, integration and installation of the project.
Monteil detailed: “[Cerebrum] interfaces
beautifully with Riedel’s MediorNet router
and with other third-party equipment in
LCP’s workﬂow.
“Cost of ownership was also a factor:
using floating licences, Cerebrum offers
exceptional value for money and, thanks to
its intuitive design, it is very easy to add new
products to the broadcast chain. We are also
able to modify the system internally, which
lowers the cost of maintenance and service.”
Besides LCP, Cerebrum has also been

Axon’s Cerebrum control
and monitoring system
lies at the heart of
LCP’s news production
facilities.

deployed by international operators such as France
24, Sky and the BBC. Designed for news and studio
live production, as well as master control, mobile and
remote production, users can combine Cerebrum’s
SNMP (simple network management protocol) and
third-party protocols to support virtually every piece
of equipment in a broadcaster’s workﬂow, said Axon.
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GV NODE
Live broadcasting over IP with vertically accurate switching is here.
Start building your IP infrastructure today with the distributed, scalable architecture of GV Node.
Multiple switching and processing functions are the heart of your growing IP-based workflow and
deliver the elasticity and flexibility you expect from a true Broadcast Data Center.

Learn more by visiting grassvalley.com/gvnode

Primestream
releases new
version of FORK
With a speciﬁc focus on performance and
efﬁciency, Primestream’s FORK production
and automation platform now comes with
enhanced features.
For instance, FORK 5.5’s Content Navigator now comes with dynamic interface views
based on the task at hand, while increased
baseband I/O throughput and efficiency
improves native MXF and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
workﬂows, said Primestream.
FORK is also equipped with Primestream’s
Xchange platform, a Web-based, enterpriseready software platform that offers single and
multi-site operations global access to their
content and workﬂows.
FORK 5.5 also brings a new Media Processing Framework (MPF) and Media Player
Recorder (MPR), which enables native reading
and writing of MXF-based and Atom-based
ﬁles such as MP4 video. This allows users to
work with leading broadcast formats while leveraging Atom-based ﬁle formats for creating
proxy assets and the delivery of Web content.
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SAM-Masstech tie-up streamlines
news production, archiving and media
exchange workflows
Snell Advanced Media (SAM) and
Masstech have formed a new partnership to speed and simplify how
TV and multi-platform video newsrooms manage and move content
between production, archive and
distribution processes.
The integration of the SAM
VIBE news solution and Masstech’s
media management and archiving software, said the companies,
empowers SAM users to easily and
efficiently archive, locate, retrieve
and share news content between
sites.
Leveraging the new SAM
interoperability alongside established integration with newsroom computer system (NRCS)
offerings including AP ENPS and
Avid iNEWS, the Masstech software enables news content to be
automatically archived at the end
of each newscast.
For each story in the rundown,
the corresponding media files are

automatically copied from SAM
sQ production and playout servers
into the Masstech-managed archive, and stored alongside the
news scripts and metadata. Content can also be archived to the
Masstech system directly from the
SAM software interface, independently of the NRCS.
The benefits of the new integration are further amplified when
finding and retrieving content from
the archive, the companies added.
Users can locate stories and clips
with the native search capabilities
of their NRCS software or through
new Masstech tools embedded
within the SAM user interface.
Unlike basic storage management solutions, the Masstech-SAM
combination takes full advantage
of associated news scripts during
searches, making it faster and
easier to locate and re-use valuable, relevant content.
Archived video clips can be

A new partnership between SAM and Masstech means media files can now be automatically copied from
SAM sQ production and playout servers into a Masstech-managed archive.

previewed within the SAM or NRCS
interface, and then fully or partially
restored to SAM servers with just a
few simple clicks.
In addition to streamlining
content archiving and retrieval, the
integration also gives SAM News
customers access to Masstech’s
newsroom workflows, including the
ability to easily exchange content
between multiple sites such as station groups.
Users can search and retrieve

stories and content from other
locations’ archives as well as their
own, while the Masstech Media
Wire feature lets users feed stories
with video to other newsrooms in
their organisations with a simple
drag-and-drop action in their
NRCS. In both cases, the Masstech
software transparently handles all
technical details with no further
effort from the user, including
file transfers and any transcoding
required to address differing NRCS

or production platforms between
sites.
Neil Maycock, EVP and general
manager, Media Software Solutions, SAM, said: “Our goal is for
the SAM VIBE News Solution to be
the fastest and most flexible multiformat news editing and publishing
system available, and our integration with Masstech enables us to
seamlessly extend those attributes
to archiving and content sharing
workflows.”

AJA enhances facial motion capture for Faceware Technologies
US-based Faceware Technologies,
a developer of facial motion capture software, has been utilising
AJA Video Systems’ Ki Pro range
of solutions to deliver advanced
facial motion capture to its clients
in the media industry.
The solution Faceware developed is centred on analysis and
retargeting software that tracks
every pixel of a facial performance,
creating mathematical output of
both motion and texture data.
Data is captured from a headmounted camera rig that records
video footage of the performer’s
face. The signal is then channelled
via a Teradek transmitter, and
recorded onto AJA’s Ki Pro Rack
recording and playback device.
Already an AJA user for more
than seven years, Christopher
Jones, director of hardware and
capture at Faceware Technologies,
pointed out that the Web interface

Faceware Technologies has been employing AJA Video Systems’ Ki Pro Rack,
alongside its facial motion capture software, to record performers’ faces.

of the Ki Pro has been crucial for
the recording of their projects.
Jones elaborated: “Aside from
reliability and excellent support, I
chose to work with Ki Pro recorders because the Web interface and
published Python API (application
programming interface) are huge
for us.
“The fact that I can start and
stop, record and playback, arm
or disarm decks, match timecode

to clips, and name all of our files
correctly via Web interface is key.
With the Web interface, we can put
the Ki Pro Racks on any network
and control them from wherever
we need to be, whether that’s the
mocap (motion capture) stage or
ADR (automated dialogue replacement) booths, which makes it easy
for us to adapt to any location
we’re going to.”
Designed for file-based work-

flows, Ki Pro Rack features up/
down/cross-conversion during
recording and playback, enabling
the delivery of material from source
to editorial “as quickly as possible”.
The 1RU recorder and player is
capable of recording 10-bit Apple
ProRes and Avid DNxHD files, as
well as on removable hard-disk
or solid-state drive (SSD) storage
modules.
Besides software development,
Faceware Technologies also runs a
service business, which provides
the sale of a “complete” system
to studios, game developers and
visual-effect facilities. The system
comprises an HD monitor, Ki Pro or
Ki Pro Rack, a Teradek transmitter,
cabling and accessories, a battery
kit, a camera and a mocap-specific
fibreglass helmet set.
Jones concluded: “Ki Pro technology is the master VTR (video
tape recording) for our Faceware

systems, and we rely heavily on
the reliability of their recording.
The hardware is well built, and the
drives have proven to be very reliable over the years with countless
hours of repeated use.”

whoBuyswhat
■ iQIYI picks Irdeto TraceMark watermarking solution
Chinese online video platform iQIYI has chosen Irdeto Rights for ChinaDRM to protect
premium content delivery on its over-thetop (OTT) streaming platform.
As part of the Irdeto 360 Security suite,
iQIYI will also deploy Irdeto TraceMark
forensic watermarking to detect and fight
against redistribution piracy.
Irdeto Rights for ChinaDRM is the first
security solution to be recognised and certi-

fied by The State Administration of Press,
Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the
People’s Republic of China (SAPPRFT). It is
also fully compliant with the standards set by
Hollywood studios for premium 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) and early release content, said Irdeto.
Deng Wenhua, chairman of the ChinaDRM Forum, explained: “We are very
pleased to see a new commercial success for
ChinaDRM, which is the Chinese independ-

ent intellectual property rights standard.
“We believe that ChinaDRM will play an
effective and orderly role to accelerate a
healthy ecosystem in China’s video industry.”
The ChinaDRM standard plays an important role in accelerating the release of
new content in China and enables Chinese
consumers access to premium entertainment in earlier windows, said Hanno Basse,
CTO of Twentieth Century Fox Film.

Basse added: “ChinaDRM’s requirements
provide world-class security to premium
content and they are enhanced by forensic
watermarking, which is something we feel
very strongly about.
“We welcome implementations like the
one with iQIYI and Irdeto, as it helps accelerate the ecosystem in China and gives
the studio community greater confidence
to satisfy demand in the Chinese market.”
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Hybrid QC solutions
bring improved quality
control and efficiency
to broadcast workflows
BY KANISHKA TONGYA

In today’s fast-paced, file-based workflow
environment, broadcasters are continually
looking for new ways to improve quality
control (QC) and efficiency while maintaining the integrity of content. For many years,
that meant relying on automation over
manual QC because it was faster and there
was less chance for error. Recently, this viewpoint has shifted. Broadcasters are beginning
to see the value of a hybrid QC solution that
combines automation and manual checks in
a single platform.
Auto QC solutions are ultimately incomplete because they produce false positives
and negatives. A false positive can occur
when an automated, file-based QC solution detects special effects as artifacts in the
video frame. When this happens, manual
intervention is necessary to gain insight into
these irregularities and counteract them, if
required.
False negatives happen when errors that
need to be reported are ignored by auto QC
systems. Under some circumstances, significant issues exist within the video or audio
stream that need to be reported but the
technology is not available to address them.
Manual intervention by the operator is absolutely essential in order to detect problems,
such as lip-sync errors, which automated QC
solutions alone cannot identify.
Recently, Interra Systems introduced
hybrid capabilities for its industry-leading
Baton QC solution, allowing operators to
detect issues that were previously not possible with auto-only QC systems. Through the
platform’s media player, broadcasters can
view manual QC checks enabled in the test
plan, add required errors, and verify manual
tasks as they are being reviewed.

The test plan is populated based on
broadcasters’ feedback and by drawing upon
regulations from forums such as DPP and
EBU-QC. More importantly, broadcasters now
have flexibility to register any new custom
error for auto or manual checks. By adding
manual checks to its Baton QC solution,
Interra Systems sets the benchmark for wellintegrated and efficient broadcast workflows.
Interra Systems is one of the first companies to offer a hybrid QC solution that incorporates auto and manual checks. Utilising
a hybrid QC solution such as Baton, today’s
broadcasters can deliver flawless, error-free
video on every device in the most efficient
and cost-effective manner possible.
Stop by the Interra Systems booth
4U2-04 at BroadcastAsia2017 for a live
demonstration of Baton with hybrid QC capabilities. Interra Systems will also showcase
its end-to-end QC and monitoring solutionscentric approach to ensuring superior online
video and audio quality for broadcast and
streaming applications, enabling users to
focus on other mission-critical content production and delivery tasks, increase customer
satisfaction, and boost revenue.

❝Broadcasters are beginning
to see the value of a hybrid
QC solution
that combines
automation and
manual checks
in a single
platform.❞
Kanishka Tongya is Director of Sales, APAC at
Interra Systems.

Lynx Technik expands
greenMachine family and
greenStore
Lynx Technik has developed
greenMachine titan, a new hardware component of the company’s greenMachine platform.
Complementing the existing
greenMachine callisto, a two-channel signal processing hardware, greenMachine
titan is a four-channel hardware device designed to process up to four 3G/HD/SD-SDI
video streams or a single 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
video input. Equipped with 12G processing
capability, greenMachine titan is able to
support 4K/UHD infrastructure applications
while providing the functionality to convert
between single link 4K/UHD video and quadlink 4K/UHD video.
Combining general-purpose hardware,
software apps and control software, Lynx
Technik’s greenMachine adopts a threeprong approach to product definition and
function. Essentially, greenMachine presents
a combination of general-purpose hardware,
downloadable apps for customisable functionality and control software.
Lynx Technik has also added four new
apps — Colour Matching, SwitchOver,
DolbyE Decoder and Teletext — to the
greenMachine platform. Users are able to
download these apps from the greenStore
to suit their applications.

The greenMachine
titan from Lynx Technik is equipped with 12G
processing capability to support 4K/UHD
applications.

Designed to resolve colour-accuracy issues, the Colour Matching image processing
app provides colour matching with gain and
offset adjustments for a variety of colours.
The Switchover app is a two-channel
changeover switch, which can be triggered
manually or when an input fails. Switchover,
according to Lynx Technik, is ideal for applications that require an emergency switch
for backup, or clean switching between two
video sources.
For audio decoding, Lynx Technik has
added the Dolby E Decoder app, which
enables the decoding of the eight audio
channels continued in a Dolby E stream to
PCM (pulse-code modulation) audio.
The fourth app that Lynx Technik has
added to the greenStore is the Teletext
Viewer, which provides remote monitoring
of teletext content within a video stream.

SGL has an established
history serving the archive
needs of broadcast facilities
around the world.
SGL’s highly scalable, reliable
archive solutions evolve with
your business. Discover more
about FlashNet Infinity, new
FlashNet Lite, our cloud archiving
solutions including Amazon S3
and more at Broadcast Asia.

Tektronix’s Prism platform offers
enhanced hybrid IP/SDI monitoring
Tektronix’s software-based, hybrid IP/SDI
media analysis platform now includes new
features that support “important industry
specifications and help engineers boost IP
video network quality, conquer integration
and operations challenges, and perform
deep-dive analysis for troubleshooting”.
Previously available as a 3RU product
with a built-in display, Prism is now also
available in a 1RU form factor for use with
external displays. Specifically, Prism’s new
enhancements include analysis of PTP
(precision time protocol) synchronisation
timing, support for SMPTE ST 2022-7 redundancy and the IGMP V3 protocol, new
API (application programming interface)
support for easy systems integration into

network management systems, as well as
IP stream capture for deep-dive analysis.
These add to pre-existing features such
as a packet interval time (PIT) histogram
and trend graph, as well as the trend graph
of time stamped delay factor (TS-DF), as
defined in the EBU-Tech 3337 algorithm.
Charlie Dunn, general manager, video
product line, Tektronix, said: “As the
broadcast industry goes through the IP
transition, engineers need to manage an
increasingly complex and evolving hybrid
IP and SDI environment. Prism is the first
software-based platform with field upgradeability that offers customers longterm investment protection as technology
and requirements evolve.”
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DTH still dominates
ARRIS has two new satellite
receiver solutions for
satellite distribution
networks. Both the DSR7412 integrated receiver/
transcoder and DSR-4470 integrated
receiver/decoder feature HEVC/H.265 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) decoding and DVB-S2X
demodulation capabilities. The DSR-7412
delivers up to 12 channels of both MPEG2/4 HD and SD transcoding to support
legacy set-top box capability, while the
DSR-4470 provides a dedicated decoding
platform for full compatibility with nextgeneration distribution networks.

Hiltron powers on with
Super-HMAM motorised
satellite antenna mount
Based on the HMAM three-axis motorised
antenna mount, Hiltron’s new Super-HMAM
is designed and built to accept “substantially larger” reflector dishes. The Super-HMAM
includes high-grade drives for azimuth and
elevation, plus a high-accuracy polarisation
drive. It is fully compatible with Hiltron’s
standard HACU antenna positioning system.
A combined head and drive are incorporated, forming a three-axis motorised
system with 180° of azimuth adjustment,
90° of elevation adjustment range and fully
adjustable polarisation. Positioning accuracy
is +/- 0.0° and position-display resolution
is 0.01°.

Next Month @ Distribution
Set-top Boxes for
New TV Platforms

PANELLISTS
Dr Ali R Ebadi

T

he goal of every broadcaster is to maximise
the audience for its content by reaching as
many viewers as possible in the most costeffective manner. With the kind of scale
that is available in the highly populated
Asia-Pacific region, direct-to-home (DTH)
delivery continues to play an essential role
in the broadcast ecosystem.
DTH is the dominant platform for Asia
due to the advantages it offers pay-TV
operators in the region, Yau Chyong Lim,
COO of Measat Satellite Systems, tells APB.
These, he elaborates, include:
n Reliable video delivery over a large
geographical area at a fixed distribution cost.
n The ability to reach mass audiences
in Asian countries where terrain can be
geographically challenging — for example,
archipelagos such as the Philippines and
Indonesia, or large land areas such as India
and China.
n The widespread availability of satellite
infrastructure, as compared to terrestrial
fibre, which can take years to roll out.
Yau foresees 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) being
the “main technology trend” in this year that
will impact the satellite and broadcast industries. He explains: “Satellite has traditionally
been strong in multi-point video distribution, and this strength will assist the industry
to distribute 4K/UHD content effectively,
despite increases in bandwidth requirements. The progress made in the 4K/UHD
space includes high dynamic range (HDR)
standards being cemented, and vendors
increasing production of 4K/UHD-related
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To empower media operators to better serve their
customers, SES has introduced its subsidiary company MX1,
which offers digital video and media end-to-end solutions
to enable operators to capture a spectrum of viewers with
different entertainment and lifestyle needs.

PHOTO: MEASAT SATELLITE SYSTEMS

ARRIS’ new satellite
receivers support
HEVC/.265 and DVB-S2X

Asia remains a huge driver of
satellite connectivity because
of the many advantages the
latter offers. However, to be
able to reach out to current
and future viewers, satellite
operators continue to require a
robust infrastructure, as
Josephine Tan discovers.

Measat Satellite Systems recently demonstrated the transmission of 4K/UHD HDR content via
its MEASAT-3 hotbird satellite, using the DVB-S2X broadcast standard at 18Mbps. Regardless
of the video resolution, Measat believes that DTH remains the dominant delivery platform in
Asia-Pacific.

equipment, leading to more 4K/UHD
content in the near future.”
In March this year, Measat successfully showcased the transmission of 4K/UHD HDR content via
its MEASAT-3 hotbird satellite using
DVB-S2X broadcast standard at
18Mbps. Alongside five other partners
— Ateme, BBright, Binasat, Celebrities
Management and Cisco — Measat
demonstrated the playout of 4K/UHD
HDR content over a 4K/UHD playout
server. The content was also encoded
and compressed using the high-efficiency video coding (HEVC)/H.265
compression standard, and decoded
by a 4K/UHD HEVC/H.265 decoder
that supports the hybrid-log gamma
(HLG) standard.
Yau elaborates: “While 4K/UHD
HDR provides higher quality video
than HD, it also elevates the broadcaster’s content above the rest of the
pack to give consumers the best possible viewing experience they can have
at home. Thus, with infrastructure and
pipelines already in place, satellite is
a convenient and cost-effective video
delivery mechanism that maximises its
reach to pay-TV operators.”
Another company which has conducted 4K/UHD test trials over satellite capacity is SES. To accelerate 4K/
UHD home delivery, SES recently collaborated with US-based telco Verizon
to drive the development of 4K/UHD
solutions for Verizon Fios subscribers
throughout the US.
As part of the alliance, Verizon
received and tested content from SES’
pre-packaged 4K/UHD platform,
which combines a line-up of 4K/UHD
channels and reception equipment in a
service delivered over satellite capacity.
Commenting on the trials, Deepak
Mathur, senior VP, commercial, AsiaPacific and the Middle East, SES,
says: “Our trials have shown that SES’
approach has been very effective in
accelerating the take-up of 4K/UHD
in the US. The market’s reaction to

our line-up of programming has been
favourable, and in particular, our
introduction of the first commercial
4K/UHD programming in HDR —
Travelxp 4K — has created a lot of excitement among our trial participants.”
Besides Travelxp 4K, programming
on the SES 4K/UHD line-up include
Fashion One 4K, 4KUniverse, NASA
TV UHD, Insight TV, UHD1, C4K360,
Funbox 4K, Nature Relaxation 4K, as
well as SES’ 4K/UHD demonstration
channel. These channels are hosted on
a trio of SES satellites — SES-1, SES-3
and AMC-18 — which cover the cable
headends in the US.
Although the US is seeing “fastgrowing” 4K/UHD TV adoption
compared to Asia-Pacific, Mathur
believes that 4K/UHD will be adopted
widely in Asia in due time, given the
strength of growing economics, as well
as the young and technology-savvy
population in the region. “Currently,
a lot still has to happen in Asia-Pacific
before 4K/UHD can roll out as a massmarket service. Most developing Asian
countries are still growing their HD
bouquet, and the digital switchover
(DSO) in some countries is still incomplete. While we have not carried
out 4K/UHD trials in Asia to date, we
are not ruling out its possibility in the
future,” he adds.
Despite the ongoing developments
in the delivery of 4K/UHD content
over satellite, HD remains the standard
offering, even in developed markets
such as Japan, Malaysia, Australia and
South Korea. In developing markets
such as Thailand, the Philippines and
Indonesia, HD channels are also increasingly occupying a larger proportion of the channel line-up.
In China, China Central Television
(CCTV) has signed an agreement with
Intelsat for the distribution of five HD
channels via IntelsatOne terrestrial
fibre and teleport services. As a result
of the agreement, CCTV will expand
its use of the HD format for its new and
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over Asia-Paciﬁc
documentary style programming
to viewers in the US. Three HD
channels — CCTV-4, CGTN and
CGTN Documentary — are available now on Intelsat 34, with two
additional HD channels, CGTNFrançais and CGTN Español,
slated to be aired in the future.
Terry Bleakley, regional VP,
Asia-Pacific Sales, Intelsat, explains: “Using a DTH platform,
media organisations can generate
higher revenue streams by customising content to regional audiences.
Cable distribution is also costefficient, but infrastructure may
vary greatly from region to region.
Hence, DTH represents a more
reliable distribution platform.”
In the midst of an evolving
media landscape, the broadcast industry is also seeing the emergence
of over-the-top (OTT) platforms,
which has resulted in the shift
towards non-linear viewing.
Bleakley highlights that nonlinear TV represents “potential
revenue streams” for programmers, and Intelsat customers are
viewing this as a “complementary
revenue stream” to linear distribution. “All of the multi-screen
options create additional complexity to our media customers’
operations, yet at the same time,
they would also like to find more
efficiencies,” he adds.
This was one of the factors
that drove Intelsat to develop the
IntelsatOne Prism service, a multimedia networking platform and
portfolio of managed services that
allows broadcasters and service
providers to upgrade a satellite-

based network to an automated
hybrid satellite and terrestrial
converged IP network.
Designed to optimise network
efficiency, IntelsatOne Prism enables service providers to transmit
content via a single platform,
including live video, file transfer,
voice-over-IP (VoIP), Internet
access and data exchange.
Acknowledging the rise of
OTT and non-linear services,
SES’ Mathur stresses that pay-TV
“continues to be popular among
viewers and remains a dominant
mode of content delivery in AsiaPacific”. He explains: “Linear
TV is achieving strong growth
in fast-growing markets such
as Indonesia, Vietnam and the
Philippines, while in established
TV markets such as India, local
media content and hundreds of
channels are readily available to
consumers today.”
To enable broadcasters and
service providers to capture a
spectrum of viewers with different
entertainment and lifestyle needs,
he recommends that satellite operators offer integrated DTH and
OTT services on hybrid platforms.
For instance, SES has introduced
its subsidiary, MX1, a move that
has enabled the company to scale
up its existing video capabilities
while offering digital video and
media end-to-end solutions to
empower its customers to better
serve their consumers.
With increasing consumption
of video and content on the go,
Mathur adds that satellite makes
content viewing possible on the

move, in areas where there is lack
of terrestrial connectivity, and
even enables live video and the
streaming of high-quality content
on planes and ships today.
Although OTT is changing
consumers’ viewing behaviour,
and prompting some broadcasters to move certain content from
satellite to OTT distribution, OTT
and linear TV over satellite need
not be a zero-sum game, Measat’s
Yau stresses. Instead, it is possible
for the two to co-exist and complement each other in the emerging
economies of Asia, he suggests.
“In the longer term, we may see
the convergence of linear and nonlinear services through hybrid
DTH-OTT set-top boxes (STBs).
As for the more immediate future,
we continue to see opportunities for DTH growth in Asia. For
example, India — one of Measat’s
key DTH markets — recently announced the need for more transponders. Additionally, Nepal and
Pakistan have announced that they
are looking to launch new DTH
platforms,” Yau concludes.
Another development impacting the satellite industry is the
deployment of high throughput
satellites (HTS), which is capable
of delivering higher throughput
at a “lower cost per bit”, making
it a compelling connectivity solution for broadcasters and service
providers in Asia, SES’ Mathur
points out.
While the majority of broadcasters still require traditional
wide beams for a particular country or region, the diversity in Asia
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`While non-linear
TV represents another
potential revenue stream
for media operators,
our customers view this
as a complementary
revenue stream to their
linear distribution, which
continues to be the primary
source of revenue.a
— Terry Bleakley, Regional Vice-President,
Asia-Paciﬁc Sales, Intelsat
means content is being localised
for different languages. These
areas, Mathur adds, is where
HTS spot beams can be useful in
delivering local content for local
consumption.
SES’ hybrid HTS satellite fleet
currently comprises the SES-12,
SES-14, SES-15 and SES-17 satellites. Out of these, SES-12, which
is scheduled for launch later this
year, will extend services to AsiaPacific at the 95°East orbital location. Mathur describes: “With a
combination of Ku-band wide
beams and multi-spot Ku- and
Ka-band beams, SES-12’s spot
beam will be more competitive for
regional broadcasters who are interested to broadcast local content
to a province that is covered by a
spot beam — as opposed to using
traditional wide beam.
“The increasing uptake of HTS,
however, will largely be due to the
demand for connectivity on the
go. Consumers will come to expect
constant connectivity, available
anytime and anywhere, and will
increasingly want to view content
and video everywhere. The need
to provide affordable connectivity
solutions to fulfil consumers’ re-

quirements will fuel the adoption
of HTS in the region.”
Similarly, Intelsat has also
launched its second satellite under the Intelsat EpicNG platform
— Intelsat 33e — that has already
commenced service from the
60°East orbital location, extending Intelsat’s HTS services in C-,
Ku- and Ka-band to Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, Asia-Pacific,
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean.
Equipped with a flexible HTS
payload design, the Intelsat 33e
will enable the delivery of broadband services to fixed and mobile
network operators, as well as
the distribution of regionalised
content for media organisations,
according to Intelsat’s Bleakley.
He further reveals that Horizons
3e, which is expected to launch in
2018, will complete the coverage
of Intelsat 33e in Asia-Pacific. “The
digital payload of Intelsat EpicNG
satellites allows for connectivity
between spectrum types, in any
bandwidth increment, and from
any beam to any beam, offering
media customers total flexibility
and the capability to use C-band
and Ku-band depending on their
needs,” he concludes.
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Opvision’s ∑ntelligent transport platform
enables intelligent operation management
BY LIU XIANG

“When the link is gone, check which
device is causing the problem!”
“When the receiver has no signal
output, check the transmitter end!”
These are but some of the problems many users encounter during system maintenance. The
broadcasting system is complicated
because it consists of various devices from different vendors that
fulfil the purposes of production,
layout, transport and display —
all of these lead to difficulties in
troubleshooting.
As a professional provider of
fibre transport devices and services, Opvision pays extra attention
to a method that diagnoses the
whole system where the problem
occurs, rather than just assisting
users to check the system and
devices one by one.
With that in mind, Opvision
developed our ∑ntelligent transport platform and released corresponding products. This is the first
product to embed LCD displays on
a fibre transport device to carry out

The ∑ntelligent transport platform can be equipped with different functional modules to transport all kinds of broadcast
baseband signals, including analogue audio, ASI, SDI, 3G, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and IP.

real-time video monitoring.
In mathematical terms, ∑ means
to sum up and take the sum of all
numbers; to Opvision, it means
covering all aspects of optical transmission. Unlike traditional, singlefunctional optical transmission
equipment, the ∑ntelligent transport platform can be equipped
with different functional modules
to transport all kinds of broadcast
baseband signals, including analogue audio, ASI, SDI, 3G, 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) and IP.
Moreover, traditional fibre
transport devices indicate signal
status more often via LED lights.
The ∑ntelligent transport platform
can monitor the status of the signal
being transported via LCD screen,

as well as the audio column.
All the finer details of transmission technologies of today should
not concern you. You care about
the end result, not the integration
of technologies — and this is where
∑ntelligent transmission comes
into play. As systems change,
Opvision customers have been very
clear about what they need, and
Opvision has been committed to
providing a series of complete solutions that provide high-quality and
reliable feeds with simple signal
verification.
At present, one 2-inch LCD
screen sits on a 1RU chassis, and a
4.3-inch LCD on a 2RU chassis for
local monitoring of video transport, such as CVBS (colour, video,

blanking and sync), SD-SDI, HDSDI, 3G-SDI and ASI. Multi-channel
transport devices support channel
switch and allows users to select the
channel displays on the monitor. A
1RU device supports eight channels and a 2RU device supports
16-channel audio monitoring by
audio level changing.
The ∑ntelligent optical transport platform provides users with
accurate and straightfor ward
judgment during installation and
maintenance, and can work with
intelligent operations management
platforms to achieve interactive
management of data via IP.
In summary, Opvision created
the ∑ntelligent fibre transmission platform based on forward-

looking user requirements. These
include a grouping transport kit,
visual/aural monitoring, and a
flexible multi-vendor network
management system.
The ∑ntelligent platform assures that the summation of your
networking system is functioning
correctly through simple hands-on
feed verification.
To find out more, and to see the
∑ntelligent platform in action, visit
Opvision at BroadcastAsia2017
booth 6M4-04.

Liu Xiang is VP of Technology,
Opvision.

Vislink’s new next-gen camera transmitter
comes with user-interchangeable RF
xG Technology said its Vislink and
IMT business units have introduced
the HCAM, HEVC/H.265, 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) camera transmitter.
The HCAM is said to represent
the next generation of HEVC/H.265
4K/UHD wireless transmitters,
supporting applications such as
electronic newsgathering (ENG)
and sports broadcasts.
With “highly flexible and configurable mounting options and
intuitive video interfaces”, the unit
can be mounted onto broadcast
cameras, ENG cameras and even
Vislink’s HCAM is an HEVC/H.265, 4K/Ultra HD camera
transmitter.

prosumer cameras. The HCAM is
equipped with user-interchangeable RF modules and a range of
software options, as well as interchangeable, future-proof dual
SFP modules supporting quad
3/6/12G SDI/HDMI/fibre-optic/
SMPTE 2022-6 HD-SDI over IP
interfaces.
Other features include Wi-Fi
and bluetooth control via dedicated Android and iOS applications; integrated camera control
with FocalPoint compatibility; and
direct-docking V-Lock and AntonBauer battery plates with integral
power feed through.

To coincide with the release of
the HCAM, Vislink has also finalised
an order for 18 systems of HCAM
transmitters and UltraReceiver
chassis receivers placed by UKbased Broadcast RF.
Chris Brandrick, sales director,
Broadcast RF, said: “Broadcast RF
has one operational goal — to
provide high-quality, state-of-theart RF technology. The purchase of
18 new Vislink HCAM systems will
equip us with the very best 4K/UHD
wireless camera systems on the
market, which in turn allows us to
continue to provide our customers
with class-leading solutions.”

CCTV distributing new HD channels to Americas via Intelsat 34
Chinese state broadcaster CCTV has signed
a multi-year agreement with Intelsat to
expand the companies’ global relationship.
CCTV will leverage IntelsatOne terrestrial
fibre and teleport services to distribute five
HD channels via the Intelsat 34 satellite,
expanding CCTV’s current bouquet on the
Intelsat 21 satellite.
Located at 304.5 degrees East, Intelsat
34 is one of Intelsat’s premier distribution
neighbourhoods in the Americas. It currently reaches more than 29 million cable
subscribers and delivers distribution services

for several premium and sports channels.
Chen Guang, director of the master control department, broadcast and transmission
centre, CCTV, explained: “CCTV came to
Intelsat with a goal to build on our strong
distribution in the Americas by offering
more HD content to our loyal viewers. The
high penetration of Intelsat 34 with distribution and direct-to-home (DTH) platforms in
the region maximises our ability to reach our
audiences with high-quality programming.”
CCTV recently rebranded much of its
channel line-up under the China Global

Television Network (CGTN) moniker. As a
result of the agreement, CCTV will expand
its use of the HD format for its news and
documentary style programming to viewers
in the Americas.
Three HD channels — CCTV-4, CGTN
and CGTN Documentary — are available
now on Intelsat 34. Two additional HD
channels — CGTN-Français and CGTN
Español — will also be deployed on Intelsat
34 in the future.
Terry Bleakly, regional VP, Asia-Pacific,
Intelsat, concluded: “As partners to CCTV

for the past two decades, we are closely
aligned with their strategy to broaden
their audience base in the Americas and
increase the availability of HD content to
their programmers.
“Intelsat delivers a highly penetrated
distribution platform for CCTV, using teleports and managed services within our
globalised network to provide maximum
viewership for their programming. Our
leading media neighbourhoods distribute
more channels to cable subscribers in the
Americas than any other satellite operator.”
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Using IP to solve
multi-format
truck challenge
BY SAM PETERSON

Today’s live production space is in a state of
change, again. The progression of 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) deployments marches on in many
geographies. Other technological changes
including high dynamic range (HDR) and
wide colour gamut (WCG), which were seeing
proofs of concept in the past year, are now
seeing production deployment.
At Grass Valley, we have been working
hard behind the scenes to support those
tests and bring to market products that will
add value to these technologies in real world
production.
The technology supporting these format
enhancements has also progressed. Many
of our customers are telling us that they are
much more comfortable with an IP-based
solution due to the work of AIMS and its
members pushing an interoperable standard
forward in the market. That work continues
as SMPTE 2110 marches towards ratiﬁcation
and adoption.
Products like GV Node are being deployed in volume now in live production
applications, both in mobile and ﬁxed environments. Grass Valley has led the way in
providing standards-based core networking
technology for live production.
One unique technology being deployed
in many of Grass Valley’s IP-based 4K/
UHD solutions is the use of TICO. The ISO
JPEG group is developing JPEG-XS as an
ISO standard codec providing low-latency,
low-power and low-cost hardware/software
implementations.
TICO is the baseline codec for this standardisation effort. Where IP endpoints can
still be expensive, TICO allows for a practical
application of technology to make both IP
and 4K/UHD affordable.
As the production requirements progress

past UHDTV1, this technique will continue to
have beneﬁts. UHDTV2 and 8K will require
increasing data rates which means even as IP
technologies advance, more data will be required. Having a single transport for a single
stream can be a great solution, but it comes
at a cost. The expense gets very large in live
production applications with thousands of
effective crosspoints.
But we at Grass Valley certainly recognise
that IP is not the only path to 4K/UHD. Many
approaches may be necessary to meet the
needs of the market. Grass Valley has 4K/
UHD solutions in the market today that
include not just 10GbE with TICO but also
SDI to be ﬂexible for customers in multiple
geographies and with different use cases.
Customers and end-users appreciate a
balanced approach that allows for a staged
implementation to IP.
Our core live production products are
available with SDI interfaces, using either
SDQS, 2SI or 12Gb SDI interfaces, and more
are on the way. A balanced approach to
implementation has always been our goal.

Sam Peterson is Senior Segment Manager,
Live, Grass Valley.

TeamCast launches VYPER 3000
TeamCast has introduced the VYPER 3000
modulator, designed to meet the high
availability requirements of modern uplink
systems.
VYPER 3000 is equipped with four IP
inputs, which can be used as two data inputs
(one main, one backup) and two control
ports (one main, one backup). Its four ASI
inputs can be used as one main and two
backups, or as four inputs for multi-stream
operation.
For instance, four different multiplexes
can be carried on a single carrier to feed
four different terrestrial channels in

direct-to-tower applications. Similarly, up
to four independent signals can be carried
over a single carrier in DSNG (digital satellite
newsgathering) applications.
VYPER 3000’s IP inputs supports multistream operation, and can also be used as
backup for ASI inputs and vice-versa.
It supports DVB-S/S2/S2X and DVBDSNG modes and codes, including 64
APSK modes and 5% roll-off values for a
maximised useful payload, IF (intermediate
frequency) and RF (radio frequency) outputs,
insertion of CID data, as well as easy control
through front panel and a Web browser.

TeamCast’s VYPER 3000 modulator is designed to
meet the high availability requirements of modern uplink systems.
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STN expands service channel
distribution services
Global teleport STN has further expanded its
service capabilities using PlayBox Technology Europe’s (PBTEU) EXEcutor broadcast
servers.
STN provides secure and reliable endto-end service distribution solutions for
broadcast and media organisations, offering solutions that allow its customers to
expand their channels in whatever direction
they choose, whether it be for an individual
region or to build a global distribution network.
Tomaz Lovsin, STN’s CEO, explained:
“Today’s channel-in-a-box solutions are as
sophisticated as ever and offer a playout
facility with a myriad of elegant and simple
solutions that ultimately serve the channel
and enhance the viewer’s experience at the
same time.
“Here at STN, we want to offer our clients
playout services that ensure quality, reliability
and easy accessibility, and this is why we use
PBTEU’s solutions.”
Lovsin went on to elaborate that the “ongoing technical development and excellent
service support” provided by PBTEU are just
two of the key reasons for STN’s constant
expansion of the systems.
He continued: “PBTEU playout solutions
have also proven to be very popular with
our clients as it not only meets their technical requirements, which includes a variety

Tomaz Lovsin, CEO of STN: “Today’s channel-ina-box solutions are as sophisticated as ever and
offer a play-out facility with a myriad of elegant
and simple solutions that ultimately serve the
channel and enhance the viewer’s experience at
the same time.”

of graphics, but it is also cost-effective and
user-friendly.
“It is for these reasons, in conjunction
with STN’s secure service facility with 24/7
customer care, that as of today we have
grown our PBTEU client base to 100 servers,
of which more than 50% are HD.
“With clients from all around the world
and a growing daily interest in this system,
we here at STN have no doubts that we will
continue to build on our already impressive
volume of channels using the current and
technically evolving PBTEU solutions.”
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A Singular approach to
OTT delivery
Singular.Live, a cloud-based platform for
over-the-top (OTT) that allows content
producers to easily design, build, control
and publish interactive graphics on top
of live video feeds for delivery to a range
of connected devices, has been released.
Singular.Live is built on common Web
standards and an open architecture to
streamline the production and delivery of
live content to most Web-enabled devices.
It is also designed to enable broadcasters,
live production professionals and streaming
enthusiasts to deliver customised graphics
for each viewer from language localisation
to targeted ads, interactivity and more.

24i unveils
SmartOTT Backstage
24i, a vendor in Smart TV apps for
multiple devices, has introduced
SmartOTT Backstage, a cloud-based,
modular system that sits between users’
video backend system and their frontend applications. The system comprises
three core functionalities — an intuitive
content management system, a metadata
and data-source component, and
an application programming surface
designed to enrich and organise content.
SmartOTT Backstage also handles curated
content collections, recommended feeds,
scheduling, data-sourcing and metadata
while providing users the option to set
up and brand their front-end apps by
selecting from a range of layout elemnts
and branding options.

Next Month @ X-Platform
Video Codec and
Compression Systems
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IP transition calls
for balanced
approach

Is embracing IP no longer
an option, but a requisite for
broadcasters to survive in the
long term? And if that is the
case, how can broadcasters
ensure a successful transition to
IP? Shawn Liew reports.

A

s with any technology transition, the adoption of IP across previously established
broadcast workflows — or perhaps more
accurately, the degree with which it is
adopted — will vary geographically.
And within individual regions, AsiaPacific arguably represents the greatest
diversity when it comes to approaches towards IP-based broadcast infrastructures.
As Gregor Erlitz, head of sales APAC,
Lawo, points out to APB, countries such
as Japan and South Korea are seeking to
combine their 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) investments with IP-based technologies that
provide the flexibility to handle different
production formats within a future-proof
infrastructure.
Another country “moving fast towards
IP” is Australia, as Erlitz explains: “[Australia is] especially taking advantage of
efficient remote production workflows
that are possible with integrated IP audio,
video and control solutions.
“This makes perfect sense as Australia
is a large country in which cost savings due
to reduced staff and equipment travel are
substantial, not forgetting the much better
equipment utilisation that modern cloudbased production set-ups allow.”
For countries less technologically advanced, IP may be a step too far — or is
it? — yet this should not distract from the
fact that the IP migration in Asia-Pacific
is “opening up a number of new exciting
opportunities”, suggests Cameron O’Neill,
director, Asia-Pacific, Riedel Communications.
He describes: “On the transmission/
distribution side, IP is allowing for massive
scalability at a lower cost of ownership.
One example is the use of cloud services

and virtualisation to rapidly spin up
TV channels for a temporary event.
“On the content capture/creation
side of things, a number of manufacturers are now introducing IP-based
products that should pave the way to
smoother integration.”
The next decade is likely to prove
pivotal in Asia-Pacific’s move to broadcast IP, predicts Hiroyuki Takahama,
assistant general manager, Content
Creations Solutions Marketing, Professional Solutions Company (PSAP),
Sony Corporation of Hong Kong.
With network infrastructures and
connectivity constantly improving in
the region, combined with pre-existing
hardware and software technologies,
broadcasters are starting to consider
and make forays into IP broadcasting
in order to future-proof their businesses, Takahama says.
However, he is quick to emphasise
that a hard and fast timeline to make
the transition to full-IP broadcast systems is perhaps impractical, not when
“there is no need to abandon SDI,
which is not IP’s adversary”.
SDI will remain a vital and large
part of the broadcast industry and will
co-exist with broadcast IP systems.
And within the next few years, Sony
expects many broadcasters to use SDI
alongside IP, because replacing all
legacy equipment is sometimes just not
financially possible, says Takahama.
Paradoxically, adopting a mindset
to abandon SDI entirely will only
delay the adoption of IP, he counters.
“Instead, we’re advising and enabling
broadcasters to take a hybrid SDI-IP
approach with our NXL-318FR chassis
and NXL-IP40F boards, which convert
regular SDI A/V signals into IP signals
and vice-versa.
“Broadcasters can have IP-based
live production at the core, with legacy
SDI devices at the edge. These can then
be replaced over time to network IP

Michael Cronk

Chairman,
Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS)

Peter Bithos
CEO, HOOQ

`What is essential during the transition period
and beyond is the control layer that abstracts
or ‘orchestrates’ all the equipment inside the
infrastructure — whether IP or baseband — into
a single, uniﬁed operating interface that adapts
to application-speciﬁc workﬂows.a
— Gregor Erlitz, Head of Sales APAC, Lawo

Cameron O’Neill,
Director, AsiaPaciﬁc, Riedel
Communications: IP
interoperability will
become a key factor
in a vendor’s future
longevity because
connecting devices
and getting them
to work together
takes up a huge
amount of time
in any broadcast
installation.

devices, ensuring a smooth transition.”
And perhaps it boils down to choice,
or lack thereof. Broadcasters building
a new facility today have to accept that
a hybrid SDI-IP solution is their only
real option, says Riedel’s O’Neill. “Not
everyone has the luxury of waiting for
IP technologies to be viable enough to
support a full, end-to-end operation,”
he points out. “However, the good news
is that most manufacturers are already
providing some kind of ‘scalable’ solution that can be deployed in SDI mode
today and then migrated easily to IP
down the road.”
These solutions, O’Neill stresses,
are removing a significant amount of
timeline pressure for broadcasters as
they make technology decisions. But
in the interim, a hybrid SDI-IP infrastructure represents the most logical
solution. He elaborates: “It means you
can repurpose some of your existing
SDI equipment (for example, monitors for non-critical areas), or add in
older equipment to cover a big event
(for example, using your SDI system
cameras to cover an election).”
The long-term benefits of an allIP approach are obvious, and will
eventually dissuade broadcasters from
investing in hybrid installations, argues
Lawo’s Erlitz. He illustrates how large
IP broadcast set-ups have already
proved that they can work as reliably
as traditional baseband set-ups — with
one key caveat.
“What is essential during the transition period and beyond is the control
layer that abstracts or ‘orchestrates’ all
the equipment inside the infrastructure
— whether IP or baseband — into a
single, unified operating interface that
adapts to application-specific workflows. It also needs to feel and perform
similarly to what broadcast engineers
are already used to.”
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Above: Caton Technology’s solutions, powered by the company’s R2TP and F2TP technologies, are designed
to easily integrate with most existing IP-based production and post-production environments.
Left: Sony’s live IP Live Studio as part of its Digital Motion Picture Centre Europe (DMPCE) at
Pinewood Film Studios in the UK demonstrates a full-IP ecosystem.

The control layer also has a key
role to play in hardware virtualisation, or what Lawo terms “software-defined processing”, Erlitz
adds. This, he says, allows users
to run any processing function by
software with a cloud-based, highperformance processing platform,
instead of using dedicated, oneper-function modular gear.
Such an approach, according to
Erlitz, is essential to fully take advantage of integrated IP set-ups, as
the functionality of any given system can be tailored to its specific
application by the loading of different software processing modules
whenever they are needed. “Apart
from much higher flexibility and
automation possibilities, this again
leads to an improved utilisation of
the given resources,” he says.
On the road to broadcast IP,
one concern that broadcasters may
plausibly raise is this: If I deploy
solutions from different vendors in
an IP ecosystem, can I be assured
that they can all work together in
a cost-effective manner?
This brings interoperability
into perspective, although industry
stakeholders have been working
hard as a collective unit to address
this issue.
Lawo, Riedel and Sony, for
example, are all members of the
Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS), a not-for-profit industry
consortium dedicated to an openstandards approach that moves
broadcast and media companies
“quickly and profitably” from
legacy SDI systems to a virtualised,
IP-based environment.

It is of “absolute importance”
that industry stakeholders and
partners work together to bring IP
solutions to market that offer complete interoperability, are based on
open standards, and integrate into
media workflow environments,
says Sony’s Takahama.
Sony, he points out, has been
committed to developing IP solutions that are “ready today, open for
tomorrow” for more than 15 years.
For instance, the company
last year, launched a dedicated
live IP Live Studio as part of its
Digital Motion Picture Centre
Europe (DMPCE) at Pinewood
Film Studios in the UK. The studio
demonstrates a full-IP ecosystem,
showcasing the scalability and
benefits of Sony’s Networked
Media Interface (NMI), and aims
to create opportunities for Sony
partners and customers to test and
operate a complete IP workflow.
This initiative however, does
not deflect from Sony’s commitment to the AIMS cause, which
is likely to be given a real shot in
the arm when the SMPTE ST 2110
standard is fully ratified this year.
Partnerships such as AIMS,
Takahama highlights, will only
benefit the industry and broadcasters by giving them the flexibility to explore new business
models, maintain best-of-breed
networks and add new capabilities, without proprietary lock-in
or having to build new workflows.
For Riedel’s O’Neill, the
bottomline is, again, about choices. IP interoperability will become
a key factor in a vendor’s future

longevity, he warns. “Just connecting devices and getting them
to work together takes up a huge
amount of time in any broadcast
installation,” O’Neill continues.
“All of us are under pressure as
our broadcast customers’ funding
and business models evolve. They
can’t count on huge brands spending millions in advertising dollars
anymore, so they’re on the hunt for
new revenue streams.”
The consequences? Content
creators need to create more, and
broadcasters need to broadcast
more — all while reducing costs.
“So if you can reduce 25% of your
investment, wouldn’t you want to
do that?” O’Neill asks.
AIMS, he adds, is also more
than just vendor collaboration.
Besides featuring some of the
world’s most prominent technology manufacturers, AIMS also
welcomes broadcasters — or the
end-users — into the fold. “This
gives the end-users vital access to
the vendors and integrators who are
following the AIMS roadmap to IP
interoperability,” O’Neill explains.
“For us as manufacturers, we need
inputs from end-users to make
sure that our solutions meet their
needs — there’s no point inventing
a square peg for a round hole!”
Expect the current AIMS and
NMOS (Networked Media Open
Specifications) initiatives and the
resulting SMPTE offsprings to
become the dominant standards in
the industry, predicts Lawo’s Erlitz.
“This will happen much faster
than what we have seen with other
standardisation processes in the

media industry before,” he says, before adding that the development
and refinement of interoperable
standards is a continous process
that requires active cooperation
between manufacturers and endusers alike. “For manufacturers
who follow this route, this is a
big chance as customers naturally
favour open standards over proprietary solutions,” he concludes.
And a unified approach towards IP will be high on the agenda
at BroadcastAsia2017 in Singapore
from May 23-25, where the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab will attempt
to demonstrate the viability of IP
to Asian broadcasters.
Set up by APB, in collaboration with systems integrator Ideal
Systems and show organiser UBM
SES, the lab will showcase what is
working in IP today and highlight
interoperability between different
manufacturers.
It will also offer a hands-on
approach of working on an all-IP
ecosystem, and will include a live
broadcast studio, as well as content
editing and distribution to overthe-top (OTT) platforms, all in
real-time IP.
The Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab
is supported by the Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU),
SMPTE and IABM, and sponsored
by equipment manufacturers, including Lawo, Riedel, Sony, Snell
Advanced Media (SAM), Imagine
Communications, Dejero, Ooyala,
ARRI, Grass Valley, Dell EMC,
Cisco, Evertz, Arista, Tektronix,
Embrionix and Caton Technology.
With disparate IP solutions

in the market today, interoperability is a valid concern, concedes
Eric Hamilton, COO of Caton
Technology. “Our goal is to give
broadcasters and content owners
a clear IP-based path for moving real-time and file-based data
around the world securely and
cost-effectively.”
Caton Technology’s solutions,
based around the company’s
R2TP and F2TP technologies, give
broadcasters a “powerful upgrade”
to their choices for delivering
high-quality content around the
world, without having to incur
the cost of expensive last-mile
connections.
Instead, Caton Technology’s
solutions provide mid-mile connectivity solutions that can easily
integrate with most existing IPbased production and post-production environments, Hamilton
reveals.
Hamilton also believes that the
path to a full IP-based broadcast
system depends on a “smooth
transition” between existing SDI
and IP solutions, and invites
BroadcastAsia2017 attendees to
check out the flexible tools, including Caton Technology’s, at the
Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab booth
6A3-01, that will ensure a successful transition to IP.
More insights into the Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab, and AsiaPacific’s transition to broadcast
IP, can be found on pages 18-20,
and more information on how you
can participate in the Broadcast IP
Inter-Op Lab can also be found on
page 4.
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Why broadcasters need to
think content-centric
BY MICHEL BEKE

The broadcasting business is in
constant evolution. It is no longer
about filling linear channels with
content, and it is no longer about
offering as many titles as possible
on video-on-demand (VoD) services.
It is about generating added value
throughout the content’s lifecycle.
Not more than a decade ago,
pressure was on single-channel
broadcasters to offer more content to
smaller segments of the population.
In response, they swiftly converted
to multi-channel broadcasting. Later
on, they introduced on-demand
services for the viewer who had missed
the original broadcast. With a PVR,
viewers could pause during a linear
broadcast, or record content for later
viewing. Important evolutions such as
these change viewer behaviour. They
also change, or even threaten, the
broadcaster’s commercial model.
Now, viewers increasingly turn
to the Internet, where social media
and new VoD services are prolific
in offering a wide range of content,
spanning from user-generated clips
about cats falling into a fish tank to
quality content from broadcasters,
such as the news.
Following renowned examples
such as House of Cards, content
is even specially produced to be
released on the Internet. Technological
changes bring about new distribution
techniques, as well as new devices
that are capable of showing video.
Consumer behaviour is changing
drastically, prompting broadcasters to
keep reinventing themselves and their
business models.

Understanding the viewer
Understanding the viewer is key to
cope or even thrive in this new world.
The viewer loves content, that much is
clear, but how do they want to watch
it? That is another question, to which
there is no single answer.
Live broadcasts, news, sports and
premieres of popular series still draw
viewers in droves to the (a) screen. The
volume of such ‘live’ rendezvous points
is limited, however. To fill the rest of
their viewing time, consumers watch
series or other content they know and
like. But as they want to watch that
whenever and wherever they want,
they don’t solely rely on their favourite
linear channels any more. Watching
shows on an on-demand service or
recorded on their own PVR is the new
normal.

How should broadcasters offer their content
to the viewers? The answer is: in as many
ways as possible.

❝The future of
broadcasting is about
choosing the best
possible distribution
technique that
offers broadcasters
and their viewers
the best possible
added value
throughout the
entire lifecycle
of the content.❞
— Michel Beke,
SVP Product Strategy,
MediaGeniX

The Paradox of Choice
But how do you find your way
in the almost unlimited offer of
the on-demand world? There are
several options. You can browse the
suggestions and highlights assembled
by the VoD service provider, or you
can search the catalogue of titles
on offer. But that is not always the
greatest help, especially when you are
searching for swomething to watch
with the family or a group of people.
Finding content that suits everybody is
difficult. Before you know it, a lengthy,
complex, supposedly democratic
process precedes hitting the play
button.
It is so hard to choose from so
many possibilities. Scientists call it
the Paradox of Choice: more choices
can make the total experience less
pleasing and even unpleasant. Is
choosing too difficult a task for
humans? Should we rely on a
computer to make the choices for us?
After all, recommendation engines are
sophisticated algorithms that analyse
our past habits, on the basis of which
they recommend the best possible
content.
Although recommendation
engines are still in full development,
we can say now that they will never
offer the perfect suggestion — that
is because their main problems are
unsolvable. No matter how well the
recommendation engine knows all of
the content, and no matter how well

it knows our past viewing habits, it
does not know exactly what we feel
like. Has it been a hard day at work?
Are we in a romantic mood? Are we
watching with a group of people?
The recommendation engine hasn’t
got a clue. And yet, such factors
will influence our choices, and our
emotional needs for content.
Sometimes you also just want
to be surprised and you do not feel
like binge watching the same series.
Remember linear channels? By
switching channels, you are dropped
in the middle of something, not
immediately knowing what it actually
is. But before you know it, you are
hooked to a new favourite programme
you would never have found by
making an active choice.
Sometimes viewers like to binge
watch, often they want to enjoy a live
event, and once in a while they want
to re-watch an old black-and-white
movie. Let’s face it: viewers (that is,
humans) are impossible to predict.
The above techniques all have
something to offer the viewer, but
no technique will always be the best
possible way of offering content.

The answer
So how should broadcasters offer their
content to the viewers? The answer
is: in as many ways as possible. The
decisions of broadcasters will have to
be made from the content’s point of
view, and no longer by only analysing

which loyal viewers are watching their
channels at what time of day. The
audience has grown too diverse, too
mobile, with so many video sources at
their disposal.
Broadcasters will need to have a
closer look at the content they can
offer. What rights do they have on the
content? What distribution platforms
are available and through which
technique can they generate the most
revenue with a particular title?
Maybe it is on a premium payservice, or on Facebook or YouTube;
maybe on a linear channel or by
selling the content to another
company? The answer will largely
depend on the rights, the available
distribution techniques and the kind
of content. Big live sports events,
blockbuster movies, vintage series
and movies, gameshows and soaps,
old content or new … all will require a
different approach.
No, this is no longer about filling
linear channels with content; this is no
longer about offering as many titles as
possible on VoD services. The future
of broadcasting is about choosing the
best possible distribution technique
that offers broadcasters and their
viewers the best possible added value
throughout the entire lifecycle of
the content. This change will require
broadcasters to reinvent their business
and get new software and broadcast
systems that will enable them to meet
this new world head on. ❑
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Harmonic powers Globosat’s
IP broadcast workflow
Brazilian multi-channel cable and satellite
TV service provider Globosat has set up a
hybrid IP infrastructure based on Harmonic’s
Spectrum X advanced media server system
and MediaGrid shared storage system.
Pioneered for the broadcast of a 24hour 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) channel during
the Rio Olympic Games last year, Globosat
has since expanded the use of Harmonic
technology for playout and ofﬂine content
management in the IP domain. This, said
Globosat, maximises the efﬁciency of its
production operations for a variety of
programming.
Lourenco Carvano, senior director of
technology and engineering at Globosat,
said: “Support, product reliability and

commitment to innovation combine to
set Harmonic apart from the competition,
and we look forward to leveraging the
company’s technology to set the regional
standard for all-IP facilities.”
Designed for production and playout
applications, the Spectrum X media server
system eases the transition to IP broadcast
workﬂows by integrating SDI and IP I/O
— with SMPTE 2022-6 support — in the
same chassis.
This ability to bridge baseband and
compressed interfaces is critical today,
as most broadcasters are making an incremental shift away from existing SDI
infrastructure towards all-IP infrastructures,
Harmonic concluded.

ZOO Digital launches
cloud-based
dubbing platform
ZOO Digital has launched the entertainment industry’s “ﬁrst” cloud-based dubbing
platform.
Called ZOOdubs, the platform encapsulates the entire dubbing process, from script
localisation and adaptation to casting, auditioning, recording, editing and mixing. Based
on cloud technology, ZOOdubs systematises
the dubbing process, centralises control, reduces errors and makes it simpler to manage
the end-to-end workﬂow.
With ZOOdubs, content owners have
greater visibility of the dubbing process
than ever before, said ZOO Digital. They are
able to track projects as they move through
the process milestones, review and approve
material, and join in dubbing sessions from
anywhere in the world, at any time.
More speciﬁcally, ZOOdubs has been
designed to address traditional issues associated with the dubbing process. This includes
its propensity for error, its inability to provide
content owners with more visibility of the

workﬂow, and its engagement with only a
limited pool of voice talent. ZOOdubs also
works to eliminate the delays and additional
costs caused by lines of audio missed during recording sessions; and the repetition of
the same voice artistes appearing over and
over again.
Stringent cloud-based security protocols
also ensure that all video, audio and dubbing
reference materials are stored securely yet
conveniently accessible to authorised collaborators in the cloud.
Gordon Doran, president at Zoo Digital,
said: “ZOOdubs delivers a huge step forward
for dubbing services. It addresses head-on
the key challenges faced by content owners,
and aims to shake up an industry which has
been crying out for a service provider to do
dubbing differently.
“With ZOOdubs, the process is no
longer a black hole but now an end-to-end
workﬂow, with complete visibility every step
of the way.”

Linius’ new video virtualisation
a ‘transformative breakthrough’
Linius Technologies has unveiled a new video
virtualisation technology, which allows for
the manipulation of video ﬁles between
source and destination. This, according to
the company, creates new opportunities for
TV providers and content owners to protect,
personalise and monetise video assets.
Linius also believes that virtualisation
provides traditional TV providers in the
broadcast and cable industries with “unprecedented levels of personalisation”, by
producing streams for individual viewers.
Viewers can also be targeted with personalised ad units that can be inserted in real
time as the video stream is being transmitted, creating the same programmatic
advertising opportunities the Internet has
been delivering.
As a result, traditional TV providers
can halt the drift of ad dollars from TV to
the online marketplace while providing a
viewer experience that is more targeted and

relevant. For content owners and licensors,
virtualised video has the added advantage
of being piracy-proof, because there is no
actual ﬁle that can be downloaded.
Calling video virtualisation a “transformative breakthrough” for broadcasters and
cable TV providers, Chris Richardson, CEO of
Linius Technologies, said: “Our Virtualisation
Engine applies to video the same principles
that have transformed computing, networking and data storage — virtualisation. Now,
we can create virtualised video that is lighter,
more agile, and able to be subjected to all
kinds of commands, queries, business rules
and broadcast workﬂows.
“Virtualisation opens opportunities for
TV providers to create hyper-personalised
experiences, insert targeted advertising,
introduce payment gateways within the
content itself, enhance piracy protection and
allow for instant video integration across
multiple platforms.”

A Massive boost for
the OTT ecosystem
Massive Interactive has
launched a major update to
its Massive AXIS video merchandising platform, designed
to provide operators with the
ability to package, present
and monetise their video assets in real time across any
device.
According to Massive, its
advanced merchandising and
real-time audience segmentation technology allows operators to make “dramatic shifts”
in how they optimise their video applications
to increase engagement levels and reduce
customer churn.
New functionality, the company added,
empowers operators to use their video
applications as a way to increase revenue by
instantly responding to the latest trends or
developments, connecting viewers with the
right content at the right time and across
any device to achieve their business goals.
Ron Downey, CEO and co-founder of
Massive Interactive, said: “While video apps
are the primary means to connect viewers with their TV shows, movies and other
content they are watching, what is essential
to our customers is a platform that creates

`Massive has

established a new
standard to optimise
the online ‘retail’
experience in the multiscreen video space.a
— Ron Downey,
CEO and Co-Founder,
Massive Interactive
a truly flexible video retail environment.
Massive has established a new standard to
optimise the online ‘retail’ experience in the
multi-screen video space.”
A key new feature of the enhanced
Massive AXIS is Segmentation Tags, which
offer content schedulers and product
managers the ability to personalise subscriber experiences, providing “unmatched
versatility”.
Service providers now have the power to
respond directly to A/B testing and audience
behaviour, setting new industry benchmarks
in targeting content to separate audience
groups through unique user experiences,
Massive concluded.
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IPTV piracy:
The fight against a
new breed of pirates
BY PABLO ARGON

There has never been a better time
for TV entertainment. According
to most predictions, content for
TV is only going to boom from
Hollywood to Bollywood. However,
despite the success of the media
and entertainment industry, there
is the persistent and menacing
trouble of online pirates who illegally access content and distribute
them via direct downloads from
websites, torrent sites and streaming services.
IPTV piracy isn’t a new phenomenon, but with the mass production of premium content such
as 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), HD with
high dynamic range (HDR) and
with new business models for online content distribution, its market
share has started to threaten the
revenue of legal pay-TV operators.
What makes the new breed of
pirates especially threatening is
that they have made IPTV piracy
user-friendly and easier to access.
They have established a bold and
savvy business model that directly
and openly competes with legal
pay-TV operators. They package
illegal streams and serve them to
consumers on more than 100 channels and some even stream more
than a 1,000 channels through their
illegal platforms.
They claim to provide customer
support and offer high-quality
content such as HD channels at
staggeringly lower prices compared to their legal counterparts.
Complemented with effective
marketing campaigns via social
media ads, professional websites,

and legitimate packaging with settop box devices, it leads consumers
into thinking that these are legal
services.
There are also technological
factors that have accelerated the
growth of IPTV piracy. The availability of high-bandwidth digital
content protection (HDCP) strippers creates an easy way for pirates
to grab video streams right out
of the HDMI link. For consumers,
improved bandwidth is the likely
reason for the recent popularity of
illegal content streaming.
Access continues to be the
defining theme for any conversation about the role of consumers
in online piracy. It is worth noticing that in many markets, piracy is
driven by the lack of legal offerings.
There are many examples of high
piracy markets where the arrival of
legal streaming services has curbed
the volume of illegal content distributed. What is often ignored is
that consumers who are able to
afford legal services prioritise user
experience and consistent content
quality.
While pirates exploit viewers’
need for access, the media and
entertainment industry is using
sophisticated technology to cut
pirates from the supply chain. For
example, on most devices capable
of consuming HD or 4K/UHD content, digital rights management
(DRM) technologies are implemented using hardware protection
mechanisms made possible by the
device chipset.
Lately, Hollywood studios and
sport channels are enforcing the
use of forensic watermarking as

a requirement for content distribution. Forensic watermarking is
the process of embedding a nonvisible ID on the content, enabling
it to be traced back and thus
identify where the content leak occurred. This information can then
be used to stop the distribution of
content to compromised devices or
infringing users, and to take legal
action when appropriate.
On the consumer side of things,
awareness and education is still the
best way to stop or substantially
reduce the spread of illegal video
streams. A recent survey by Irdeto
indicates that more than 50% of
respondents from across the world
accessed pirated online video content; in Asia-Pacific, it is higher at
61%. But nearly half of the global
respondents indicate that they
would stop or watch less illegally
accessed content if they were more
aware of the damage it causes the
media industry.
It is evident now that the size,
scale and operation of online pirates is too big to ignore. A broadspectrum strategy that combines
sophisticated technology, firm
legal action, and better consumer
education will be the strongest and
most effective solution to win the
ever-evolving war on piracy.
Pablo Argon
is Senior
Director,
Technical
Strategy, TV
Platforms,
Media
Solutions at
Ericsson.

Image Matter has launched the B21 carrier board, which works with the existing
B20 module to enable OEM manufacturers to bring products to market quickly.

Image Matters supports
transition to cloud and IP
Image Matters, a provider of fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA)
video processing modules, has
launched the B21 carrier board
aimed at OEM broadcast and proAV applications.
Combined with the B20 Origami
module, the B21 is a “low-profile,
high-performance” Peripheral
Component Interconnect Express
(PCIe) board designed to handle
high-resolution video with extreme
connectivity, according to Image
Matters.
Jean-Francois Nivart, CEO of
Image Matters, added: “The transition to cloud-IP from SDI continues
to rock with HDMI now added
to the pro-AV mix. Our unique
modular products safeguard OEMs,
helping broadcasters and AV facilities leverage whatever technology
will eventually win.”
The B20 offers features such
a modular business card form
factor, low-power and high-end
20nm Xilinx FPGA to support the
hosting of advanced video codecs.
A Z-Ray high-density connector
further allows system architects
to design their own carrier boards
and deliver high-speed video

applications quicker to market,
added Image Matters.
Up to 8K120p can be achieved
on a single B20 with TICO compression, or up to 4K60p with
HEVC/H.265 or JPEG 2000. For
broadcast and pro-AV media connectivity, the B21 carrier board is
populated with three SFP+ cages.
HD-3G-6G-12G SDI, HDMI and
10G Ethernet are available on SFP
inserts of any of the three available cages.

Canal+ adds SSL System T to its
IP mix at new production facility
Canal Factory, a recently developed production
facility for French premium subscription channel
Canal+ and the free-to-air channel C8, has moved its
audio and video workflow to a facility-wide network.
The migration includes the installation of four
large-scale Solid State Logic (SSL) System T broadcast audio production systems, an SSL L500 Live
console and SSL Network I/O interfaces. All of these
are connected via a high-capacity (120-plus devices,
6000 x 6000 audio channels), fully redundant Dante
audio-over-IP (AoIP) network that shares the core
Canal Factory IP infrastructure.
Ralph Atlan, Broadcast CTO of Canal+, said:
“During this project, we created the first large-scale
broadcast centre based on Dante protocol for audio.
Solid State Logic solutions helped Canal+ to install an IP
infrastructure for a new production facility.

Canal+ and SSL learnt a lot together about the
best way to implement SSL consoles in a full IP live
broadcast environment.”
Canal+’s facilities include two main audio control rooms, four production stages and a music premix studio. All audio I/O is connected to and routed
around an IP network using the Dante networked
AoIP protocol via commercial off-the-shelf (CTOS)
network switches from Cisco.
This, according to Canal+, provides “comprehensive, ultra-low latency distributed routing with
full device recovery”, and more than 6000 x 6000
system channel capacity. The Dante network has
also been extended to the Canal+ Lumière master
control room via a dark fibre link, so that existing
MADI infrastructure can be connected to the new
network.
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SCTE 104/35 standards and beyond:
A look at ad insertion in an OTT world
BY CIRO NORONHA

Ad insertion is a very important
part of many video-delivery systems because of the monetisation
aspect — it generates revenue!
With over-the-top (OTT) video
delivery on the Internet, the holy
grail of advertisement is finally
achievable. That is, it is technically possible to send individual,
personalised ads to each viewer
based on what is known about that
viewer. Such systems are based, in
part, on the traditional ad-insertion
workﬂows that use the SCTE 104
and SCTE 35 standards as their
starting point.
The genesis of a traditional
ad-insertion system is a network
feed containing programmes
and ads. Some of the ads, called
“avails”, are low-priority and can
be replaced downstream. A trafﬁc system knows where the avails
are in the feed. The ﬁrst step is to
“decorate” the network feed with

The standards, devices
and technologies
necessary for
individualised ad
insertion in OTT are
available today, and
they can share the same
signal as for traditional
broadcast ad insertion.

SCTE 104 markers to
signal these points;
this step is done by
an inserter such as
the Cobalt 9922 unFigure 1
der the control of the
trafﬁc system.
The next element in the chain
is an encoder, such as the Cobalt
9223, that compresses the feed for
transmission and converts the baseband SCTE 104 markers into their
digital representation, SCTE 35. This
compressed bitstream is transmitted
to the afﬁliates and can be used in
the traditional manner, wherein
new ads are spliced and the feed
transmitted over the air or cable
and to the input of an OTT system.

The technologies used in an
OTT system are naturally well
suited for dynamic ad insertion due
to the following factors:
Q OTT delivery is one-to-one.
Each viewer makes an individual
connection to a server to receive
content, unlike with traditional
broadcasts. With the right infrastructure, the server can send personalised content to each viewer.
Q OTT delivery relies on small,

ADB delivers turnkey
SD-WAN solution for SMBs
ADB, a provider of connected
solutions for personal TV, business
TV, broadband and the Internet of
Things (IoT), has developed what
it calls an “industry-ﬁrst” solution
speciﬁcally tailored for small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and branch ofﬁces, including customer-premises equipment (CPE)
enabled for software-deﬁned wide
area networks (SD-WAN).
ADB describes the new endto-end solution as fully integrating
network function virtualisation
(NFV) and software-deﬁned networking (SDN) technologies to
offer components from CPE to a
self-care portal.
It offers a range of advanced
features on the multi-WAN CPE,
including automated provisioning
that reduces the service activation
times for services from weeks to
minutes, according to ADB.
Users can enjoy reduced Capex

due to software virtualisation,
which enables standardised hardware to be used. Reduced Opex
can be gained from remote and
automated provisioning, which
saves the cost of an engineer visit
to reconﬁgure the CPE.
A shorter activation time for
new services further leads to faster
time to revenue for the service provider, as well as improved customer
satisfaction, added ADB.
The company also recommends the solution for operators
looking to deploy a complete
and fully integrated end-to-end
solution for multi-site customers.
By using an overlay network approach, operators can deliver the
most cost-effective CPE for branch
ofﬁces, along with the capability
to effectively manage the entire
network using a single architecture
and advanced software toolset,
ADB concluded.

SYSTEMS

self-contained ﬁle fragments, making it very straightforward to splice
in and out of the ad at the viewing
device.
Q OT T deliver y uses Web
technologies, which have a welldeveloped user identiﬁcation and
tracking infrastructure.
The OTT delivery system uses
the same compressed bitstream
with SCTE 35 markers as broadcast
delivery does. The ﬁrst processing

element is a transcoder, which will
take the feed and convert it to
small chunks. An ad-insertion-enabled transcoder, such as the Cobalt
Digital 9990-TRX, will process the
SCTE 35 triggers and ensure that
chunk transitions are placed at the
ad boundaries.
The ad signalling is also included in the feed using SCTE 67.
The OTT client at the viewer device
processes these messages and uses
a protocol such as VAST or SCTE
130 to play a personalised ad.
Additionally, interactive ads can
be served using VPAID. A typical
end-to-end system is shown in
Figure 1.

Ciro Noronha
is Director of
Technology,
Cobalt Digital.

Net Insight grows Connector
Marketplace into the cloud
With the inclusion of cloud-based media production
services, Net Insight’s Connector Marketplace is enabling cloud-service providers to offer services to the
Connector Community along the media production
chain. These include transcoding and encoding, as
well as graphics insertion and live streaming.
According to Net Insight, the addition of cloudbased media services to the Connector Marketplace
provides subscribers with pay-per-use access to
cloud-based media services with full ﬁnancial visibility and project billing.
They can view and book current assets in their
workﬂows as well as book and deploy services “in
seconds” during peak times, with full cost control
and analyses. For service providers, it delivers a
high-proﬁle global marketplace to promote available services and resources to the industry.
Martin Karlsson, CTO and vice-president, product portfolio, Net Insight, added: “As more and
more media companies move large parts of their
production workﬂows to the cloud, being able
to seamlessly integrate it with existing workﬂows

becomes key.
“We are constantly looking for ways to add value
to our marketplace for our large buyer base, and
bringing cloud-based media services to the table
ﬁts squarely in that goal.”
Net Insight’s Connector Marketplace also forms
a larger goal of the company to create a Global
Media Marketplace, after the introduction of the
Connector Community at IBC 2016. The platform
is available to more than 600 professional media
installations of ScheduALL across the globe.
The ScheduALL software solution, when paired
with the Connector Marketplace, offers media
companies the capability to combine existing inhouse workﬂows with external services. Through
integrated billing, utilising an external source or
service becomes as simple as using an internal one,
said Net Insight.
The company is also currently lining up partners
with cloud media assets to serve as providers on the
Connector Marketplace, and to be commercially
available in the second half of this year.
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The changing face of time
in the world of broadcast
The media business has always been a slave to
time. From the days of the print industry when
the business was run on getting the news to press
to meet dispatch times for planes, trains and
automobiles to regular, scheduled radio news
bulletins or the cable news channels’ news on the
hour — everything was deadline driven with the
hard-stop on the dial.
This digital age is almost the same: everything
is deadline-driven. The one difference is that the
deadline is that second when you lose your customer.
And this will literally kill your business. Delivery
cycles have gone from being set by print or broadcast
times to near continuous.
KPI monitoring reflects this transition in delivery
cycles — traditional metrics having gone from being
monthly readership and circulation figures and
overnights to data fresh off the analytics-press, every
second of every day.
These new deadlines and their monitoring have
forced a tectonic shift in the world of broadcast
where a traditional broadcast organisation is being
forced to evolve to survive in this new ‘timescape’.
This evolution has the following major phases:
First, there needs to be a technology focus where
measurement forms the core of the digital product.
Technologists architecting and implementing the
products have to build in the correct measurement
capabilities. Without the ability to measure
interactions, granularly and accurately, the growth
and adoption of any service will be throttled.
Following on from this product development

is the real-time data deluge of the individual user
journey: Who clicked what? Why didn’t they click?
They clicked, watched but didn’t complete? Did the
pre-roll lead to abandonment? Such hyper-granular
click journeys must be captured for each user and
the mountain of data piles up high and fast every
millisecond of every day.
A new analytics capability needs to be developed
in traditional broadcasting organisations, where
the research teams broaden their skill-sets to live
and breathe digital, and where the new metrics
of adoption, conversion funnels and churn form
the nexus of a new measurement paradigm. This
functional group must tell the business not only
what happened but also the why. They literally have
to sift through the mountains of muck to find the
true gems of real insight.
Even if an organisation cracks the time-sensitive
analysis piece and constructs a true picture of what
is happening, the traditional broadcaster needs
to know how to react to these insights. It is great
to know what needs to be done; it is a different
proposition entirely to ‘do it’.
So how can an organisation adapt to act on this
insights from analytics?
The days are gone where silos operate in
organisations. The new deadlines put paid to the
old ways of working and interactions between
departments. A new unison across different
departments — product, analysis, marketing,
operations and programming — is required to make
everything tick.

All of these departments need to develop a way
of functioning together, organically where the
traditional boundaries are broken down to form
a unit with a singular purpose and ability to react
as the data is analysed. Working in this up-tempo
rhythm, an organisation has a shot to respond to
the ever shifting land and time scapes and deliver a
proposition that promotes, delivers and selects the
best user proposition. Again, the right decisions have
to be made but there is no luxury of time — do one
thing wrong and your customer will be gone in a
blink.
The Rolling Stones once
optimistically sang:
Time is on my side ...
in this day and age,
it isn’t anymore. All
we can do is adapt
to meet the new
deadline. T
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As the broadcast and media industries move
towards more converged infrastructures,
more content players are emerging, increasing already intense competition.
This, says Dr Ahmad Zaki, group GM,
Engineering, Media Prima, compels broadcasters and service providers alike to consider operating costs and efficiency issues.
He adds: “In order to remain sustainable
through cost-cutting, technologies such as
baseband-over-IP and cloud storage have
an increasing role to play.”
As the discussion on the transition to IP
in Asia looks set to take centrestage this year,
Dr Ahmad Zaki calls for the support of open
standards and non-proprietary interfaces, as
well as software implementations. This, he
says, will have a direct impact on the cost
of equipment and interoperability, and in
Media Prima’s case, allow current workflows
to be improved.
“What I mean by this, is moving from
Capex to Opex-type operations,” he explains. “For instance, we can move our data
to a cloud provider, rather than owning our

Media Prima’s Dr
Ahmad Zaki Mohd
Salleh: “In order to
remain sustainable
through cost-cutting,
technologies such as
baseband-over-IP and
cloud storage have
an increasing role to
play.”

VTC’s Phan Tien Dung:
“To meet viewers’
want for on-demand,
interactive content
should be a key
priority and we are
focusing on building
a multi-screen digital
ecosystem.”

in-house server infrastructure as ownership
costs continue to escalate.”
While technologies may be key enablers
in an age of rapidly evolving consumption
habits, broadcasters cannot afford to neglect
viewer engagement, cautions Dr Ahmad
Zaki. “Changing viewing behaviour and consumer lifestyles also need to be understood.
This is where data analytics becomes an es-

sential science and needs to be incorporated
into our business plans.”
Fox Network, ESPN, Al Jazeera Media
Network, and closer to home, Vietnam’s Ho
Chi Minh City Television, are among networks
who have already deployed some form of
IP-based facilities, Phan Tien Dung, CTO of
Vietnam Digital Television, points out.
He sees video-over-IP (VoIP) as the key
buzzword this year, as broadcast stations, film
distributors and telcos alike explore ways to
create more revenue on over-the-top (OTT)
platforms.
Like Dr Ahmad Zaki, Phan observes
constantly changing viewing habits as consumers hungrily lap up all forms of multimedia, so much so that video aggregators
and file-sharing sites such as Facebook and
YouTube have become “broadcasters” in
their own right.
“To meet viewers’ want for on-demand,
interactive content should be a key priority
and we are focusing on building a multiscreen digital ecosystem,” he adds.
Another BroadcastAsia2016 buyer is
• Continued on page 2
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BroadcastAsia2016 line-up highlights show’s relevance to Asia
Over 600 exhibitors are ready to welcome visitors to BroadcastAsia2016
this morning with a dazzling line-up
of products and solutions highlighting emerging technologies such as
broadcast IP, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and
high dynamic range (HDR).
While broadcasters will be keen to
find out how these technologies can
potentially impact their businesses, it
is perhaps prudent not to lose sight of

a key necessity as consumption habits
continue to evolve — engagement
with audiences.
Lindy Wee, chief executive of
Singapore Exhibition Services, the
organiser of BroadcastAsia2016, says:
“It has become increasingly important
for Asian companies to find new ways
to engage with viewers, especially
with the entry of disruptive players
such as Netflix.

“Broadcasters, pay-TV operators
and content providers must now produce and deliver content via different
platforms to keep up with viewer
expectations.”
To address this, the BroadcastAsia2016 International Conference
is featuring speakers from Netflix, as
well as HOOQ and iflix — an emerging
band of subscription-video-on-demand (SVoD) services primarily

servicing the Asian market — who are
providing insights into how operators
can best optimise their over-the-top
(OTT) platforms and digital assets to
achieve commercial and operational
optimisation, as well as deliver immersive experiences to their audiences.
On the show floor, the TV Everywhere! Zone, which made a success• Continued on page 2

Singapore Exhibition
Services Chief Executive
Lindy Wee.
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Some say that the future is uncertain. But with Magna,
it couldn’t be clearer. For almost 50 years, Magna has been
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Pay TV and Service Providers. With Magna, you’ll always
know what’s beyond the horizon. We’ll get you there
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